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THE SPUD OUTLOOK

Camden will hold a special town
meeting Oct. 16, the object of which
is to see if the voters wish to take
advantage of a State law, which per
mits a town to zone its territory for
the purpose of restricting the estab
lishment of what might be thought
to be undesirable business enter
prises of any sort, in any zone where
it might not be desired by the town.
The Article to he voted upon reads
as follows: “To see if the town will
vote to enact as a town ordinance
the following: It is hereby prohibit
ed to engage in or to carry on, within
one-half mile of the present location
jof the U. 8. I’ostofli,ce building in said
.Camden, any of the following lines of
(business, i. e.. sardine or fish packing,
glue manufacturing, fertilizer manu
facturing, slaughtering, lime burning,
lor the manufacturing of imitation
pearls from fish scales.”

The nation's potato cron will ap
proximate 466,815,000 bushels this
year, according to an estimate an
nounced by the New England crop re
porting service. This figure, based
on the Sept 1 condition compares with
459,737,000 bushels forecast last
month. 406.964,000 harvested last year,
and 384,566,000 the flve-yeat average.
As of Sept. 1. potato prospects in New
England are for a total of 46.213,000
bushels, compared with 47.055,000 in
Dr. Crane says business must be
dicated a month earlier, 45,598,000 ! beautiful. It is, when enough orders
harvested last year, and 47,240,000 the ( are coming in.—Boston Shoe and
five-year average.
I Leather Reporter.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
NOW OPEN
EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCTOBER 2
Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial, Etc.
llOThStf
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Third Liberty Loan
41% Bonds
These bonds mature September I 5, 1928, and in
terest ceases on that date.

This Bank offers its services in collecting your

bonds for you.
The bonds held by us for safe-keeping will be

credited, principal and interest to September 15,
1928, to depositors' accounts as of September 1,
1928, unless otherwise instructed.

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Me.
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A MURDEROUS ASSAULT

Is Sought By Voters of Cam
den, Who Call a Special Phyllis Spencer, High School Girl, Struck Over the Head
With Iron Pipe—Unknown Assailant Escapes.
Town Meeting.

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 15, 1928.

Third Liberty Bonds
have been called

Sept. 15th

Interest stops on that date
Bring your bonds to this bank and

\

we will gladly cash them for you
111-112
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THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland
Body and Fender Shop
Body Work, Top Work. Wood Work
Chassis Straightening. Wielding and
Fender Work
Painting and Spraying

Rockland, Main©

655 Main St.

Tel. 466-M
111*113

A Remarkable Growth
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NEXT LEGISLATURE

BRAKES AND LIGHTS

Will Have Seven Women
Members — This Section
Solidly Republican.

The American Automobile As
sociation and State Highway Po
lice will conduct a free brake and
light test on Mountain street,
Camden, Oct. 1 and 2, testing
brakes from 2 to 5.30 p. m. and
lights from 7 to 10 p m- The full
equipment for such purposes will
be in use. The inspectors ask that
all cars enter Mountain street
from the town’s principal street,
as they can be handled to better
advantage. All cars which pass
the tests will be provided with
O. K. stickers.

Seven women will have seats in

. .540.945

00

burst; next for Harding and Coolidge.
I never have voted in this town yet,
hut shall this year for Herbert
Hoover. I shall vote a straight Re
publican ticket. Let’s hope that Maine
will do as well in November as it has
done in September. Hurrah for the
good old State of Maine!
I live near the main highway on the
road to Worcester and see a lot of
autos. About one in 25 has an Al
Smith plate on it. The rest have
Hoover plates. I saw one the other
/day that had Al Smith on the front
of the car and Hoover’s name on the
hack. I heard a man say that all over
the New England States it is 3 to 1 in
favor of Hoover. Let us all hope he
will be the man.
F. S.

$175,000 a year.
Such a saving would be equivalent
to a whole year’s dividend on the
$3,000,000 5 per cent preferred stock.
Naturally, substantial benefit would
thus accrue to the common stock.
Maine Central common stock on the
Boston Stock Exchange, in response
to these developments advanced to
72%, a new record for the year—an
advance of 12% points since Aug. 27.

cause of the ‘bolters’ or tiie water
power issue.'Mr. Coy declared that in 1924 the
Thinks National Speakers and Democrats had plenty of money, $40.000 from the National Committee and
Republican Gold Caused between $8,000 and $10,000 from the
Henakyrial candidates. and t(hat i.1
Great Victory.
made a difference whether or not the
organizations in Kennebec, and Cum(While (he Republican machines
berland Counties bad $2500 and $5000
were never so well greased since the respectively, to get out the vote.
“It was apparent,’’ he said, “that the
She—I suppose you know Alice days ofViles and Gannett, the Demo
Republican organization in Augusta
married money.
cratic State Committee did every
He—Oh. yes. They’re separated thing it could to carry Maine in the was having difficulty in getting the
vote out Monday. 1 noticed that Re
now. aren’t they?
She—No—just she and her husband election last Munday without the aid publican leaders were worried. Then
of outside speakers and with little things began to happen. Cars were
are separated.—Life.
rushed to the front to drag in the vote.
outside money, according to a state
All this cost money. I believe that
ment by Dan W. (’ony, former chair i Moran would have polled as many
man of the State Democratic Com- votes as Pattangall did in 1924 if the
I State Committee had
the same
| inittec.
amount of money as my committee
Mr. (’ony said that he found com
had in that campaign.”
ment on the “great Republican vicGov.-elect Gardiner, he declared,
i lory,’ as set forth in the Republican beside being popular, has plenty of
press of the State, “rather amusing.” i “sinews of war.’
“The Republican
He wonders how many votes Gov- i candidate,” he said, “has been cam
elect William Tudor Gardiner, whom paigning for three years and was a
In October, 1916, nineteen people took 89 shares in the Rockland
he admits was the most popular can wise campaigner, making few speech
Loan & Building Association, and have paid since then $1.00 per
didate put up by cither party in many es and having no issues. He visited
years, w’ould nave received if “^ie every voter in the State and made a
month on each share. The twenty-fourth semi-annual dividend
Republican National Committee had good impression. When election day
will be made in October and these shares will then mature at a
stayed out of Maine with their speak came, his party associates saw to it
value of $18,086.58, payable in cash or matured stock certificates
ers and their gold.”
that there was plenty of money to get
as the owners may prefer. The interest return has been 5'/2% per
“It must he a great satisfaction to Tudor’s friends to the polls. The
Edward C. Moran. Jr., and Herbert E. Democratic
National
Committee
annum. The amount paid on each share has been $144.00. The
Holmes to know that 66,000 Demo I would send no speakers of National
dividend per share will be $59.22. Shares are available at any time.
crats stayed with the party when reputation to Maine. Those in power
those who have received the greatest in New York did not want to take any
honors quit, and went out with the • part in the Maine election.”
October, 1916 .... $
98.00
enemy to destroy them," Mr. Cony de
clared.
Golf clubs of the United States
October, 1928 .... $18,086.58
“The Republican press and some
have been requested to close on na
Democrats.” he said, “have criticised
tional election days. Another, and
Mr. Moran. Jr., on making an issue of
|M)ssibly better, idea would be to make
water power. I believe that Mr. Mo
ran had just as much right to disre the nineteenth hole a voting booth.—
Seattle Times.
gard the water power plank In the
platform as William R. Pattangall had
to ignore the platform in 1924 when
Lady—I’m sorry for yer ’avin a ’us407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
he made the Kian an issue. In 1924 I band that's everlastin* singin'. My
15,000 to 20.000 Democrats left the okl man sings about once a year.
Thrte doors South of Rockland National Bank
party because of the Kian issue; no
Her neighbor—In ’is bath. I suppose
111-tf
such lumber left this year, either be-

CONY'S SOUR GRAPES

Are yO(/ One of the

$1,373,055 00

Increase in resources in seven years ........
Undivided Profits and Surplus

September 5, 1928 ..........................................................................................

»
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52,000 00

September 6. 1921 ..................................................................................

$118,000 00

Increase in Profits in seven years..............

A rapidly growing National Bank and safe depository for your money.

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
74 years of service

1928

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Arthur S. Baker, Pres.

Edward F. Berry, Cashier

J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.

D- C. Leach, Asst. Cashier
Rockland, Me.
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The horrors of a tragedy which [ the personal direction of City
the Legislature of 1929 instead of
occurred in this city ioyears-ago: Marshal Webster.
Excitement
1 six as in the session of 1927. Of
the coming December were vivid ran very high meantime, and if
these five will have had previous
ly recalled Thursday night, when the assailant had heen captured
service In the Senaite Mrs. Dora
a crowd of at least 500 citizens the police might have found some
| Bradbury Pinkham of Aroostook
turned out in a fruitless quest of difficulty in protecting him.
County and Mrs. Katherine C. Allen
an unknown young man who had
Returning
to
headquarters
of Penobscot have each served a term
apparently attempted to murder Marshal Webster told the story
in the House and Senate. Mrs. Claire
j S. Carter of Androscoggin County
Miss Phyllis Spencer, a High to Lieut. Cushman of the State
' although serving her first term in
School girl. The weapon undoubt Highway Police who had just
the Senate or any other legislative
RED CROSS MATTERS
edly used in this instance was a come over the line from Wis
i body will not he a total stranger to
section of half-inch water pipe casset.
Lieut. Cushmai) was
legislative ways.
With one excep
tion. she has been in constant attemlabout 10 inches in length, which much interested, for he had but Christmas Bags For Enlisted
ance at every legislative session since
Men—Red Cross Nursing
was found in the immediate vi recently seen a hatless young man
1917.
cinity of the assault.
answering the marshal’s descrip
In the City.
Mrs. Carter was first at Augusta
It was not an especially formid tion, this side of Waldoboro. Ac
1 with her husband when he was an
active and prominent member of tho
able implement for one who seems companied by the marshal and
The Itooevik Club has generously
group of legislative agents on duty
to have had murder in his heart, Special Officer Crockett, Lieut. supplied the Rockland Red Cross
in the eapitol and later with him dur
but the blow might easily have Cushman immediately started Chapter’s quota of 12 Christmas bags
ing his two terms in the Senate. Mrs.
for enlisted men. This year the Red
been a fatal one, had not the force back over the route. They met Cross required 42,000 hags for men
, Carter succeeds her husband, who
of it been broken by a heavy head a moving van, the accupants of in the Canal Zone, Nicaragua, Haiti,
1 died suddenly in the closing days of
i the 1927 session.
of hair, and the fact that the which informed him that they had Porto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guanta
She has the unique distinction of
girl’s coat collar was turned up. seen a bare-headed young man namo, Hawaii, Samoa, China, Guam
already being a member of the Senate,
The result of the assault was a near the Edgecomb cut-off. As and the Philippines. The hags were
i so that her election on Monday was
made of bright colored cretonne, 10
scalp wound on the hack of the suming that the would-be mur inches square, which pull together at
I in fact a re-election, yet never having
i sat in the Senate as an actual memhead, slightly on the right side, derer might have heen able to the top with two draw strings. Each
! her of the body. Last fall she was
necessitating two stitches, which pick up a ride here and there, bag contained: One 2-hladed jackI elected to fill the vacancy caused by
knift; 1 shaving brush, best quality.
were taken at Knox Hospital by they continued their quest, hut 1 shaving stick with holder; I pack
the death of her husband. At that
Dr. William Ellingwood.
reached Woolwich without find of playing cards; 2 handkerchiefs;
time it was expected there would he
a special session of the 1< gislature
Returning from the movies at ing the suspect. The officials of and five 10 cent useful or amusing
during the winter. It was not called
10.45, Miss Spencer was proceed the Carlton Bridge, who had articles. Each hag contained a self
so she did not qualify and sit as an
ing up Talbot avenue toward the meantime heen notified of the af addressed post card so the recipient
active member.
may acknowledge its receipt and
Broadway residence of 'Mr. and fair, were positive that the party thereby indicate to what part of the
In the House there will he these
CYRUS H. K. CURTIS
Mrs. George B. Clark, where she had not crossed the bridge.
world the Christmas bags from The Noted Publisher, Whose Initial Gift of Fifty Thousand Dollars Made women members who served in the
is making her home while attend
The officers were unwilling to Rockland travelled.
Certain in Advance the Success of the $100,000 Campaign of the Knox session of 1927: Miss Gail Laughlin
of Portland. Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay
The system of distribution at camp
County General Hospital.
ing Rockland High School. As abandon the chase, however, and
of Waldoboro and Mrs. L. R. Folsom
is to have an outdoor tree trimmed
she reached the brook she fancied went about to miles over the Gar and lighted, and on Christmas eve
of Norridgewock. The fourth woman
member of the House will be Mrs.
she heard foootsteps at the rear, diner road, without results.
just after retreat Santa Claus ap
MORE
THAN
A
HUNDRED
THOUSAND
Lena M. Day of Gorham. These
and turning saw a bareheaded
The best description of the as pears at the Christmas tree while
women are all Republicans. Mrs.
young man. The glimpse was a sailant which the police have been the troops are gathered around. After
Mabelle Chaney of Lisbon, who was
brief one, but sufficient to reveal able to obtain comes from the man Santa makes a few (remarks the The Campaign For Knox County General Hospital Fund a member of the House in 1927, was
troops are brought up by batteries.
that he had light hair, was not interrogated by Messrs. Black and Each man receives his hag as his
defeated for re-election by her Re
Closes With Complete Success.
publican opponent L. A. .lack.
very tall, and wore a belted jacket. Wotton. This places the fugitive name is called. The names of ab
The Legislative delegations from
'lhe incident gave her no fur as being about 5 1-2 feet tall, sentees are checked and the battery
this section of the State will he made
ther thotoht, for the community weighing about 130 pounds and commander is given a hag for each
up thus:
Announcing two months ago a campaign to raise $100,000
soldier. The hags make a
is a thiraly settled one, and it having light hair combed straight absent
Knox County: Senator, Zelma M.
fine display and give each man the
for the Knox County General Hospital, the directors today are
Dwinal. R. Camden; Representatives,
was probably some pedestrian re lxick from the forehead. He wore cheery feeling of Christmas.
George L. St.Clair. R., Rockland;
* • • •
gratified to record the full success thereof, the total "figures of
turning from the movies, like her a plaid jacket with knitted bot
Fred E. Burkett, R.. Union: George E.
The
monthly
mheeting
of
the
Red
self.
tom, and light pantaloons. Any
the canvass at this writing having reached $105,000. The story
Allen, R.. Camden; Edwin S Vose, R.,
Cross
nursing
activities
committee
Nearly opposite the residence reader of this article who may
Cushing; Granville Bachelder, R., St.
of the campaign’s progress has been detailed in these columns
was held Saturday evening. The
of John O. Stevens the footsteps have seen a person thus described, following analysis of visits during
George.
from week to week and docs not require now to he recapitulated.
Lincoln County; Senator, Forrest
again sounded, directly behind on the night of the crime, is the month of August was presented:
H. Rond. R., Jefferson; Representa
In the minds of the friends of the hospital will remain knowledge
her.
She had turned slightly asked to communicate with the Acute medical, 47: acute surgical, 19:
tives, Maude Clark Gay. R.. Waldo
chronic, 58; prenatal. 8; delivery, 6:
of the fact that it was the initial gift of $50,000 contributed by
when she received a crushing police department.
boro; Harold W. Bishop. It.. Boothpostpartum. 44; newborn (under 1
hay Harbor; Daniel E. Bisbee, IL,
blow over the head. The impact
Cyrus 11. K. Curtis that made certain in advance the success
Miss Phyllis Spencer, victim of month), 38; welfare—Infants (under
Damariscotta.
dazed but did not stun her, the assault, is 16 years of age 1 year) 67; pre-school (1 to 6 years)
of the movement which places the hospital upon a basis of
Hancock County: Senators. J. Sher
and the air was rent with her and the youngest daughter of 346; school children (6 to 16). 19:
financial efficiency and makes possible its full development to
man Douglas. R., Lamolne, and Homer
tuberculosis.
14:
visits
to
patients
shrieks and cries for help.
Capt. Walter V. Spencer, a for
H. Dunbar. R.. Orland; Representa
the requirements of the community which it serves.
Among those who heard the mer Rockland fish dealer, who not seen. 17; visits on behalf of pa
tives, C. Carroll Blaisdell, It.. Franktients. 20; total number of visits.
lin: Harris L McLean. R., Bar Haroutcries was Fred C. Black, who died in Bath a few
ago. She 652.
hor ,Frederick S. Blodgett. IL. Buckswas closing (his Summer street hears a most excellent reputation
Clinics and conferences three, with
Success beyond the most sanguine he had conducted in this city during port Oscar W. Ford. R., Brooklin;
an attendance of 188. Five classes expectations
residence for the night. I Ie start and is popular in school.
of
the
promoters the past six years, every one of them George S. Foster. R.. Ellsworth; Lon •n
ed across lots for Talbot avenue
T'hc theory that the assault of Little Mothers’ Club, were held. crowned the Knox County General crowned with success, but none so W Rumill. R.. Tremont.
First aid and rest room tent at Knox Hospital’s debt reducing campaign great as this.
Waldo County: Senator. Albert T.
on the dead run, and when he might have been the deed of some Trotting Park was open five days
for $100,000. Yesterday’s noonday re
Governor Cobh, speaking briefly, Nickerson. R.. Swanville; Represen
reached the scene of the assault young man crazed with jealousy and nights.
ports showed $101,123.60 in hand with gave praise to those whose unselfish tatives, Charles S. Taylor. IL. Belfast;
found himself joined by Charles seems to have no foundation, for
several towns and a numbci of indi labors had brought the campaign to Allen M. Small. R.. Freedom; Frank
viduals yet to be heard from. In ad its successful close, commended the W. (’arleton. ft, Winterport.
C. Wotton, Frank M. Tibbetts, Miss Spencer says that the man
THE EXCISE LAW
dition working out of the campaign generosity of the people of the county
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl. was an absolute stranger to her,
comes the certainty of the who have so loyally stood by the hos
As soon as he had seen that the and that there was rather the Voters of Maine Sustain the activities
STRAND THEATRE
beautiful William Bok memorial home pital. and in particular recognized the
victim was being cared for, Mr. suggestion of a tramp in his apfor nurses, rounding out the hos help of the men and women who make
“None But the Brave?’ and Buzz
Legislative Act—What It pital plant and financed entirely by up the county’s summer population, Barton In “The Bantam Cowboy’’ are
Black ran his motor car out of pearance.
Edward W. Bok.
whose splendid generosity has so being shown the last times today.
the garage, jnd accompanied by
Means.
It was a record meeting al Temple greatly contributed to the present suc
It has been almost a tradition in
Mr. Wotton, started to comb the
ONE IN TWENTY-FIVE
The law passed by the last Legisla hall, swollen in numbers by the pres cess. as well as to the calls of the past. pictures that once an actor estab
nearby streets.
ence
of
the
Rotary
Club.
The
team
To these staunch and liberal support lished himself in a certain type of
ture to reduce the excise tax levied
lie drove down Talbot avenue, That the Proportion of Al. on
railroads doing business in this reports showed that a lively day had ers of the institution, lie said, we are role, he must continue playing this
been put in since Thursday and with under particular obligation to main to the end of his days. But Novarro
over [Union, up fWillow over
Smith Signs, Writes Whit State was affirmed by popular vote the presentation of the report of the tain here a hospital of highest stand has never capitulated to that rule.
Broadway and down Rankin
in Monday's election. This means
that the new law which Oov. Brew executive committee on its “mopping ing. and lie was confident that the In his latest vehicle “A Certain
insville Correspondent.
street. Near the foot of Ran
ster vetoed will become effective in up" program came certainty that the management would see that no wise Yourig Man" which comes Monday
kin street they met a man who
great drive was handsomely over the measures were neglected that should and Tuesday to the Strand, he for
1929.
Whitinsville, Mass., Sept. 11.
told them that a young man an
The old law, which levied a tax of top and the crowd rose to its feet and contribute to maintaining the Knox gets such romantic characters ».s
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
swering the description they gave
f>H per cent on the railroads on the shouted its satisfaction. Campaign (’ounty General Hospital upon a plane “The Student Prince” or the young
I want to write and let you know
W. <). Fuller reviewed the of usefulness suited to the needs of king in “Forbidden Hours,” to play
and hatless, had just run across that Old Glory is out on this house basis of their gross transportation re Chairman
activities of the past two months and this region both in respect oi its local an ultra-modern young Londoner, i
the street, coming from the rear where I live for our Republican Gov ceipts, worked a great hardship. The thanked his colleagues for their con ami its always greatly increased youthful
peer whose flirtations are the
new law levies a graduated tax and
of E. B. Spear’s grocery sore, and ernor of the good Old State of Maine. takes into consideration the net earn sistent co-operation; <’ity (hairman summer population.
gossip of the staid old town. When
A
.Maine
woman
who
lives
in
this
Veazie
added
his
word
of
apprecia

The purpose for which the organi he falls In real love with the heroine,
going in the direction of Rankin
place called me up on the telephone ings as well as gross.
The tax on Maine Central Railroad tion: County Organizer Fifield told a zation had heen brought together and seeks to undo the chains of the
Block.
this morning and told me the good
pleasing story of team work and having heen handsomely achieved, the
'For several hours that locality, news. I moved here four years ago under the excise tax this year is about Campaign Director Hugh Spanielin' I general chairman declared it dis past that link him to other fair
charmers his trial and tribulations
$958,000. It is calculated that under
and the waterfront, was hunted from a town in Knox County.
the new basis there would he a sav who was given a warm meed of ap solved. and the meeting amid congrat- are many. It's laid in modern Lon
I
voted
the
first
time
for
Gov.
Parkplause.
alluded
to
the
six
campaigns
, illations and applause was adjourned. don society. Biarritz, and other
high and low by the police, under
ing to this road or possibly $150,000 to

North National Bank

1854

E

108-109

Nineteen?

Rockland Loan & Building Association

London Telegraph.

fashionable European playgrounds of
the rich.
Hobart Henley directed his latest
vehicle, in which a notable cast ap
pears.
Marceline Day plays his
sweetheart, and, it will he recalled,
she recently played opposite him in
Joseph Conrad’s “Road To Romance.”
Others in the cast are Renee Adoree,
Carmel Myers, Bert Roach, rotund
comedian of “Tin Hats’’ and “Wicked
ness iPreferred’’ fame as a jealous
husband, and Huntley Gordon as the
stern father of the heroine.—adv.

Tlie situation appears to sift down
to this, that neither one of the great
parties can sweep the country if it
stands shoulder to shoulder and works
harmoniously, and that neither will
stand and work in the manner in
dicated.—Ohio State Journal.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life azain I would hare
made a rule to read some poetry and llsr<u
to some muale at least once a week. Tho
loss of theso tastes is a loss of happiness. Charles Darwin.
THE OLD FAMILIAR FACES
I have had playmates, I have hat! companions.
In my days of childhood. In my joyful school
days
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have heen laughing. I have heen carousing.
Drinking late, sitting lute, witli my bosom
cronies—
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.
I loved a love once, fairest among women :
Closed are her doors on me. I must not see her—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man :
Like an Ingrate. I left my friend abruptly ;
Left him, to muse on the old familiar faces.
Ghost-llke I paced round the hsuuts of my
childhood.
Earth seem’d a desert I was bound to traverse.
Seeking to And the old familiar faces.
Friend of my bosom, thou more than a brother.
Why wert not thou born in my father's dwell
ing ?
So might we talk of the old familiar faces—

How some they have died, and some they have
left me.
And some are taken from me : all are departed-*
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.
^-Charles Lamb (1775-1834),
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Tammany Missionaries in the Corn Beit

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Me.. Sept. 13, 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S, Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is Fressmxn In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 13, 1928. there was
printed a total of 6260 copies.
Before tne,
FRANK B, MILLER,
Notary Public.

McCutcheon in Chicago Tribune

Out For Football Practice—
The Lineup As It Appears
Today.
i
While the football outlook in Rock
land High School wears a consider
ably less rosy hue than it did a year
ago. it is too early to assume that the
season will be a failure.
Quite to the contrary there is a
squad of more than 30 husky lads in- ’
eluding nine letter men who helped*
bear the brunt of the big contests ini
which the Grange eand Black was!
engaged last fall.
The two bigf
games—Portland and Bangor—have
been cancelled simply because it was
felt that the team’s supporters had
rather see it evenly matched than to
be stacked up against elevens which
would be top-heavy favorites.
The present squad contains the
following:
Maurice Hall, Maynard WIggtn,
Stephen Arcadi. Frank Mazzeo. Clif
ton Larrabee, ( mar Butler, Norman
Connon. Philip Dondis. Kenneth Wiggin. Frederick Hall. Edward Barnard,
Vito Minnoni, Chester Emery, Clay
ton Richardson. George Bisbee. Free
land Staples. Walter Gay. Clifford Syl
vester and William Rounds.
The new coach. Druward Heal, who
won his spurs in both football and
baseball at Colby College has been
following the practice very closely,
and were he to select a team today
would probably pick ’em something

A new commandment I give unto
you. That ye love one another:' as
1 have loved yqu. that ye also love
one another. By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye
have love one for another.—John
13:34, 35.
THE CAMPAIGN SUCCEEDS

The people of Knox County have
supplemented in generous fashion
the liberal spirit of the people who
make up the summer population and
thereby the burdens resting finan
cially upon the Knox County Gen
eral Hospital are lifted and assurance
given that the institution not only
is not to suffer impairment, but shall
be maintained at a full level of effi
ciency.
The success attendant upon the
close of the campaign would have
been impossible but for the opening
contribution by Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
the liberal character of which gave
immediate assurance that failure of
the campaign was impossible. To
his generosity has been added tlie
splendid gifts of other members of
the summer population, ranging in
individual amounts from one hun
dred to five thousand dollars. But
for this co-operation, to which our
home folks have added their support,
there could have followed no such
recorded success.
Nor will it be lost to sight that as
a direct accompaniment of the cam
paign is Mr. Bok's gift of a home for
nurses. Truly a campaign that opens
with an objective of a hundred thou
sand dollars and closes with more
than double that amount is a thing
to remain memorable in Knox County
history.

Every-Other-Day

like this:

SEPTEMBER SUPREME COURT
Justice Spear Making Rapid Inroads On Knox County
Docket—Criminal Cases Now Being Heard.

*

Backfield. Kenneth Wlggin, Maurice
Hall and Stephen Accardi, center,
•Goose” Larrabee; guards, Maynard
Wiggin and Clifford
Sylvester;
tackles. Frederic Hall and Chester
Emery; ends. Vito Minnoni and Dante
Gatti.
Chester Emery is captain of the
eleven and Paul Merriman is mana
ger. The schedule follows:
Sept. 22—Rocklande’High at Skow
hegan.
Sept. , 29—Game pending with
Brewer. __ ,
Oct. 6—Crosby High of Belfast at
Rockland.
Oct. 18—Winslow High at Rock
land.
Oct. 20—Rockland High at Bath.
Oct. 27—Cony High of Augusta at
Rockland.
It is hoped to have two games with
Camden. Nov. 3 and 11 being the
probable dates.

The Job Printing Plant
of
li

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine.

print everything printable from a small
visiting card to a large size poster or
from a single sheet letterhead or pro

gram to a book, in the highest style of•
the printer’s art.

Business and Professional Printing
is Our Specialty

The first ease to be tried was reason of collision between a street
opened to the first jury Thursday ear of the defendant and an automo
forenoon, and was that of Simeon N. bile operated by young Whalen, re
Butler against Mary Berry, executrix sulting in the latter receiving a
of the will of 'Seneca W. Palmer, all broken arm. The date was December
parties being of Camden. The plain 17. 1927, and the accident took place
tiff’s action was brought to recover between the waiting room of the com
$480 claimed to be due from the pany and Limerock street, on Main
“As Maine goes, so goes New Palmer estate for use of a room in street in Rockland.
The plaintiff claimed that the injury
Hampshire,’’ remarked Will Rogers, the rear of Mr. Butler’s barber shop,
in his special despatch to the Boston in Camden, by the deceased from occurred by reason of the negligence
April 1, 1920. to December 1, 1926, of Sturgis Grotton. the motorman on
Globe yesterday. Which is all right at $6.00 per month. The (^ceased
the street car. urging that he could
so far as humor goes—even for a was a colored man, about 75 years see that Whalen was trying to get off
humorist of Will Rogers’ calibre. But old at the time of his death, and it the track, as he drove toward the
hundreds of newspapers throughout was admitted that a ration of the street ear. but was prevented by auto
room, in the rear of the barber shop, mobiles parked on the side of the
the Union are reading into the ab
was occupied by him. for a bootblack street, and that Grotton could and
After a conference with Herbert i
normal result of the election tn stand. It appeared that he did not should have applied the brakes on the
Maine a decided tendency on the have the exclusive occupation of the trolley car, when he saw that a col Hoover Thursday Senator Moses, vice
lision was imminent, and thereby pre chairman of the Eastern Republican*
part of the voters to express them room.
Neither the plaintiff nor the execu vented the accident. Instead, it was Campaign committee, expressed con
selves forcibly on National issues.
trix could testify, under rules of argued. Grotton did not put on the fidence that New York State would
The tremendous victory of the Re
law. and Willis Harville and Frank brakes until the last minute, when it be in the Republican column in No
vember. “We are marking time in
publican party is due, as we see it, to Thomas supported the plaintiff? was too late to prevent the Collision
three things: The Xational tendency case, while Harry Clark and Frank
The defendant claimed ttyut Whalen New York until after the State con
vention when the State ticket will
of Maine’s majority party in a Presi Wilbur were witnesses for the de- was not in the exercise of due care and
be completed,” Senator Moses said.
that
he
was
guilty
of
contributory
fendant.
dential year; the great popularity of
The defendant claimed that there negligence in keeping on toward the “Mr. Machold (newly chosen Repub
Colonel Gardiner, candidate for gov was no agreement to pay rent and electric car. when he saw it coming lican State chairman) is taking hold
ernor; and the determination of that Mr. Palmer neither paid rent from the waiting room and approach- and has done a great deal of pre
SOUTH INSISTENT
him. and that he should have liminary work upstate. We have alb
thousands of voters, particularly nor expected to pay rent, in his lifekinds
of
trouble
ahead
of
us
in
women, to see that Maine declared time, but that he was allowed to have stopped .his automobile, if there was Massachusetts, more than in New Hoover’s Strength Appears
his bootblack stand in the rear room. n°f opportunity to turn off tlie track,
itself in certain terms on the merits
To Be Growing There Ev
in return for keeping the barber shop or t0
street car. The de York. New Jersey is looking bet-<
<
of the Hoover-Smith debate. Gov clean. washing the barber shop win- fendant claimed that Whalen was not ter.”
ery Day.
* * • •
Smith and Cfhairman Raskob can dow and in the winter taking care of *n sight when the street car started
Verdict of Georgia Democrats was,
Second in importance only to the
not fully disguise their real feeling? the furnace which heated both the from the waiting room, two passengers on the street car agreeing with for Smith in the only major race of Maine victory and its corollary na
with the blase statement that they barber shop and the Rankin store.
the State party primary Wednesday tional indications was the news re
adjoining. The defense also claimed the motorman on that point.
“expected it.’* No person on earth
After the street car had gone about in which the candidacy of the New ceived at Herbert Hoover's head
that the services rendered by the de
had a right to expect such a tre ceased more than paid for the space 21 feet the driver first saw the auto- York governor was an outstanding quarters from the South.
Congressman Steele, who
Nearly a dozen visitors from Dixie
mendous Republican majority. An occupied by the bootblack stand. The ! mobile, he claimed, with the left issue.
stood as a staunch supporter of the hrought reports of growing Hoover
editorial in Thursday’s .New York witnesses testified as to seeing Mr. i wheels on the track, and he claimed paTty's ticket from Smith on down, strength in the Democratic South as
that he stopped the trolley car as soon
Herald Tribune, written after ample Palmer doing the various things as he could when he saw that a col gained a decisive victory over W. D. Horace A. Mann, Hoover'3 southern
that it was claimed that he did do
time had been given to digest condi and it appeared that he was janitor ,islun "as likely to occur. The court Upshaw, bitter foe of the national manager, started for Tennessee to ar
tions, says that Maine’s high plurali of the Business Men s Club and that lnstrui'ted the jury that, ii they found standard bearer, for the congressional range for the Republican nominee's
speech there, Oct. 6.
ties for governor have heralded Re he used to he employed in the Bay ,he defendant negligent, the plaintiff nomination from the fifth district,
Three Hoover boosters from Ken
including Atlanta.
Congressman
publican sweeps in the country, and View Hotel. Wore that was closed. ",,uId be entitled to recover for pain Upshaw has spoken in Rockland on tucky, another from Tennessee, an
Mr. Wilbur testified that he had also ?nd Physical and mental suffering,
closes with the following statement. seen the deceased mowing Mr. But- but the question of recovery for per- several occasions.
other from Georgia and two from Ala
• « * •
bama and telegrams from Mississippi
Some Democratic commentators ler’s lawn, as his house, two or three manent impairment, affecting his
Alice F. Porter, chairman of the and Kentucky said that Hoover is
make much of the fact that the Re times, one summer.
earning capacity, it any. was not to
making heavier inroads on the Smith
publican plurality in Maine was run
The defense contends that Mr. be considered now. but would be the campaign committee for the Rhode
up to 81,000 in spite of a decreased Butler should have presented his bill basis of an action after the young man Island Women’s Christian Temper territory every day. The fact that all
total vote. About 3S.OOO fewer votes in the lifetime of the deceased, and became of age. He was four and one- ance Union announced Thursday those states border on eastern Ten
that the organization in that state nessee, where they expect to have
were cast for Governor this year than the plaintiff made a point on the fact half weeks in the hospital.
The plaintiff claimed that he was in intended “to work for the election of large delegations to hear Mr Hoover
were east in 1924. while the Repub that Mr. Rankin also looked after
lican margin was more than doubled. the furnace and that Mr. Clark, when the exercise of due care and that he. Herbert Hoover as a supporter of s|>eak. was accepted as possibly more
This is an omen fatal to Democratic he was in charge of the shop, during when the trolley car did not stop, took the Eighteenth amendment and encouraging for the success of the
prospects. It cannot he conceived Mr. 'Butler’s absence, in the spring of the only chance that he had and principles for which we stand and Republican expedition in the solid
that Gov. Smith has a friend in 1926, washed the barber shop win swung out of the way as far as pos to work against the election of Al South than any circumstance which
Maine who, for the moral effect of dow and that Mr. Palmer had the sible. trying to avoid the oncomng fred E. Smith.” She said that the has so far occurred in the campaign.
Other encouraging reports were re
it, did not vote for the Democratic use of certain shelves and the cab street car. parked cars preventing him organization included women of ail
nominee for Governor.
But the inet on the walls in the rear room, as from getting far enough avay from political parties and that their work ceived from West Virginia, cut off
Democratic strength fell off consist well as space for his bootblack the track to escape the impact of the •'will not be along party lines but from the Tennessee line on the north
by the western sliver of Virginia, upon
ently in both the cities and the coun stand. The jury decided in the de car. The jury brought in a verdict for solely by principle.”
whose Hoover tendencies numerous
try districts.
In a campaign in fendant’s favor. Perry for plaintiff; the defendant. Pike for plaintiff:
reports recently have been received.
Alan L. Bird for defendant company.
TO SUPPORT HOOVER
which he has affronted the South and Tirrell and Emery for defendant.
There were also two callers from
* • * •
the West in order to gain votes in
• * • •
the Eastern and Northern states Gov.
The next and last civil case of the But Nicholas Murray Butler Dis Missouri, just across the Mississippi
The grand jury completed its laSmith finds his own party stricken hors Thursday noon and reported term, was the suit brought by Grace
agrees With Him On Rum Ques River from the wetern end of Ten
nessee. Here is a summary of out
with indifference and inertia. He
tion.
nine
indictments,
all
but
two
of
M.
West
of Dorchester, Mass', against
has released a bird in the hand to
H. Edmund Machold. chairman of standing features of these reports:
which
were
immediately
made
pubz
M
Dw
inal.
administrator
of
the
Tennessee to go Republican by from
chase after birds in the bush. A
i estate of Gay ton G. Hall, late of Cam the New' York State Republican 15,000 to 40.000.
disunited and disaffected minority lie. The list follows:
Committee,
announced
Wednesday
State vs. ( harles H. Nye, Jr., ac- | den, deceased, to recover for services
An unprecedented Republican reg
party cannot expect to beat a united
cused of stealing 50 cartons of cig- 1 rendered in assisting in taking care of that Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler istration in Louisville, Ky., has shown
majority party, full of energy and arettes.
20 pork shoulders. 20 pounds ; Mrs HalI and Mr Hall in their last president of Columbia University 20,000 more Republicans than Demo
confidence, led by a candidate of ex
had pledged his support of Herbert
ceptional appeal and qualifications, of bacon and 12 dozen eggs—all val- | sicknesses, to the amount of $1865 Hoover and the entire Republican crats and it was predicted Hoover
would carry the state by 50,000.
who has also the enthusiastic sup ued at $93.30 from the Great Atlan- j Under the rules of law the plaintiff ticket.
could not testify, but testimony was
A Hoover rally in Birmingham. Ala.
port of enormous groups of inde tic A- Pacific Tea Co.
Machold
said
Dr.
Butler
told
him
State vs. Otis May Holt, on two presented that Mr. Hall stated that
drew an audience of 6,000 people.
pendents and anti-Smith Democrats.
that
although
he
would
support
An anti-Smith rally in Atlanta, Ga
Maine has said practically every charges of breaking, entering, and Mrs Tuttle was getting worn out and Hoover because he believes tbe elec
larceny—one Jrfn. 20. 1927, in the that they would have to have somedrew a similar number.
thing that was necessary to be said
tion
of
the
Republican
ticket
is
best
residence of Frona Closson, Owl’s one to help out and that, in compliSeveral Mississippi newspapers have
under the circumstances.
Head, with alleged • larceny of two | ance with his suggestion, Mrs. Wtest for the country he would not retract come out for Hoover and voters are
his
criticism
of
Hoover
’
s
position
on
Accidents which befall the em suits of men’s clothing and two fur i was sent for and a witness testified prohibition and naval armament sending tn money for a state Hoover
coats, all valued at $100; and one that he met her at the boat and at the
fund.
ployes of Knox County's two great Jan. 3, 1927, breaking and entering train on two different occasions, when which the Columbia president ex
West Virginia is expected to give
pressed recently in a letter t»> the Hoover ''more than the normal Re
industrial concerns, the Lawrence at the George Lawrence cottage in she arrived.
New
York
Times.
Camden.
I
The
plaintiff
claimed
that
there
was
Portland Cement Company and
publican majority.”
State vs. Ira Oliver of Thomaston. an express contract with Mrs. West
Republican defections in St. Louis
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora
charging larceny of eight gallons of
tion. are so infrequent as to occasion gasolene from Dunn A Elliot Co.’s who was a daughter-in-law of Mrs. to second traverse jurors, with Sophus are being matched by a revolt of dry
Hall, but it was not claimed that the Hansen, foreman, but talesmenn. John Democrats hi the rural sections of
comment on the care which is being filling station.
amount of her wages was fixed. The J. Johnson and Erick Harjula of Missouri.
exercised at' the two plants. Each
State vs. Walter H. Lambrey of defense claimed that there was no South Thomaston and Willis A. Har
Mr. Hoover was gratified at these
industry has its safety engineer—O. Weymouth, Mass., charged with op agreement to pay Mrs. West, that a ville of Camden, were drawn from the reports, but refused to comment or
B. Wlsliman at the cement plant; and erating motor vehicle at Rockport portion of tvhat she did was done for audience and took the place of Edwin discuss the plans for his Southern
June 4. 1927. while under the influ hej>molher-in-law, and that, even if E. Thorndike, Fred W. Shibles and expedition. He conferred with Mr,
Everett Libby at the local lime plant. ence of intoxicating liquor.
there had been a contract, or agree Lincoln E. McRae.
nn preliminary to his departure for
Both are profoundly on the job, and
• * * •
State vs. Walter Silvia of Cohasset. ment. between the parties, no claim
Elizabethton, Tenn., to ariange for
both are having excellent co-opera Mass., charged with breaking into was made during Mr. Hall’s lifetime
The last case of West vs. Dwinal me Hoover meeting there, hut Mr.
tion on the part of the men. ‘'Safety” Clifford Smith’s storehouse at Rock- ' and that some of the items were five I was heard by the first jury, ent.re, Hoover probably will not express
port. Dec. 22. 1927. and larceny of ] years old when the claim was pre- with no substitutions, Ralph Ayers, himself regarding that trip until Mr.
is the watchword, and the results are
fur coat, pistol and guns valued at i sented after Mr. Hall died. It was ’ foreman.
Mann's return.
speaking for themselves.
also denied that some of the services,
Mr. Hoover indicated, however,
$99.50.
State vs. Walter Silvia charged which it was claimed were rendered
In the ease of West vs. Dwinal, O. that he has not yet given any particu
A good deal like having a tooth with breaking into Clifford Smith's to Mr. Hall, were so rendered. Some H. Emery appeared for the plaintiff lar thought to the address lie will de
liver at Elizabethton, further than
extracted is the condition of Thom dwelling house and larceny of am expenses were included in Mrs. and Z. M. Dwinal for the defendant.
* * * *
that, the occasion being an historic
aston's main thoroughfare at the ber pin. ring and pair of ear-rings West’s claim, in addition to pay for
•
*
*
•
her services. The defense argued that,
celebration, lie Intends to discuss some
valued at $75.
present time. The process is extreme
if there was a contract, the plaintiff
This morning the criminal docket noil-controversial subjects. The Ten
The criminal docket will also in
ly painful, but when the new cement elude a considerable number of eases | had probably been paid by Mr. Hall,
is being taken up and the trial of nessee speech still is expected to be
The jury’s verdict was for tlie plain- criminal cases may continue Monday, Mr. Hoover's only address in the South
road is completed nobody will regret appealed from Rockland Municipal
tiff in the sum of $674.04.
| but the term is probably likely to end and it is his present intention to go di
having passed through the present Court.
* * « •
In the action of Butler vs. Berry, Tuesday or Wednesday.
rectly to Elizabethton and return im
discomfort.
• • ♦ *
mediately to Washington.
An action brought against the Cen Ira G. Shuman, the supernumerary, I
Strong pressure is being brought to
tral Maine Power Company in favor took the place of foreman Ralph I Roscoe Larkin of St. George was
Over in England they are greatly of Udwin G. Whalen, a minor. 18 years Ayers, whjo was excused, and Arthur taken in custody by the sheriff's de- j.hear on him to make his tour a little
concerned about the flapper vote, hut of aae “next friend.” occupied the re- | F. Lamblvas chosen foreman. The partment yesterday, having been in- ' more extended, even if he makes no
what worries our States most is the majnder of Thursday and Friday j case of Wlialen vs. the Central Maine dieted this term on the charge of other speech than a few brief talks
flopper vote.—The Ne-w Yorker.
forenoon. Damages were sought by • Power Cotnpany was opened mainly committing a statutory offense,
n-om the tack platform of Ills train.

POLITICAL

We

Good Workmanship — Moderate Prices

GOSSIP

Your Patronage is Appreciated

Active Worker

AYER'S
We wish you would come in and see our Lumberjack,, Hunting
Coats, Skii Coats and Sport Jackets.

LUMBERJACKS for children, 3 to 8 ................................. $2.50, $2.75
LUMBERJACKS for boys, 8 to 18 ........................................ $3.50, $5.00
LUMBERJACKS for men ........................................................ $4.50, $7.00
HUNTING COATS .............................................................. $10.00, $12.50
SKII COATS ....................................................................................... $10.00

Mrs. F. Louis Slade, former reWomen Voters, who has been
gional director of the League of
made leader of the Women’s Ad
visory Committee for the HooverCurtis ticket, and who plans a
widespread appeal to housewives.
She reports that tremendous im
petus is being given the Hoover
campaign by women and women’s
organizations. Thousands of wom
en who have not voted before art
expected to come out and vote the
Republican ticket thia year.

AN ANCIENT TRAGEDY

Evidence of a tragedy that de
scended upon the driver of a chariot
and the four animals that drew his
equipage 5.000 years ago were found
in Mesopotamia by the Field Mu
seum-Oxford University joint ex
pedition to that country.
Henry Field, member of the expedi
tion. has sent word that an almost
complete four-wheeled chariot and
another similar vehicle in a more
fragmentary state, both some 5,000
years old, have been excavated on
the site of the ancient city of Kish.
Around one of the chariots were
found the skeletons of a mon and
four animals. The animal skeletons
have been identified as those of an
early species of horse. The exca
vators found evidence which leads
them to believe the master and ani
mals were victims of a sacrifice to
ancient gods.
Between two of the animal skele
tons the excavators found a shaft,
terminated by a metal boss and sup
porting rings through which the reins
had passed. Archaeologists regarded
that as an important discovery, for ft
throws a new and precise light on
the means of transport in use by the
Sumerians.
THE SUN DO MOVE

An Englishman has written a book
to prove that the sun revolves around
the earth. His name is William Edg-^
ell and for two years he has kept a
telescope pointed at the north star
and the star has kept In the same
spot but the inconstant sun has 1n
the mornings cast a shadow point
ing toward the west, in the after
noons toward the east. What Gallileo said of the earth Mr. Edgell as
serts of ^ie sun.
"Every nation has a conscience."
That's right. Ours Is called Kansas.— '
Jersey City Journal.

SPORT JACKETS ........................................................ $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
SPORT SWEATERS ...................................................... $2.50, $3.50, $5.00
HEAVY SWEATERS ........................................ $3.50, $5.00, $6.98, $10.00
LEATHER COATS ................................................................ $10.00, $12.00
MEN’S OVERCOATS ................................ $13,50, $15.00, $2J.00, $25.00
CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS .................................... $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
BOYS' SUITS .............................................................. $9.75, $12.00, $15.00
We try at all times to have what the boy3 want to wear and we
should be only too glad to show you.

WILLIS AYER
lliMidhlillliililhlilliilillUUiiUiliOlllW

Household and
Atlantic Ranges
EXCLUSIVE ROCKLAND AGENTS

We are pleased to announce that we are now ex
clusive local agents of the famous Household and
Atlantic Ranges.
The Household, “built to bake” is a national stand
ard of the baking art. See them on our floor.
The Atlantic,fbuilt in Boston for over a half cen
tury. See this fine line on our floor.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 Main Street

Tel. 980

Rockland

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 20—Annual County Sunday School
convention of First Baptist Church.
Sept. 22 ttt. Kev. Robert Campbell will visit
St. Peter’s Church.
Sept. 25-27— North Knox Fair at t’nlon.
Sept. 29 Mrs. Mary Harris Amour of
Georgia will speak at First Baptist fhureli
under auspices of W. C. T. U.
Oct. 4— Evening school opens at Rockland
Commercial College.
Oct. 11—County Teachers' meet In Rock
land.
Oct. 12 Columbus Day.
Oct. lit—Camden special town neettng.
Oct. 24-26—States teachers' convention In
Bangor.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 15, 1928.
Cyrus L. (Allan, Well known-Hock- '
land man, died yesterday at Sailor's
Snug 'Harbor. Staten Island. X. Y. '
Obituary mention deferred.

Miss Anna Smith, Red Cross nurse,
was in Bath Monday in conference
with Miss O'ieara, supervising nurse
of the Metrb|»olitan Life Inurance
Co.
»>''*- ■ ____
There are 4250 names on the Rock
land check list. The total vote cast
for governor In this city was 3014,
and allowing for defective ballots it
would seem that 1000 or more did not
exercise the right of suffrage.

IN THE MID-WEST

NOW

I nice

| •aasasawassaa^^

Four States Which Do Not <
Offer Much Democratic <
Hope.

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE

IS THE

CHURCHES
As it looks toward November from
OPENING OF
a background of traditional Republi
canism, the Mid-West presents seri
ous problems for those Democrats
SERMONETTE
who hope to capture electoral votes
Located with the MAY & COMERY Hat Shop
God’s andwriting
hereabouts for Smith and Robinson,
says an Associated Press despatch.
To set out hardy plants that will
How beautiful are the heavens
Although they still are spoken of as
live in the ground all winta^.
when on clear nights the stars
Lawrence Rowe of Swan’s Island
Word has been received here of the
normally debatable, Ohio. Indiana
are all visible! Then we get a
will he under new management and will pre
is attending Rockland High School. death Aug. 14 of Mrs. .James H.
Pansies, forget-me-ngts, lupins,
and
Illinois—spanning the north
sent fashions of exquisite beauty in Ladies
measure of the greatness of God.
Whitman at Plattsburg. N. Y. Mrs.
from the Pennsylvania line to the'
ready-to-wear garments, coats, dresses, nov
larkspur, African daisies, yellow
C. Maynard Havener is erecting a Whitman wa#formerly Mrs. Kimmell,
The silent desert led Abraham,
Mississippi—have been voting the
elties, etc.
daisies, garden heliotrope, coral
garage alongside his attractive new wife of Rev. W. M. Kimmell, pastor
watching the stars, to apprehend
Republican ticket for these many
The fabric of Royalty, dominates the new
of the Universalist Church in Rock
house at The Highlands.
bells, pink and white phlox, core
years now in National elections, with ; God. 'When one becomes con
Fall models. Our merchandise although very
land from 1885 to 1893.
scious of the presence of the Al
opsis, Canterbury bells, sweet
almost unbroken regularity and for
exclusive, will be inexpensive.
Cecil Sanford and Marie Morse,
the most part by overwhelming J mighty. immediately the mind,
William^ hardy pinks, irises, Jacob
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and AdelEach customer will be individually attend
both of Rockland, have filed marriage
thirsty for knowledge tries to
majorities.
By
long
habit
they
have
ladders, London pride, platycodon,
bert Walker will not lame their backs
ed to by 'Sarah Ross Goldberg and Ruth
intentions at the city clerk’s office.
grasp every avenue opened to it
become almost as “regular” as Maine
(gain this summer, so far as mowing
lady slippers, babys breath, moun
that it may comprehend him.
Sleeper Till.
or Michigan Furthermore their po
Ancients studied the heavens.
The Illinois motor cars are also up lawns is concerned. The mower will
tain daisies, gaiilanda, bleeding
We Invite you to the Opening to see some
litical antecedents -coincide in many
be
pushed
on
those
premises
by
Al

Whenever one stands , alone in
in the king row. A Nash coach num
respects with the Republican policies
thing different in the latest Fall modes.
heart, asparagus, English violets,
bert
R.
Burpee,
who
made
a
poor
mtditation of God’s greatness,
bered 1,101,949 was seen here yester
of 1928. particularly in the matter of
Favors will be given away on the opening
double white violets, yellow alysguess as to the election result.
under the stars upon the sea. or
prohibition.
*
day.
day.
sum, arabis pynethrum, everfrom the mountain top. there
The whole situation is quite dis
111-112
Tonight op .tomorrow the new bearing raspberries, blackberries,
comes the urge to know and to
similar to that which colors political
The foliage has begun to turn in a Grenfell yacht Maraval will be taken
commune with God.
calculations in the normally Republi
few scattered places. The leaves of to Marblehead, Mass., for a 10-day
rhubarb, etc.
Johan Bojer in his story of
can States of the East. It is so dif
horse chestnut trees seem to have stay. Albert-cf. Gould, who is spon
Peer Holm has rightly called it
ferent that whereas the Democratic
rusted prematurely.
I have for sale bone meal nitrate
sor for the hew eraft is justifiably
“the great hunger”
Xational organization ha.s made the
proud of it and is anxious that the
Students of nature in all ages
of soda, lime, “Wizard” sheep ma
Eastern group one of its principal ob
Regular meeting of Ruth Mayhew Massachusetts backers of the Mis
have ever felt God’s presence as
jectives. it lias shown no particular
nure— nothing better for plants, is
Tent Monday evening. Supper will sion should see the boat before it
the most essential fact in all the
haste about spending its money and
also fine for vegetables.
BORN
be served at 6 with Mrs. F. Helen goes on its long journey to Labrador.
universe.
Peer Holm wonders,
‘its efforts here in the Mid-West, and
Mann—At Britt Maternity Home. Rockland.
l’aladino as chairman.
"But where was he? He is not,
Sept. 14. to Mi. and Mrs. Darrell L. Mann of
has mentioned this section only casu
Trees, vines, plants, bulbs, etc.,
Two Bush Light, a daughter.
An interesting contest is being
and yet, he is.”
ally in its electoral claims.
Hastings—New York 4'lty, Sept. 10, to Mr.
The psalmist says. The heavens
to order.
The regular meeting of Miriam Re waged in thia district for position on
REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
Of the three States this is particu
and Mrs. Donald F. Hastings, a daughter.
declare the glory of Go 1 and the
bekah Lodge will be held Tuesday the Executive Council. The avowed
Calderwood, Rockland, Sept. 10, at Knox
larly true of Ohio. In Indiana and
Bodwell Granite Company
Hospital,
to
'.Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gifford
Calderwood
firmament showeth his handi
evening. 'There will be degree work candidates are Raymond E. Thurs
Illinois special considerations, having
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
:>f Rockport, a son, Arthur.
work.
Day unto day uttereth
ton, former sheriff, and Col. E. A.
EDWIN A. DEAN
and election of officers.
to do largely with the farm problem
By decree of the Court this property is to be sold at
speech, and night unto night
Robbins, publisher of the Camden
and local political tangles, have
TEL. 1181-M
ROCKLAND
MARRIED
PRIVATE SALE AND AUCTION
showeth knowledge. There is no
aroused hopes that may eventuate in
John A. Post, bank officer at the Herald. The latter is a former Stdte
For purpose of private sale the Master will be at Vinalhaven Sept.
Payson - Moody—Thomaston, Sept. 12, by
speech nor language where their
determined offensives for the Demo
Security Trust Co., is having his an Committeeman from Knox County,
Rev. H. iS. Kllhorn, Merrill Payson und Evelyn
11, 12, 13. All property unsold previously will be sold at Auction
voice is not heard.
Moody, both of Warren.
cratic National ticket.
nual vacation, part of which is being while Mr. Thurston is chairman of
Oct. 18, 1928. For full details, list and descriptions of property
Dr. (5. H. Ingraham, Oak street,
Greeoe-Boyman—Portland, Aug. 25, Harold
W.
A.
H.
the
county
committee.
Home
of
a
long
succession
of
Re

spent in New Hampshire.
Wooster Greene of Rockland and Edith Mabel
comprising some 500 acres of real estate and an enormous list of
goes to Boston tomorrow where he publican Presidents. Ohio has voted
Bovijian of Portland.
tools, machines, engines, safes, iron rails, derricks, scales, etc., etc.,
Motor traffic conditions are grad will take a ntonth’s course in diag for but one Democratic Presidential
Jones-Brown Rjraorville, Sept. 12. by Edith
write—
,
Capt. George W. Snow, who until
Rev. O. W. Stuart will speak from Overlock, J. P., Elmer F Jones of Washington
ually improving, according to Lieut. nosis.
nominee
since
Buchanan.
It
is
the
recently has been engaged in the au
the subject “Back to Bethel’ at Lit and Marlon O. Brown of China.
W. D. HUTCHINS, Master, AUGUSTA, MAINE
Cushman, who is directing their
native
State
of
the
Anti-Saloon
tomobile businsss here, has joined
105&107-109
The architects plans for the pro League, whieh still maintains its Na tlefield Memorial Church Sunday
welfare in this section of the Stale.
DIED
morning at 10.30. Bible school will
the staff of the Boston Airport.
"People are becoming educated to do posed building of the Rockland Yacht tional headquarters at Westerville
Fuller—Rockland, Sept. 14. Mrs. Ellen
meet at 12 and B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock.
to others as $hay would be done by.' Club have been Completed and work and keeps eareful vigil over local
Fuller, aged 79 years. Funeral Monday at 2
Maurice A. Gregory made a miscal Lieut. Cushman told a Courier-Ga on the structure will begin in ten politics. The country towns and even Miss Burla Lord will lead. The even o’clock from late residence, 107 Main street.
ing service is at 7.15 opened by a song
Whitman—Plattsburg. N. Y., Aug. 14. Mrs.
culation while chopping wood Thurs zette reporter. The A.A.A. confer days.
good percentage of the cities of service. The pastor will bring the lames H. Whitman, formerly Mrs. W. M.
day, and that’s why he is mourning ence in Augusta the 20th and 21st
Kimmell of Rockland.
Ohio are dry territory. The State is
the loss of the index finger of his is expected tp develop some matters
Cyrus W. Hills, formerly of this city reckoned two-thirds industrial and message.
Gahan—bailor’s Snug Harbor. Staten Jalaod,
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
X. Y.. Sept. 14, Cyrus L. Gahan ot Rockland,
left hand.
of Interest and importance in connec now located in Casper, Wyoming, but one-third agricultural. In the
aged 91 years.
First
Church
of
Christ.
Scientist.
leaves next Tuesday for IZXel Monte, country sections McNary-Haugen McLean- Rockland. Sept 14. Nellie F.. wife
tion with automobile traffic.
Calif., to attend an educational con ism is said never to have been tlie Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday of George F. McLean, aged 03 years, 2 mouths,
The Rockland Fish Co. (Gamage &
morning
service
at
10.30
o
’
clock.
11
days. Burial In Bangor.
Merchant) is developing quite an ex
In the rush of getting to press ference. Mr. Hills is in the insurance factor it is farther West.
Cook—Telia ill's Harbor, Sept. 7. Nellie, wife
Subject of lesson sermon. ““Matter.”
tensive business on the wharf of the Tuesday with a seven column report business.
Besides all of this, Ohio as a whole Sunday school at 11.45. The reading of Enoch I. Cook, aged 53 years.
Watts—Warren. Sept. 13, William N. Watts,
Rockland Coal Cc., handling fresh and of the Knox (County election The
is overwhelmingly Protestant, and al
71 years. Private funeral sen Ices Sun
A baby clinic will be held Mon though religious issue has not re room is located at 400 Main street, aged
cured fish.
Courier-Gazette failed to accord due
day at 2 p. m. Friends please omit flowers.
over
Daniels
’
jewelry
store,
and
is
day
afternoon
at
2
o
’
clock
at
Knox
ceived
the
prominence
given
it
else

praise to ex-Sherift Raymond E.
open each week day from 2 to 5
IN MEMORIAM
Patrons of North Knox (Fair will Thurston, who as chairman of the Hospital, under the auspice^ of the where in public political debate, the o'clock.
1927 Charles S. Kittredge 1928
Red
Cross.
Please
use
ambulance
leaders
of
both
parties
agree
that
it
is
» * • •
find so many changes this year that Republican County Committee, had
Do not ask us If we miss him :
talked about throughout the State by
Oh. there's such a vacant place.
they will scarcely know the place. active charge of all the political work door.
The subject of the sermon at the
Oft we think we hear his fout steps.
the voters themselves.
Steady improvement Is the watch that was done in Knox County in
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
_____________ I
And we see his smiling face ;
Mrs.
Austin
T.
Philbrook
mourns
cooperation with the State commit
word with this society.
ing will be, “A Prescription.” The
Days of sudness still come o’er us.
Tears In silence often flow ;
teeman Milton M. Griffin. Both con the loss of part of the index linger ACHSA BARTLETT SWEETLANO children’s sermon will be “When the
Made to Fit Your Truck and Give Your
Memory keeps him ever near us,
Potatoes rotting, less than half a tributed a large amount of personal on her left hand. Too intimate ac
Lights Went Out.” There will be
Tho' he died a year ago.
quaintance
with
a
bread
cutter
caused
Hrs.
Achsa
Bartlett
Sweetland
blueberry crop, and much corn that work, and to their tact and perseSadly missed hy his Wife, Daughters and
special
music
by
the
choir.
Classes
Goods Protection
passed quietly to her rest Sept. 11 at
will not mature in advance of the verence is due the fact that the Re the separation.
for all ages at the Sunday school Son.
the home of her daughter,' Mrs. George,
early frosts. These are a few of the publican party had such a strong and
Charles M. Foote who was em T. Wade, 96 Camden street. Mrs. hour. The Endeavorerg will have
CARD OF THANKS
farmers' tribulations.
harmonious working force.
We wish to express in this way our sincere
ployed at the Samoset during the Sweetland was born in Freedom. May their first fall meeting at 6 p. m. Mr.
thanks
and
appreciation
for the many acts of
MacDonald’s evening sermon will be
kindness in our recent bereavement. For the
H. H. Feero. a Bath laundryman
Troop 2 of Moy Scouts held ils fijst summer, has gone to Greensboro, X. 13, 1842. daughter of James and Marla “An Old. Old Question.”
use
of
cars
at
the
funeral
and for the beauti
C..
where
lie
will
have
a
position
with
(Horton)
Larrabee.
She
spent
ttie'
who was in business here for a short official meeting, of the season Thurs
* ♦ * •
ful flowers sent we are very grateful.
greater part of her life in Rockland
time,' died Tuesday, following an op day. The election of officers took the Morgan Millwright Company.
Mrs.
Elva
Borneman
and family.
Universalist Church services towhere she made her home and reared
eration. He was 09 and is sdfvlved place, with tltfe result: Senior pa
piorrow include preaching at 10.30
her
family.
For
more
than,ttree-Seore
The
yacht
Lyndonia
with
Cyrus
H.
geiier
hy his wife and three sons.
trol leader, Linwood Aylward; scribe
years her sweet ministries and quiet
R*v- c- A Knickerbocker. subject CaU at MRS. DAVID Rl BLVSTKI.VS. Talbot
and treasurer- Robert Gregory; flag K. Curtis and fatrifty aboard passed faith shed their beneficence upon the "Children As Teachers." At tbe c.ose avenue.
111-113
the
harbor
mouth
Thursday,
bound
It is reported that Rockport is am bearers, Ralph Post and Stanley
community at the North End. Few of the sermon the servici of DedicaFOR SALE—Twenty-four ft. power boat. 14
bitious to raise $15,000 to go with the Gay; patrol leader of Jackal, Alvary for Portland, sailing thence to Glou Indeed are the homes of the late gen- tion
Children will be hold. 1 he ft. double euder, 14 ft. dory, Remington auto
Ask Us
$5,000 left to the town by the late Gay; asslsant patrol leader of Jackal, cester and Boston and enroute to eration where her timely and loving choir will sing the anthem O All matic rifle, 35, 25 and 12 gauge, 3 h. p. Miami*
Mrs. Tremaine, and build a public Percy Young;, patrol leader of Fly Philadelphia. The ,yactft will spend presence has not helped through some Ve Words of the Lord, Stuart, (lid engine. TKL. 425-5.
113*H3
the winter as usual in Florida waters.
library similar to Warren’s.
ing Eagle, Robert Sadler; assistant
time of sorrow or sickness. During."10 contralto solo,
Consider the
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
patrol leader of Flying Eagle, Nor
Patrons of Park Theatre were more more than 10 years of declining health I Lilies, Topliff, sung by Mrs. MorWhereas, Edmund A. Wotton of Rockland in
Applications for absentee ballots man Webber; patrol leader of Seal,
the
County
of Knox and State of Maine, by
*vhile
suffering
constantly
and
often
Igan
The
church
school
will
meet
are already hying made at the city Ralph Post; assistant patrol leader than pleased with Thursday’s vaude
Ills mortgage dated the 27tb day of February.
confined to her bed. she made no com- at 12.
1926. and recorded iii the Knox Registry of
clerk's office. It is apparently not of Seal. Stanley Gay; patrol leader of ville performance. Manager Benson plaint and always had a cheery word I
• • • •
Deeds, Book 206. Page 83, conveyed to the
the intention of either party to let Silver Fox. Walter Post; assistant pa smiled as he surveyed the S.R.O. and pleasant smile for all who came, I At St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal, undersigned
the Rockland Loan and Building
the November election go by default. trol leader of Silver Fox, Charles sign. Vaudeville is deservedly popu and especially for the daughter and tlev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services tor Association, a corporation legally organized
lar in Rockland with that kind of
binder
the
laws
of the State of Maine, and
16 Willow St.
Rockland
Smith.
the son-in-law who mjndstered so i tomorrow will be: Holy Communion located at Rockland In said Knox County, a
service.
The Past Grands and Past Noble
'
•
faithfully to her needs. She main-.at 7.30; morning prayer and sermon certain parcel of real estate, with the build
Grands of Knox and Lincoln Coun
Ings thereon, situate In Rockland, in said
Phone 1072-M or 862-R
Poland Spring Is to lie the gath
Entering Stonington harbor in a tained an unwavering faith in God. (at 10.30; church school at noon: even- County of Knox, bounded and described
ties will hold their regular meeting ering place next Monday and Tues
Mrs. Sweetland was for many years song at St. John Baptist Church, follows, to wit |
thick
fog
Thursday
night
the
steamer
See
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Manager
in W’arren next Wednesday evening. day for the annual meeting of the
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
actively associated in the member-1 Thomaston at 7 o’clock. Wednesday,
Visiting members are to take sweet Saving Banka Association of Maine. J. T. Morse struck one of the ledges ship and work of the Littlefield Me-I Ember day. Holy Communion at 7.30. Northerly side of Rankin Street, and at tho
which has always been a menace to
S(iutli«';ist4'ily corner of the Rockland Water
food.
The popularity of this resort has
navigation, and it was found neces morial Free Baptist Church. During Friday. Feast of St. Matthew, Holy Company reservoir lot ; thence Northeasterly
again been proven by vote of the
by said reservoir lot nine (9) rods and
her
later
years
she
was
also
associCommunion
at
7.30
and
evensong
at
The Maine Automobile Association Savings Banks Association of Mas sary to beach her. The damage was ated with the local branch of the In-j 7.30 p. m.; Saturday. Ember day, eighteen and one-luilf (18%) links to the
not
so
serious
as
first
feared
and
the
Northeasterly corner of the same; thence
has extended an invitation to the sachusetts to hold their annual
ternational Sunshine Society. She is Holy Communion at 7.30.
Northwesterly by said reservoir lot ten (ltl)
members of the Maine federation of meeting jointly with that of the craft came to this port yesterday survived by one daughter, Mrs
rods and one (1) link to stake and stones at
»
•
»
«
Business A- Professional Womens' Maine Association, and there are to afternoon under her own steam. The George T. Wade of this city. The funow or formerly of the heirs of U. Ben
At Pratt
Memorial Methodist land
passengers
had
meantime
been
ner; thence N. forty-seven (47) degrees E. by
Clubs to attend the State Highway be some 250 of them in attendance
neral was held from the late home Church, the pastor. Rev. Jesse Ken- said heirs land twenty (20) rods and twentybrought
to
Rockland
on
the
steamer
Conference at the State House, Sept. for golf as well as business. At the
two (22) links to stake and stones; thence
Gov. Bodwell and proceeded to their Thursday, Rev. O. W. Stuart offlici-' derdine. will preach in the morning N. fifty (50) degrees E. by land formerly sup
20, at 10 o'clock, standard time.
banquet Monday evening. Hon. Hany
destinations.
The Morse will be ating. Interment was in the Sea View on “The Listening Ear.'' Sunday posed to belong to David Watson thirty-one
Manser of Auburn will be the prin
school at 12 and Epworth League at (31) rods and one (1) link to stake and stones
Cemetery.
A recent issue of the Omaha cipal speaker. In Maine there are 35 hauled out on the Camden railway to
6, topic, “How Can We Meet Immedi at land formerly supposed to belong to Joseph
Ingraham ; thence S. thirty-eight (38) de
World Herald carries an interesting savings banks with a combined as day. She has been withdrawn from
SARAH BARRY CRONIN
ate Needs?” a sub-topic of the gen grees
and thirty (30) minutes E. by said In
service
for
the
season,
being
replaced
story with illustrations of the Blair set of over $126,000,000 and the num
eral theme on “Making Our Com- graham land twenty-three (23) rods and nine
by
the
steamer
Westport.
(Neb.) Crowell Memorial home for ber of their depositors is about equal
teen
(19)
links to a stake and stones ; thence
Sarah(Barry),wife of Dennis Cronin,' munity More Christian.” and led by
forty-six (40) degrees and thirty (30) min
the aged, an institution both of to one-tlflrd of the entire population
died Saturday at her home. 668 Main Cecil Witham. The subject of the S.
utes
W.
about
sixty-one (61) rods to said
MR.
HOBBS
IS
NINETY-ONE
beauty and comfort. One of the In of the state.
After adjournment
street, after an illness of several' evening sermon at 7.15 will be “What Rankin Street, to stake and stones; thence
mates of the home is Mrs. Augusta Tuesday a large group of Massachu
North
forty-two
(42) degrees W. by said Ran
months. She was born in Bolton, jg the Bible?” The choir will sing
Farnsjvorth Hall who with her hus setts people iplgn for a Quebec and And Sends Greetings To Friends England, 59 years ago, a daughter of at both services under the direction kin Street sixteen (16) rods and seven links
to
the
bounds
first
mentioned, containing nine
From His Florida Home
band removed from Rockland to Ne Saguenay River trip whieh will re
John and Honora (Callaghan) Barry. • of ,Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr. The subject acres and nine rods, more or less.
braska in 1883.
Mrs. Hall is £4 quire the reSC of the week.
And
whereas
the
condition of said mortgage
She came to this country in 1890 since of Bible study at the prayer meeting
Writing from Lakeland. Florida, which time Rockland had been her on Tuesday evening at 7.30 will be lias been broken.
years old.
Now,
therefore,
by
reason of the breach
Ong thousand barrels of pickled Horace S. Hobbs expresses the opin home. She was married in 1905 to «The Disciple and the World.”
of the condition thereof the said Rocklaml
According to the Belfast Journal herring will fee shipped out of Rock ion that The Courier-Gazette may be Dennis W. Cronin who survives her.
Loan and Building Association claims a fore
closure of said mortgage.
the directors of the Belfast Baseball land in the next two months, accord surprised to hear from an old Rock
A sister. Mrs. Margaret McCarthy
in witness wlkereof, the said Rockluml Loan
PARK THEATRE
Association state that every out ing to the present plans of B. A. Grif land comrade, who when Nov. 8 ar of Providence, B. I., a brother, John
and Building Association has caused this In
The double feature program for to- strument to be sealed with Its corporate name
standing bill against the association fin & Co. of- Milwaukie, who have rives will have lived in Lakeland of Bolton, nieces Mrs. Howard Nelson
has been paid, and when a few opened an establishment for that pur eight years.
of Auburn, Mrs. John Bourniski of
“Albany Night Boat with by Harry O. Gurdy Its Secretary, thereunto
authorized, this 14th day ot September
pledges and Belfast’s share of Labor pose on the wharf owned by the Rock
“You well know.” he writes, “that North Attleboro, Mass.. Mrs. John Olive Borden, and “The Cowboy Kid” duly
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
Day rain insurance have been re land Coal Co., and will operate it in during my many years of residence in Somers of Edgewood, R. I., and a featuring Rex Bell,
twenty-eight.
ceived the indebtedness assumed by connection wtfth the activities of the Rockland I took great interest in nephew James B. McCarthy, V. S.
“Modern Mothers,” the feature (T’orporate Seal]
RtM’KLAND LOAN & BI 1LDING ASSN .
the directors personally will be taken Rockland Fish Company. The con good government. I worked and vot Army, also survive.
| picture for Monday and Tuesday, is
(Signed) By HARRY O. GCltpY,
care of. Rockland faces a consider cern will employ about 40 men while ed for woman suffrage and prohibi
Secretary.
Mrs. Cronin was a member of St. a gripping drama that will appeal to
STATE OF MAINE
able debt, whieh ought to be wiped this task is in progress, and else tion. both of which have now become Bernard’s Catholic Church to which every person. It develops the mother
Knox,
498.
Rockland,
Sept.
14.
J928.
out the coming winter.
where in this Issue is advertising for law of the land and should promote she was intensely devoted. Funeral love theme from an entirely new
Personally appeared Harry O. Gurdy,
the
good
of
all.
rich
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poor
alike.
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at
the
church
angle.
The
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around
an
retary-j
aforesaid,
and
made
oath
that
the
help. Andrew Berta has been sent
A broader smile than usual here by the company and will hove
“God has spared my life to the age Tuesday morning and interment was ultra-modern woman who demands a above Instrument by him aubsorlfced iu said
capacity is true, befote me.
adorned the genial features of ex(Signed) EDWARD K GOl’LI),
charge of the packing, with William of 91. I am a member of the Lake in Thomaston. The bearers were career and builds it upon publicity.
Senator Arthur B. Packard when he
Justice of the Peace,
Mitchell, a local fish expert, as as land Baptist Church of which Dr. Fred Carini. W. J. Sullivan. Raymond Two love interests hold the at ten- 111 -S -117
came into town yesterday morning,
Porter
M.
Bailes
is
pastor.
I
should
Moulaison and William Flanagan.
, tion. One is the infatuation of youth
sistant superintendent. The fish will
and the occasion of it was the privi
have
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pleased
to
be
in
Rockland
for
glamor
and
notoriety.
The
other
I HAVE BOUGHT THE
lege of being addressed as grand be obtained from local weirs, and will Old Home Week. I think it for the
is the true afl?ction of youth for
be packed. Norwegian style, in two
ELECTION ECHOES
daddy. If a Democrat had been
best interest of the country that
youth. Into this web of present-day
grades.
Large
herring
are
extra
elected In Monday’s election the
plentiful this season. They will be Herbert Hoover be elected President.
Charles S. Cummings of Auburn Circumstances are woven patterns of
newcomer would have been named
My regards to any old-time friend.”
pathos, sacrifice, humor and tense
will undoubtedly be the Third Dis
for him, but the avalanche of Re put up here In salt and vinegar, nnd
dramatic moments. The cast is head
upon their arrival in 'Minneapolis,
trict's member of Maine’s Executive
publican votes preeluded such a pos
ed by Helene Chadwick, Dbuglas
will lie repacked, with spice and
Council for the next two years. It
sibility and the son was named for
Fairbanks, Jr., and includes Ethel
onions added. The result is a product
is Androscoggin county’s turn to
his grandfather.
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__
,,,
,
ail Gray Terry, Barbara Kent, Alan
1928
1855
which has a ready sale in that section
supply the councillor and from an
r
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____ j •»<_
____ 1 Foscoe, <*ene Stone and George Irv
that can
be »learned
Mr. zx
Cummings
AT 682 MAIN STREET
Mrs. L. B. Smith announces that of the country.
ing. The picture was made under the
E.
A.
GLlDDEN
&
CO.
will have the unanimous support of direction" *of P hil Rosen—adv.
Wessaweskeag Inn will lie open during
New
Fall.,
Styles
in
Wirthmore
WALDOBORO,
ME.
ROCKLAND
the entire legislative delegation from
the fall months. Chicken and steak
Come
this county. He is a former ItockARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
dinners by appointment. No better dresses have just arrived.
The
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prices
on
alt
the
pat

And
am
prepared
to furnish every
place for'banquets or card parties. , ^ar'y
Price only one dolSTONE
OStf
land pastor.
terns of papers which remain unsold
• • • •
110-111.
‘arsa'e a‘ U’e Vesper A. Leach
thing in High Claes Sea Food that
—adv.
from the sale will prevail until all are
Store.—Adv.
Senator J. Blaine Morrison of disposed of. Gonia.—adv.
the modern market affords.
Franklin County Is likely to he
President of the next Maine Senate.
Now Is the Time
His selection is expected to be made
without an opposing caucus candi
To Have Your
date when the unanimously Republi
DELIVERY SERVICE
can Senate meets in January for or
TEC. 650
ROCKLAND
ganization.
Representative Robert
Since 1840 this firm he,
109*111
Hale of Portland Is the leading can
faithfully
e«rved
the
femlAND WIRED OUT
didate for Speaker of the House.
lie, of Knox County.
Representative C. Carroll Blaisdell of
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Lady Attendant
FIRST ANNUAL PICNIC
Franklin probably will he'an oppos
Apply to— □
Tel. Day 450; Night 711-1
R. V. F. A.
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aspirant,
and
there
4s
a
possibility
Piping Inside and Out—Digging
AMBULANCE SERVICE
PLEASANT POINT, CUSHING
o' Representative Ell.s L. Aldrich (t
Included. Call—
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William Mitchell

The Fashion Shop

TIME

Thurs., Sept. 20, 1928

MASTER’S

SALE

Truck Covers
WEATHER-PROOF
.... DUCK ....

PROMPT SERVICE
PRICE RIGHT

Rockland Awning Co., Inc.

^dvertrdn^

Businesses

mostproductive

HASKELL
FISH MARKET

MeyerBoth

Illustrations^

WANTED

Men to Pack Herring

or telephone Rockland Fish Co.

111-112

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Water Pipes Relaid

Telephone 534-J

lll*lt

^Copyare usedin

THE COURIER GAZETTE

I

S. E. EATON

Elmer W. Larrabee

Prices on all marked down patterns
of paper left from the sale will remain

, the same until sold. Gonia.—adv.

BURPEE’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

Plenty of Lobsters and Clams
Ticket. $1.50
Care leave Gen. Berry Hall at 8

110-111
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1 THE BUSY GRANGERS

She Wore a Mask;
He Wore Goggles

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

ANNA STEESE\t^
RICHARDSON
x r

.
by
'T’HE most surprising feature of
* the Hoover-Curtis campaign is
the type o( men and women who
hare been drawn into the political
work by personal devotion to the
standard bearer, Htrbert Hoover.
Idea and women who have never
participated actively in politics
nre coming to National Headquar
ters in Washington, ottering to
serve in the humblest capacities.
Women, whose closest contact
with Mr. Hoover during the war
was the wearing of Hoover aprons
and carrying out his food conserva
tion plans, are giving up their va
cations and sitting behind desks
in the midsummer heat, doing
routine tasks.
Sometimes I study these people
and wonder, “What is the hold
which Mr. Hoover has on any man
or woman who has ever worked
with him?” The other day I met
a man who 1 knew must have left
an important post to his subordi
nates.
I learned that lie was
spending four days of each week
in Washington and three in New
York, often working in his home
office on Sunday to tie up loose
ends. And in Washington he is
working
unobtrusively, without
title, without any particular credit
Quite frankly I asked him why.
tie replied with equal franki cs : “I don’t know that you will
understand, but it is this way.
When the United States jumped
into the World War, I was caught
in London, milling around with
what seemed to be a million other
Americans. Sly letter of credit
wa3 of no earthly use to me Some

one told me that the only man who
could help me to get passage home
was a chap named Herbert Hoo
ver. I went to see him. A quiet,
effisient looking fellow who lis
tened in silence while you present
ed your case.
Usually he cut
right through red tape. But not
for me.
‘"Think you ought to go home?’
he asked.
“ ‘Sure.
My firm’s got the
chance to do a smashing business.
I can take them some first hand
information. I ought to get some
thing big out of it.’
“For a few seconds he made no
comment, then—
•
“ ‘Couldn’t you make up your
mind to stay here? We’n going to
need men like you. You're strong
and you seem to have no family re
sponsibilities. Your firm has oth
er men on the ground. Here there
are bigger things for you to do.
Service you will never forget or
regret.
Belgian relief.
Human
lives to be saved.
Bigger than
dollars.’
“I worked with Hoover In Bel
gium and on the Food Administra
tion. That was over ten years ago,
but it did something for tne.
I
don't say I owe my present busi
ness success to that experience,
though working with Mr. Hoover
was a liberal education, but it cer
tainly injected tiie human element
into my business relations. Made
my whole life richer.
“So I am back, working for Hoo
ver because he will make the best
and most human president we
have had since Abraham Lincoln.”

HUNTING WOODCOCK
from Oct. 1 to 31 inclusive. The open
----season in Massachusetts. Rhode
T'ie department of agriculture an- Island and Connecticut will extend
noun i s that under a change in the from Oct. 20 to Nov. 19, inclusive,
regulations of the migratory bird--------------------may be hunted in
No one should expect the Solid
M
. New Hampshire and Vermont , South to be liquid.

BIRD’S ROOFS

_ with

Bird's Twin Shingles
You have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.

Here’s good news! You can cover your home with
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the old shingle*. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your present worn-out roof!
Bird’s Twin Shingle,, laid over your old shingles, will make
a durable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for your
home that will protect yon from rain, snow, and from flying
sparks and embers.

Bird’s Twin Shingles are made by Bird & Son, inc. (Eat.
1795k manufacturers of Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and Nepon
set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building I

Fa are headquarters for Bird’s roofings,
building papers and wall board,

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Tel. 14
Rockland. Me.

-crzaasB

Boatmens’ Headquarters

tjTAO YOU know.anything about
J-' chemistry?’
“Dear me, no. I had chemistry
A in college, but I barely passed.
I didn’t know a stenographer had
to understand chemistry.”
The question was asked by tiie
head of the Office Workers’ Employ
ment agency and answered by Cor
inth West the day she applied for a
job.
“Well, if you have had any chem
istry at all you will do,”
the
employment expert. “Over nt the
Stonington Research laboratory
they want a stenographer—wanted
one’ that had enough chemistry to
know how to take down chemical
formulas.
A Miss Fisher was go
ing.
In fact, they had taken her.
but something happened nnd she's
let us know she can’t be there. So
I'm anxious to send some one there
right away.
You'd know how to
take formulas—wouldn’t you?"
Corinth West agreed nnd ar
rangements were made that she
should report at once for \\;ork.
Then ns she was leaving the office
the woman at the desk called:
“Just one thing. Your work Is
in
the liboratory, you know.
They're making experiments with
some sort of gases or something,
and you'll have to wear a mask.
Sometimes the doctors don’t both
er.
They Just wear goggles. But
it would he a shame to darken a
nice complexion like yours.
Corinth went to the laboratory,
nnd consulted a middle-aged wom
an who had charge of employment.
“You’re to work with Doctor
Pollard,” she was told.
That was the setting—a small
laboratory on the top floor of the
Stonington foundation, a pretty,
young stenographer, with a mask
that covered her from neck to the
top of her fair hai^ and a thirtyyear-old doctor in goggles.
“I’m glad you wore the mask.”
explained the doctor when Corinth
appeared.
“You’ll have to stick
around, while I’m working, to take
down notes nnd to read the for
mulae for me.
You might get a
pretty bad sunburn. I’m used to it
and it doesn't matter so much.
Funny, I thought your name was
Fisher or something like that—"
“No. West—Corinth West,” said
the girl behind the mask.
“And you know something about
chemistry. I’m glad of that,” said
the doctor, and Corinth did not ex
plain that if all subjects in her col
lege course she had fared worst Id
chemistry.
Corinth and the doctor became
well acquainted—only Corinth felt
that site was much hettpr acquaint
ed with him than he with her. for
she knew the features of his face,
and he had never caught even a
glimpse of hers.
Doctor Pollard treated her with
a sort of impersonal comradery
that she had never txperienced be
fore.
One day In the third week he
surprised her.
“Would you go to China with
me. Miss West?”
Corinth gasped a little behind her
mask—she thought-'Doctor Tollard
was proposing.
“To China—” repeated Corinth
to gain time,
flow could he pro
pose, she was asking herself, when
he hadn’t even seen her face?
“Why, yes,” said the doctor, not
In the least embarrassed.
“You
see. I've about made up my mind
to spend a few months there.
I
can’t make thus investigation com
plete unless I do.
It would be a
great help if you’d go along. You'
see, it would be quite all right for
.us to go to China together—
whereas, of course, it would he out
of the question to take a girl of
twenty.”
"I suppose so,” said Corinth, who
was twenty-one. “I wouldn’t wear
n mask,” she laughed, with consid
erable embarrassment.
“Perhaps
you wouldn't want me to go if you
knpw how I looked.”
“It won't make any difference to
me,” said Pollard gallantly. “Per
haps you are oversensitive.”
Corinth West laughed, and on the
impulse of the moment unfastened
the straps that held the mask in
place.
Then she patted her hair
nnd looked at Doctor Pollard In
confusion.
“Miss West!” he gasped. “Why,
I thought you were fifty. I asked
for a woman past middle age who
understood chemistry.”
“I guess the other woman was.
But she couldn’t come, so they sent
me." said Corinth. “I’m sorry.”
“Sorry that you are young and
beautiful?” asked Doctor Pollard,
coming close to her to look Intently
Into what he felt sure was the
most beautiful face he had ever
seen.
“Yes.” said Corinth, not flinching
under the close regard. “I mean It
I'm sorry, because if I were fifty
nnd plain you'd want me to go to
China with you. Now you'll leave
mo—”
The young doctor put two strong
hands on Ciuynth’s slight shoulders.
“I understand now. I’ve been In
love with yon all the time.
I
thought It was just friendship. It’s
come over me now. And you will
go to China with me?”
Corinth nodded her head In a
weak little affirmative.
“You shall,” said the doctor, "but
you must go as my wife as well as
iny coworker.
And Corinth said she would.
(Copyright.)

Largest stock of marine supplies in Eastern Maine.
marinfe supplies; marine motors always in stock.

men and blacksmith shop.

All kinds

Capable repair

Let us make you a flat price on your

new motor and installing same.

MARINE MOTORS
GRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT, RED WING, STERLING,
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS

We carry parts for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johnsons
Mail Orders Filled Promptly

Marine Supply Co.
Next Wharf To Yacht Club

Plant Living Gas Works
A plant that Is a living gas works
lias been discovered by Dr. W. A.
llaaior, assistant director of the
Mellon institute of Industrial re
search. It generates gas which can
he lighted with a match. This plant,
tiie dittany, grows in southern Eu
rope and Central Asia. Its gener
ating plant consists of glands con
taining volatile oil. In warm weath
er the oil evaporates, making the air
about the plant inflammable.—Pop
ular Science Montldy.

Braided Rug Makers

CAMDEN, MAINE
Tel. 78

27Stf

Home work. Only experienced mak
ers who will furnish good work
promptly need apply OLD SPARHAWK MILLS, So. Portland. Me.
103-116
/
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By MARIE MARSH

cc./ar?-

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday,- September 15, 1928,
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POULTRY BREEDS
BEST FOR FARMER
Which Is the best breed of poul
try for the Ohio farmer?
With more than 500 farm flocks
on which to base an answer to
this question, flocks on which rec
ords were kept during 11126 in co
operation with county agents and
the agricultural college extension
service of the Ohio State universi
ty, poultry specialists at the uni
versity make this answer:
“There are several things to con
sider, but probably the most Im
portant is the indi’ idual whim o
the farmer."
Before framing this answer the
specialists examined the records
and anJyeed them in “Analysis of
Poultry Profits. 1926,” a new bulle
tin published for free distribution
by the agricultural college exten
sion service.
Copies of the 16page bulletin may lie obtained from
the county agent or tiie university.
Averages used in comparing
breeds of poultry were drawn from
records of Leghorns, Plymouth
Rocks, Wyandottes, and Rhode Is
land Reds. Leghorn flocks consti
tuted 59.8 per cent of those report
ing, nnd the average size of the
Leghorn flock was larger than for
any other breed, indicating that
Leghorns are more adaptable to
large flocks.
’’The Leghorns averaged 13.9
eggs more per bird than any other
breed," the specialists point out.
“This hears out the contention
that Leghorns ate better egg pro
ducers than other breeds.
“There are exceptions, however,
for some of the lowest producing
flocks ’ ere Leghorns. Thera was
little difference in egg production
among the three American breeds,
although the Wyandottes averaged
7.2 eggs more per bird than the
Plymouth Rocks.
“Cash receipts were less for the
Leghorns than for any of the oth
er breeds. This Is true despite
the higher production for Leg
horns, and Is largely due to In
creased meat receipts from hens
and broilers for the American
breeds.
“Total expenses per bird were
slightly higher for the three Amer
ican breeds. This tended to bal
ance the labor income so that It
was quite similar for the four
breeds. With only 59 cents differ
ence between the high and the low
in labor income, it is apparent that
thpre is no practical difference in
the profitableness of these four
main breeds.”

POULTRY HINTS
Lack of sunshine often causes
leg weakness in chirks.
• • •
Overcrowding the house causes
roup as well ns stunted chicks.
see
Keep the coops for the small
chicks at a distance from the hen
house.
• • •
The color of the egg shells has
nothing to do with the food value
of the eggs.

a

a

a

The standard weight of the
Pekin drake is nine pounds and
of the Muscovy drake, ten pounds.
• • •
Eggs cannot be produced with
out nitrogenous food in some
shape. Bones are absolutely es
sential.
• • •
Many breeders sell the Leghorn
cockerels when they weigh’ about
one pound. At this size they are
known as squab broilers.

a

e

a

The products of the great Amer
ican hen rank fifth in our agricul
tural products list, and every year
more
people are realizing
that
there Is money In hens.
• • •
When the hens stop laying they
may often lie started again hy a
change of feed, hut do not give
them much corn In siiiiun r, un
less, of course, you have cooped
them up to fatten for market.
• • •
Putting the cockerels in a sep
arate place for fattening for mar
ket saves feed. Unless they are to
be kept for breeding stock it Is
better to put 'them on the market
early than to run the risk of hav
ing some one steal them.
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fVNOICATt,

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

VERTICAL ICont)
4O-Slng
16-Preclcu* exone
42-Foamed
19-A beverage
46- Forfeited
21- Sketcb cf a plot
47- 3iippery
(Pl.)
(Provincial
22- American political
British)
party (abbr.)
48-Otherwise
23- Llght pole with
49- Latln word for lion
blade
50- Pertalning to Celts 24- Dcep fissure In
51- riant of rank
glacier
growth
26- Brood of pheasants
62-A Wrmatlve
27- Unit of work
53-Decays
28- Abbrevlation
Indicating that a
VERTICAL
ship carries British
mail
1- Affilctlone
30-Stinted
2- Flnely divided
34- Entomology (abbr.)
carbon
35- A horse gait
t-A string
39- Space-pervading
4- Terminated
fluid
5- Orape plantations
40- To truss up sails
6- At uny time

41- Opening
7- Preflx meaning
42- Escape
three times
43- Demlgod
8- Moat equitable
44- Formerly
9- Wai indignant at
45- Colors
10-The rainbow
47-Underhand and
square measure
11-Throw upward
crafty
SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
'Start out by filling In the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
to still others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
Solution to Previous Puzzle

H-l-H-M I 1 H-i | | | I i ,1-).

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
n

II 1 II

Oh, the days gone by! Oh, the
days gone by!
The music of the laughing lip,
the luster of the eye;
The childish faiths in fairies,
and
Alladin’s magic
ring—
The simple, soul-reposing, glad
belief *n everything,
When life was like a story,
holding neither sob nor
sigh,
In the golden, olden glory of
the days gone by.
—James W. Riley.

Serving Swiss Cheese
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TRY THIS

HESE suggestions for using
cheese will add variety as well
is piquancy to the summer meals,
evliile even Increasing the food
values:
Deviled Cheese Sandwiches.—Cut
thin slices of whole wheat bread
Into two-inch rounds, spread with
Hitter and arrange wafer-like slices
jf Switzerland cheese on each. Add
mustard, paprika, and saute them
in a little butter.
Serve gar
nished with water cress or serve
with water cress and French dress
closed her jaws upon It, to their
ing as a salad.
dismay if she did not want it she
Cheese and Grapefruit Salad.— I would not swallow it, nnd at tiie
Peel and remove the pulp from a
first chance would spit It out.
grape fruit, using care not to break
But there Is a natural law hi the
the sections, arrange them on very
affairs of rats. A cat will always
thin slices of Switzerland cheese,
lick off material that dings to her
petal fashion, border with cress or
lettuce.
Garnish with a cube of
currant Jelly or a ripe dressing
made with fruit Juices.
Geneva Salad.—Dice Switzerland
cheese and mix with an equal quan
tity of cold boiled potatoes, moist
en with French dressing and heap
an lettuce.
Serve garnished with .
slices of bologna sausage cut very
thin.
Cheese and Cherry Rings.—Cut
white bread into slices one-fourtli
inch thick, then shape with a
doughnut cutter into rings.
Dip
a hatter made witli a beaten egg,
one cupful of milk nnd one-half tenspoonful of salt. Fry In deep fat.
Spread each ring with preserved
cherries and top with cubes of
Swiss cheese.
Serve hot.
Scullions, Toast and Cheese.—
Wash und cook until tender young
paws. Acting upon this law, a cat
green onions In salted water. Drain
counoisseur discovered this way of
well and arrange on slices of toast
successfully giving medicine—by
on each of which has been placed
saturating her paw with it. If the
a thin slice of cheese.
Pour over
medicine is in pill form It can he
a little hot melted butter an.) serve
made into a paste and smeared on
hot.
her paw. Angora cats who need
Bacon and Cheese Sandwiches.—
olive oil ran be given sufficient for
Cover small triangles of bread
their needs In this way.
with butter and thin slices of
Many cats take the various oils
cheese. Place under the broiler to
If they are first heated and whipped
brown lightly and serve with fresh
Into warm milk.
crisp curled bacon.
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Notices of Appointment
I, Charles L Veazle, Register ot' Probate for
the County of Knox. In the State of Maine,
hereby certify that in the following estates the
persons were appointed Administrators or
Executors and on the dates hereinafter indi
cated :
SOPHIA MATHEWS late of Warren, de
ceased, July 17, 1928. Nathaniel B. Eastman
of Warren was appointed Adrnr. and qualified
by filing bond on Aug. 18, 1928.
HUDSON I). AftfiBS late of Rockland, de
ceased. Aug. 21, 1928, Margaret E. Ames of
Rockland was appointed Admx. without bond.
HATTIE B. McCLOUD late of Rockland,
deceased, Aug. 21, 1928, Daniel A. McLoud,
Jr., of Rockland was appointed Admx. without
bond.
LYMAN D. SMITH late of Hartford, Conn.,
deceased, Aug. 21. 1928. Frank II. Ingraham
of Rockland was appointed Adnir. c. t. a.
LEONARD A. HALL late of Rockland, de
ceased, Aug. 21, 1928, Frances E. Hall of
Rockland was appointed Exx. without bond.
JOSEPH A. WEST late of Vinalhaven, de
ceased. Aug. 21. 1928. Annie B. West of Vinal
haven was appointed Exx. without bond.
WALTER T. TOLMAN late of Vinalhaven.
deceased, Aug. 21. 1928, Leila E. Tolman of
Vinalhaven was appointed Exx. without bond.
FRRD W. COOK late of St. George, deceased,
Aug. 21. 1928, Ellen S. Cook, of St. George was
appointed Admx. and qualified hy filing bond
on the same date.
SOPHIA S. MANK late of Warren, deceased,
Aug. 21. 1928, Fred N. Mank of Warren was
appointed Exr. without bond.
WESTON G. A.MES late of Matlnlcus, de
ceased, Aug. 23, 1928. Hattie M. Ames of
Matlnlcus was appointed Exx. without bond.
SARAH A. GLOVER late of Rockland, de
ceased, Aug. 21, 1928, Edward F. Glover of
Rockland was appointed Exr. without bond.
ADDIE M. HALL late of Vinalhaven, de
ceased. Aug. 21, 1928, La Vern Pattinson of
Haverhill, .Mass, was appointed Exx. without
bond. D. H. Gllddcn of Vinalhaven appointed
agent in Maine.
Attest :—
105-S-ll 1 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
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A significant commentary upon the
quality of Grange work in the Unit
ed States and the likelihood that it is
destined to be a permanent force in
the life of the nation is found in the
fact that Student Granges are
springing up in different parts of the
country and are now found in 14
state universities, with others in
prospect of institution at an early
date. These Student Granges are
conducted exactly like other subor
dinate branches of the organization,
except that their membership is lim
ited to students and members of the
college faculty, while their work is
very largely devoted to training the
young people for vigorous rural
leadership and for efficient farm ac
tivity when they go back to their
home localities. Already highly ben
eficial results to rural life and agri
culture are directly traceable to the
influence of these Student Granges.
Consequently, the national program
of the organization includes the ex
tensive encouragement of this phase
of the work.
• • w •
The Maryland Stata Grange tries
an innovation this year by changing
the long established December hold
ing of its annual meeting to midAugust. for the better accommoda
tion of farm owners and automobilists. The city of Oakland in Gar
rett county is the session location.

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, t7.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p. m.
Bangor, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. tn., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Brunswick, |7.45 a. tn., 11 -55 P- 1°-. k4.45 p. m.,
|6.10 p. in.
Lewiston, f7.45 a. tn., fl.55 p. m.
New York, k4.45 p. m., J6*10 p. tn.
Philadelphia. C6*10 p. m.
Portland, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
16.10 p. m.
Washington, C6*10 p. tn.
Waterville, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
6.10 p. tn.
Daily, except. Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

i

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
Swan’s Island
Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7.0ft a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30, North
Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan’s Islaud about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON,

General Agent

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist

The worker’s lot is hard when he
The difference seems to be that
drinking one's self to death, nowa thinks he must choose between a full
days, is less effort, as compared to dinner pail and a full beer pail.—New
Britain Herald.
formerly.—Detroit News

Keep the bowele open and take

Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis

NO-OIL

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

(©. 1927. Western Newspaper Union.)

•

IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

For a Cold or Cough

<©. 1928. Western Newspaper Union.!

Salad Dressing
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
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The Grange owes much of its pres
ent success to the early contributions
of Southern men to its upbuilding,
in the period forty years or so ago,
when the organization flourished
in many states south of the line.
There was a time when there were
more Granges south of the Ohio
River than north of it and two Na
tional Grange masters were men of
the South—'Put Darden of Mississippi
and John Thompson Jones of Ar
kansas. One of the strongest Grange
leaders of his day was D. Wyatt
Aiken of South Carolina, a member
of Cdngress; while the basic code of
Grange law. known as its Declaration
of Purposes, was written by Major
James W. A. Wright, a native of
Mississippi and a soldier of the Con
federacy, who afterwards removed
to California and became first mas
ter of the California State Grange.
All these facts in early Grange
history make it natural to attempt
to extend the organization into the
Southern states, where there appears
to be a growing demand for it. This
is due in part to the migration of
many INorthern people southward,
hut more than this to an increasing
call for a rural community organiza
tion. along civic, educational and so
cial lines, which the Grange has long
demonstrated its ability to supply.
A new record of speed in building
a Grange hall comes from Califor
nia. where Hornbrook Grange No.
391, in Siskiyou county unquestion
ably made the quickest work of hall
construction that has ever been
wrought by any fraternal organiza
tion in the United States.

To all persons Interested In either of the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
and for the County of Knox, on the 21st day
of August In the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-eight and by
adjournment from day to day from the 21st
day of said August. The following matters
; having been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter Indicated it Is hereby
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons
Interested, by causing a copy of tills order to
be published three weeks successively In The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at
Roekland In said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said
Rockland on the 18th day of September, A. D.
1928, at nine o'clock In the forenoon, aud be
hoard thereon If they sec cause.
ADA HAMPTON TREMAINE late of Rock
port. deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
Issued to Rhode Islaud Hospital Trust Com
pany of Providence, R. I., It being the Executor
named In said will without suretlos.
MARCELLUS E. HART late of Appleton, de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary he issued
to George E. and Leroy M. Hart of Appleton,
they being the Executors named in said will
without bond.
A ROLAN E BUNKER late of Thomaston, de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that letters Testamentary he Issued
to Isaac Bunker of Thomaston, he being the
Executor named In said will without bond.
ALBERT T. CROCKETT late of Rockland,
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued
to Grace Britt of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named In said will without bond.
ESTATE OF LUCY R DANIELS late of
Union, deceased, Will and Petition for Pro
bate of Will and for Admlistration with the
Will Annexed asking that said will may be
proved and allowed and that administration
with the will annexed be granted to Howard
D. Deane of Union with bond.
ESTATE OF MATTIE J. BURTON late of
Cushing, deceased, Petition for Administration
asking that Oscar E. Burton of Cushing or
some other suitable person be appointed Adrnr.
without bond.
ESTATE OF GEORGS W MUGRIDGK late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adminis
tration asking that Katherine H. Follett of
Rockland, or some other suitable person be
appointed Admx. without bond.
ESTATE OF GEORGE M ROBINSON late
of Thomaston, deceased, Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Helen P. Robinson
of Warren or some other suitable person
be appointed Adrnr. without bond.
ESTATE OF ISRAEL SNOW late of Rock
land. deceased. Petition for Allowance filed
by Evelyn S. Snow, widow, Carlton F. Snow
of Rockland, Adrnr.
ESTATE OF L1LI.A B. GRAY late of Rock
port. deceased. Petition to Determine In
heritance Tax filed by Marlon V. Gray, Adrnr.
ESTATE OF LTLLA B. GRAY, late of Rock
port, deceased, first and final account filed for
allowance by Marion V. Gray, Adrnr.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM J. TOBEY late of
Thomaston, deceased, first and final account
filed for allowance by Carolyn J. Tobey, Exx.
ESTATE OF OLIVER E. (WELAND late of
Thomaston, deceased, Petition for Adminis
trator. asking that Benjamin F. Copeland of
Cambridge. Mass, or some other suitable per
son be appointed Adrnr. d. b. n. without bond.
Witness, EDWARD K GOULD. Enquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Rockland, Maine.
Attest
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

At its first meeting in November
last this subordinate Grange voted to
C u R
p O D
7
rebuild entirely its hall, appointed a
n A s T E R S
H E R o D
committee to do the work, and in
G A P
structed them to begin tearing down
n A R
A N 0 N
6
the old hall the next morning. The
B O R E
P o N
S O w
second meeting in November and the
p O o 1 c yB E N first
T U
meeting in December were held
S
T
E o R E
at members’ homes, and the second
E G R E s 5
meeting in December, exactly six
r L E E "T
H A R T E
weeks from the night the construc
tion vote was passed, the Grange met
in its new hall, not entirely com
pleted but in very good shape for
use.
When the building project was
voted the Grange had only $420 in its
treasury, but succeeded in financing
By EDNA PURDY WALSH
the task so well and securing so
o.-o-o—o-olio—o-o- o—o much ^Material and labor given by the
members without compensation, that
Foiling the Fireside Sphinx the completion of the hall finds it
OR centuries cat fanciers have almost wholly paid for, while during
thought and planned unsuccess the same period the membership has
fully to give pussy medicine withbeen increased from 100 to 130. This
subordinate Grange is only seven
out a struggle.
It was never a
one-man job. Even after three years old. bad only 44 charter mem
healthy Individuals had success bers to start with and is now the
fully given pussy a pill or a dose owner of a commodious hall property
of medicine, that is, they had con well equipped and worth several
veyed it to her mouth and then thousand dollars.
E N

« « *

Air-slaked lime dusted every
where will aid materially In de
stroying lice, gapes and roup. Pre
vent disease among fowls rather
than risk curing them after they
nre affected.
Keep tiie quarters
clean, and supply pure water.

M5

50

©TMl

HORIZONTAL
1-Land aurrounded by
water
8-Veterlnery (abbr.)
8-To decompose and
melt partially
12- Lower part of the
back
13- Suffix. Doing
14- Comblnlng form
meaning air
15- Natlve of British
metropolis
17- Egyptlan goddess
18- More precipitous
19- Brald
-20-Perlod of time
21- Observed
22- Legendary bird of
prey
25-A royal house of
England
29-Human organ (pi.)
81-Graln
32- Perlod
33- An antecedent
36- Declgrama (abbr.)
37- Large vehicle (pi.)
38- French unit of

Extension of its activities into the
Southern States Is apparently about
to be experienced by the Grange or- ganization of the country, the farm
fraternity already established in 30
of the states but up to the present
time chiefly north of. Mason and
Dixon's line. Already ifiarly a score
of new Grange unite. have been
formed in Virginia a*id a State
Grange organization will he perfected
early in September. Some subordi
nates have already been instituted
in South Carolina anfl j-evtval work
is in progress in Kentucky; while
Tennessee, Texas arid.7 Florida are
among the states clamoring for the
Grange.
Louis J. Taber, master of the Na
tional Grange was invited to address
the Southern Rural Life Conference
at Blue Ridge, North Carolina, and
there announced the National Grange
program as being “to add one Southern State to our organization every
year." This assurance was cordially
received and has done much to focus
attention upon the probable early ex
tension of Grange activities into the
South.

,T

30

19

II
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STATE OF MAINE

Patrons of Husbandry See In
Tariff the Real “Farm
! Relief."

IM

lb

18

Fatten Broilers Before
Sending Them to Market
Profitable gains usually will he
fnade by broilers that are fattened
for a period of two weeks before
they are sold. However, one should
not expect tfl fatten broilers for
longer than a two weeks' period,
as the gains will not be rapid and
profits are likely to disappear.
Cockerels should he separated
from the pullets and confined to
a small yard.
A roosting shed
should lie provided for the fatten
ing birds.
A satisfactoi mash mixture for
fattening broilers is one composed
of two parts of cornmeal and one
part wheat middlings. This should
he mixed with milk nnd fed for
fifteen to twenty-minute periods
three times daily. A liberal feed
ing of cracked com should he giv
en late In the afternoon. If liquid
milk is available, it can be kept
before the birds during the fatten
ing period nnd no water need he
given. Plenty of water should he
provided if no milk Is fed.

7

6

Probate Notices

GRIP

BROWN’S RELIEF
on rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M

79-tf

Office Hours; 9 to 12—1 to I
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tai. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
*400 Main St.

Roekland

Opp. Thorndiks Hotel. Tai. 338-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
Evenings by Appointment

DR. E. L SCARLOTT

IS “DIFFERENT”!

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

PLUMBING, HEATING

You Will Like “No-Oil”

Osteopathic Physician

106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

All Deniers Sell “No-Oil”

By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Roeklane
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours; 1 to t and 7 to I P. M
Residence until 9 A. M„ and by

Appointment Telephone 184
THOMASTON, ME.

f,
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Every-Othcr-Day

New Studebaker President Eight Roadster

Remarkable beauty of line and color and the 80-milt—per-hour performance of Studebaker’s great 109 horse
power President Eight motor are combined in this President Eight Roadster for four.

Favors Hoover

WALDOBORO

TENANT’S HARBOR

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Osborne have
Miss Audrey Wyman has returned
returned from New Hampshire where
J to Everett. Mass.
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and family, they have bad employment during
who have been spending the summer the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson
at George W. Simmons, have returned
and son John have returned to their
! to Portland.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey. Miss Gladys Bailoy home in Somerville, Mass., after
and Fred Keizer have been on a mdtor spending the summer at their cottage
here.
i trip to Buffalo, N. Y.
Mrs. Thankful Harris of Martins
Miss Gertrude Xewbert, who has
• been spending a month with her sis- ville has employment as housekeeper
I ter, Mrs. Joseph B. ‘Welt, has re- for Irving Cook.
Rev. P. E. Miller’s subject for next
I turned to I Lancaster, Pa.
A new telephone has been installed Sunday morning will be “Should the
’ in the residence of Mrs. Emma Trow U. S. continue its policy of prohibi
tion as defined in the eighteenth
bridge Potter.
,
Stuart C. Hemingway has joined amendment?” In the evening he will
give a temperance message also and
his family at Riverside.
Miss Annie (>. Welt and Miss Ida M. his subject will be ‘'Who Are Really
Black have returned from Portland.. the Guilty Ones?”
Sewall 'Wagle has returned home
Miss Jessie L. Keene attended a
conference of teachers in Farmington from Community Hospital Camden,
i where he underwent an appendix op
last week.
Miss Frances Castner has returned eration by Dr. W. T>. tHall. Mr.
Wagle is making splendid recovery.
to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gray of West
This community was saddened last
boro, Mass., have l>een guests of Mrs. week by the sudden death of Mrs.
Ella Achorn.
Nellie Cook which occurred Friday
Mrs. Alfred French of Lawrence, morning after being knocked down
Governor Adam McMullen, of
Mass., is visiting at Dewey Piper’s.
by an automobile the previous Tues
Nebraska, farm leader, has joined
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Miss day, details of which appeared in an
the Hoover-Curtis ranks.
"Mr.
Betty Stahl have closed their camp at earlier issue of this paper. Much
Hoover is the nominee of the party
Medomak for the season.
sympathy is extended to the bereaved
that believes in the protective tar
Mrs. Carrie Miller is the guest of Mr. husband and aged mother who sur
iff. Governor Smith is the nomi
and Mrs. K. L. Deymore in Freeport. vive her. The funeral services were
nee of the party that always op
Mrs. Medora Perry, Mr. and Mrs. held Sunday, Rev. S. E. Packard offi
Fred Simmons. Mrs. Annie Thompson ciating. Burial was in the Clark’s
poses It. Furthermore, Mr. Hoo
and Miss Angela Perry motored to Hill cemetery.
ver views the agricultural ques
Lakewood Saturday where they at
tion as the main question.”
tended the theatre.
NORTH WARREN
By what seemed almost a miracle
Hoover’s Americanism
a fatal accident was averted when
Several
ladies of
White
Oak
Cecil Barter fell from the roof of the Grange met at the hall Friday to
Mr. Hoover not only is American
Kuhn block Thursday morning. Mr. sew and exchange ideas for their
In every fiber, but he is one of
Barter was painting the roof and fair to be held some time in October.
those who knows and can tell why
making a misstep fell 40 feet to the
The Finnish families who have
he is an American. Any whose
ground below. He was picked up un bought the Joshua Starrett and W.
conscious and was tarried to Dr. D. H. Fuller farms arrived this week.
conceptions of partisanship tempt
B. Mayo’s office and later to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank visited
them to question his mental stntus
He is recovering slowly, has no broken Mrs. Perley Whitehouse at North
reasonably may be asked to look
bones and apparently no serious in Waldoboro one day last week.
into their own minds and see if
juries.
Irville Swan of Auburn is visit
they are equally prepared to tell
A column of particular interest to ing his uncle Lester Mank.
why they are Americans.—lluffalo
Waldoboro readers is being edited
Mrs. Iza Mank visited Mrs. Alma
Xeict.
in the Portland Press Herald by John Jameson this week.
H. Lovell of this town. It is called
S. E. Tarr, who has been -iU for
Same Man, but Bigger
Abldom in Maine and has for its sub some time is improving.
ject the wild flowers of which Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank and
Lovell writes in an instructive and brother Eddie Coombs, Mrs. Mabel
Herbert Hoover is essentially the
entertaining
manner.
Mr.
Lovell
is
.p
rosg
game man he was eight years ago.
and daughter Vernette of
well known nationally and interna Rockland and son Irville 'Swan of
But like a tree, he has grown, the
tionally
as
a
biologist
and
Is
the
bio

Auburn, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
roots strike deeper, the trunk is
logical editor of "The A.B.C. of Bee Mank and son Donald enjoyed a pic
taller and the branches have a
Culture.' He has also written “The nic yit Hathorne’s Point in Cushing
wider spread. He is the same man
Flower and the Bee." "Plant Life and last Sunday.
with much more experience.—
Pollination'' and "The Honey Plants
Mrs. Willis Moody who has been
George Horace Lorrimer.
of North America."
visiting friends in this place has
The local vote in Monday's election returned home to Fairfield.
was tabulated as follows: United
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson are
RAZORVILLE
States Senator. Hale, 569, Holmes,
[ Irvin Hibbert of Cambridge, Mass., 228: Governor, Gardiner. 486. Moran. enjoying their new Nash sedan
which they bought in Rockland.
Is visiting his mother Mrs. Clara Hib 266: Auditor, Hayford, 477, McDon
bert and other relatives.
ough. 212; Representative to Con
SIMONTON
Winfield Savage made a trip Wed gress. White. 521. Beliveau, 211; State
nesday to Augusta.
Senator, Bond. 504, Goudy, 244; Judge
School began here Tuesday with
A quiet wedding occurred Wednes of Probate, Brackett, 502; Brackett. Miss Carroll of Glencove teacher.
day evening at the home of Edith 206: Clerk of Courts. Richards, 491.
The regular meeting of the Ladies
Overlock. J. P., when Elmer F. Jones Cochran, 224; Sheriff. Kelley, 453, of the Farm Bureau was held in
of Washington and Marion 0. Brown Spinney. 268; County Attorney, Hil Community hall Sept. 12. Miss Net
of China were united in marriage by ton unopposed, 506; County Commis- tie 'Simmons gave a demonstration on
Mrs. Overlock. Mr. Jones has a home sioiner. Erskine. ’ 492, Dunton, 221; the “Renovation of Furniture.” A
also runs a blacksmith shop at the Representative to Legislature, Gay. baked bean dinner was served.
north part of the town where he took 569, Ford, 192.
The Childs’ Welfare Conference
his bride immediately to live. All
will he held in the hall Sept. 17. Dr.
are ready with congratulations. It is
Steward and Miss Grace A. Lawrence
SWAN’S ISLAND
good to see the town being filled with
will he in charge. Visitors welcome
Schools opened
Monday
with to bring children up to school age.
young folks.
Miss Bertha Stevens is passing this Luella Holmes and. Bessie Dun hum
Benjamin Talenbloom has a new
week at Charles Vanner’s before go teachers at Swan’s Js and school and car.
Hazel Staples at Atlantic.
ing to Boston for the winter.
Hiram Jocelyn is quite ill. His
Myron Sprague, Laurence Rowe,
Election passed off here very
early recovery is hoped for.
quietly, but persistently, as the count Bradley Joyce and Bernice Smith
The very heavy rain fall here Wed
are attending High School in Locking of the votes showed.
nesday may prove bad for potatoes
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burkett of Union land.
which are already blighted and like
were visiting Mrs. Ilda Russell re
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Snell of
ly to rot. The apple crop in this vi
Kennebunk and Mrs. Emma Pro* k of
cently at the Farrar places
cinity will he very light. Some more
Stanley Jones had the misfortune Lincolnville were guests of Mr. and
warm weather is needed'for the corn.
to lose a nice hog and eight pigs re Mrs. Orin Milan last week.
Root vegetables are good
cently, but has another litter of seven
Mrs. James Sprague and son
Roy French has started to build a
spent a few days in Rockland this
nice pigs.
bungalow on the Warren Marshall
Anyone wishing a good Royal type week.
»
writer can find one at Edith Over
Benjamin Stinson who has been place. 1
Henry Carver is building a new
lock’s.
here for a few weeks has returned
garage in Camden between the old
to Rockland.
hall and the Farmers’ Union build
Mrs.
William
Glendenning
and
,
ROCKVILLE
ing.
daughter
of
Rockland
are
visiting
I
Dr. B. W. Parslilcy motored from
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Mathews of
Mrs.
Glendenning
’
s
father
William
J.
.Wolfboro, N. H., Labor Day return
Lincolnville visited Mr. awd Mrs. C.
ing Thursday accompanied by his Freethy.
J. Mathews Monday.
The Tuesday night pictures have
mother Mrs. Sylvester Parslilcy who
closed
for
the
season.
has been spending three weeks with
NORTH HAVEN
L. Marcus is in town for a few
Mrs. Maud Bradley.
Parker Stone Jr., is attending Heb
Miss Hel^n Gregory of Koekiand days.
Mrs. Alden Joyce and son Kilton ron Academy.
was the guest Wednesday of Mrs.
of Rockland passed the weekend
James Lewis who has been spend
Roy Hunter.
ing a few days in town returned
Mrs. Gerald R. Babb of Auburn Is with Mrs. James Sprague.
Mrs. Lewis Butman opened her Thursday to Massachusetts where
the guest of her aunt Mrs. Ernest
house Tuesday and gave a luncheon he will resume his duties as teacher.
Perry.
Leon Crockett left Monday for
The fall term of school opened in honor of Mrs . (Capt.) Edgar
Smith of Portland. The diningroom Boston where he will attend the
Tuesday with Mrs . John Whalen
teacher. 'She is hoarding with Mrs. was prettily decorated with blue and Wentworth Institute.
gold. Miss Velma Morse assisted in
Payton Dyer and friend who has
Maud Bradley for a few weeks.
serving the refreshments. Owing to been spending his vacation hdre
The High Schoo! pupils from this
lack of tax! service the guest of with relatives has returned home to
place are having good conveyance
honor was very* much delayed, hut Plainfield. N. J.
this fail. A new bus, heated and
the time was well filled in with very
Marjorie Huse. daughter of Rev.
s comfortable, transports them to
interesthing stories told of Swan’s and Mrs. Huse has gone to Taunton,
Rockport High School.
Island forty or fifty years ago. Mrs. Mass., where she will attend school.
Charles Tolman has set out a large
Smith will leave for her home in
bed of strawberry plants.
Portland Friday morning.

GREEN’S ISLAND

PORT CLYDE

Three Crow Cream Tartar is
Lhe pure product of nature.

Mrs. Annie Murch and son Don
ald and Mr. find Mrs. Elmer
Mureh of Medford. Mass., have spent
the week with Mrs. Olive Marshall.
Merton Anthony was in Waterville
Monday.
Mrs. Chester Tracy is at Knox
Hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Alden 'Hupper Is in the Cam
den hospital rocoJfeHng from an op
eration.
Sidney Davis and daughter Marion
Wednesday motored to Orono where
Marlon enters the University of
Maine.
The Lincoln Association will be
held in the Baptist chapel Sept. 19..

Mr. and Mrs. Wlalter Simmons and
little grandson Harold returned to
their home at Thomaston. Sept. 7. 'the
last lobsters were shipped on that
date.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver of
Vlnalhaven were weekend guests of
Mrs. Carver’s brother and his wife
at Heron Neck Lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins and
Winfred Lord were at Vlnalhaven last
Monday.
A Kansas City firm has bought 10.000 discarded automobiles and will
use the metal to make farm imple
ments. Beating Fords into plow
shares. as it were.—New York Even
ing Post,

Page Five
Jor Economical Transportation

Great Career Marred
by Greed and Pride
The earl of Marlborough, John
Churchill, died in 1722.
“Faithful, though unfortunate”
runs the motto beneath the ducal
shield of Marlborough; but you
could hardly apply either term to
John Churchill, founder of the fam
ily fortunes.
Faithful? He Intrigued with Wil
liam when James was on the
throne.
He intrigued with Janies
when William was on the throne.
Unfortunate? He earned more re
wards, probably, than ever fell to a
subject. “He was covetous ns h—I,”
says Swift, "and ambitious as the
prince of IL” Even Queen Anne had
to turn aside and laugh when he
'denied ft.
And there seems little
doubt that, among ids other fruits
of office, he did receive £6,000 a
year for placing the army's bread
contract In the right hands.
None the less, no soldier of his
age could stand against him. “He
never besieged a town which he
did not take, nor fought a battle he
did not gain, as Tennyson once said
in a sermon.
Not without reason his name Is
written In letters of gold—with
only one other, that of Milton—on
the walls of St. Paul’s, his old
school; where, as readers of Thack
eray will remember, he was a
schoolfellow of the lovable Henry
Esmond.—From the Continental
Edition of the London Daily Mail.

This Tag is Your Assurance of
Honest Used Car Values
If you are in the market for a used
car—come in and learn how com
pletely we protect your purchase
when you buy a used car from us!

Our used car department is operated
under the famous Red O.K. Tag
system—developed by the Chevro
let Motor Company to protect the
used car buyer. Under this plan, we
attach to the radiator caps of all our
reconditioned cars the famous
Chevrolet Red O.K. Tag—showing
exactly what vital units have been

checked O.K. or reconditioned by
our expert mechanics.
We believe that no fairer system of
used car merchandising has ever
been worked out—for it assures the
customer honest value as well as a
dependable, satisfactory car.
Come in today and inspect our stock
of O.K.’d used cars. You are sure to
find the car you want, at a price that
will please you—and'our terms are
exceptionally easy.

Waltz Shown to Be
Akin to Wallowing
Would you ever suspect that
there was any relation between
waltzing in the ballroom and wal
lowing in the mire? There is, how
ever, for waltz is distinctly related
to the Anglo-Saxon word welter, the
basic meaning of which is to roll.
Waltz itself is German, where again
the basic meaning is to roll. In an
encyclopedia of 1882 this was noted
about the waltz: “Those maniacal
turnings and gesticulations which
have lately become fashionable in
this country (England) under the
appellation of German vaults (or
rather, walzen).” Waltz may have
come, according to some authori
ties, from the same source as volte
or vault, the turning in horseman
ship or fencing. This sense of the
word is also found in volte-face,
meaning to face suddenly about.—
'Dance Magazine.

Harp of Ireland
In the “Gold Room” at Trinity
college, Dublin, rests tlie “Harp of
Ireland” that sounded "once through
Tara’s halls.”
The story Is that
“after Brian Boru was killed at
the battle of Clontarf, this harp
was given to Pope Alexander II. It
remained in the Vatican for nearly
500 years, and was given, In 1521,
to Henry VIII in recognition of ids
defense of the Seven Sacraments.
Twenty years later Henry VIII
gave the harp-to the earl of Clnnrlcarde, and It was handed down
until It came Into the possession of
a Limerick antiquary. Archeolo
gists, however, say the harp is not
older than the Fourteenth century.

■ ■■■’I

Car
marks below
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'XMotor_
LvRadiator
ARea?Axte
I^Cliansnussion
LVStarti]
LV Lighting

LV Ignition

A Few of our exceptional Used Car
Values “With an OK that Counts.”
SUBURBAN
TRUCK

CHEVROLET

'jv Tires

ATphoisterv
ATenders

BODY

Only driven live thousand miles anil
in excellent condition; $140. Down,
balance easy payments

1927 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR SEDAN

[V Finish

$200.00 Down.

Balance 12 monthly
payments

LATE TYI’E TORI) COUl’E
In very line condition; a good ear for
fall and winter driving; $90.00 down.
P.alance 12 monthly payments.
1927 CHEVROLET COACH $425.00

This ear is in first class condition
with good paint and tires; $170.00
down. Balance easy payments.

1927 CHEVROLET TOURING
$140.00 Down. Balance 12 monthly
payments. This car In first class
condition.

Not Highly Interesting
Two newspaper men were enjoy
ing a walk over a golf course when
they saw in the distance a famous
professional giving lessons to a dis
tinguished personage.
Scenting “copy,” the reporters
made a detour and crept behind
a bunker to overhear the conver
sation.
What they heard was not the In
teresting hack-chat they expected,
but the following terse speech from
the pro.:
“Will your highness kindly en
deavor to keep your highness’ stom
ach In?”—London Tit-Bits.

1926 DODGE SEDAN

Very good condition and will be sold
at a bargain this week.

ONE TON CHEVROLET TRUCK

1928 CHEVROLET COUPE

$120.00 Down.
Balance easy pay
ment plan. Your old truck taken as
part payment.

Latest model: small mileage; best
of condition; $200.00 down. Balance
12 monthly payments.

CHEVROLET TOURING

ONE TON CHEVROLET TRUCK $75

A good ear with lots of unused miles
for only $40.00 down payment. Bal
ance easy terms.

To be sold this week. This is a bar
gain. Come in and look it over.

Ocean Liner’s Cow
Those traveling on ocean liners
cannot take the family cow along,
but science has evolved a substitute
which has proved especially valu
able for ships which ply between
temperate regions and the tropics.
It Is an emulsor, a machine which
mixes powdered milk, sweet butter
and water, producing by emulsion,
a product which in taste and nu
tritive properties is hard to distin
guish from fresh milk.
So thor
ough is the job that when the artifi
cial milk is allowed to stand It pro
duces a heavy cream.—Capper's
Farmer.

Excellent Rule
"How do you manage to remem
ber so many things, Sarah?” In
quired the mistress of her house
maid. Then Sarah made reply with
the Infallible rule for memory train
ing:
“I’ll tell ye, ma’am,’ said she.
“All my life I’ve never told a lie.
And when ye don’t have to he taxin’
yer memory to be rememberin’ what
ye told this one or that one, or how
ye explained this or that, ye don’t
overwork It, and It’ll last ye, good
as new, forever.”

1 Loom Has Played Big
Part in Civilization
The Chinese claim that silk weav
ing was practiced in China in 2500
B. C., and the art of weaving was
certainly known to the Egyptians
at a still earlier period. Some schol
ars believe that weaving was In
vented In Egypt, but In all probabil
ity It was invented in at least four
different places—by a primitive
white man, a primitive yellow man,
a primitive red man, and a primi
tive black man.
The earliest at
tempts at weaving were simply the
plaiting of grass blades, reeds or
rushes, done by hand without the
aid of a loom.
With the Inven
tion of the loom—even of the
simplest kind, such as Is still used
among American Indian tribes of
the Southwest—great strides were
made in the art of weaving. Our
great-grandmothers used the hand
and treadle loom. The same was
in general use until Doctor Cart
wright, an Englishman of whom It
w.as said that he had never seen
a loom in his life, invented the pow
er loom in 1878. Since his day the
loom has been altered and Improved
until it has now come to a high state
of perfection.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street

Rockland

Look for the Red Tag “With an OK that Counts”
SOUTH CHINA
The corn factory has begun pack
ing.
Fred Plaisted and daughter Flor
ence, Miss Helen Webber and Samuel
Grindell went to Portland Monday,
where Mr. Grindell visited his brother
Charles, formerly of Rockland, who is
very ill at the Marine Hospital.
Frederick Hussey has returned to
his duties at Newton High School
Mrs. Herbert Esancy entertained
Sunday her mother. Mrs. Eleanor
Payson of Hope, her aunts Mrs. C.
F. Marriner and Mrs. A. L. .Libby,
and cousin Roger Libby of Lincoln
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nichols at
tended the Grange dance at Fairfield
Tuesday, both serving on commit
tees.
School at Erskine Academy opened
Tuesday with 57 pupils including 22
freshmen and three post graduates
and a few additions to the middle
classes. The new girls’ dormitory is
nearly completed and the girls are
moving in, in charge of Principal and
Mrs. L. C. Tatham. Both teachers
and Vernon Boynton, the other mem
ber of the faculty, are with the boys
at their dormitory.
Clarence Esancy, sister Hazel and
Miss Hortense Starkey were in Wat
erville Saturday evening.
Ralph Esancy who has employment
in Hope spent the weekend at home.
William Crossman has returned
from a visit with his sister in Water
ville.

Mead
Colds
J
Vapors

inhaled

Over 2i Million Jars UsedYearly

'and Mrs. Ralph Orff and children of
MINTURN
jciiftondale, Mass.
Vincent Bridges and Margaret
I Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith of Burl Stewart left Monday for Charles
ington, Vt., were guests last week of town where they will attend school.
I her parents, Mr. and Mis. J. L.
Mrs. Freeman Bridges left Mon
Fla riders.
day to spend a few days at Rockland.
I Mr. ami Mrs. M. T. Mank and son
Mrs. Leverette Stanley returned
of Gardiner were Sunday guests of from Rockland Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Miss V’erna Staples is visiting Mrs.
I Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Utile of Bris Oscar Johnson.
tol were guests of her sister Miss
Schools
began
Monday.
The
, Rena Wiley.
teachers
are:
Atlantic, Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodwin, Staples;
Union
Grammar Luella
cently.
daughter Marjorie and friend of Holmes; Union Primary, Bessie Dun
Ralph Handers motored from Port Somerville. Mass., were guests of Mr. ham; Minturn
Grammar, Myrtle
land Tu<#day and was a guest of his and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton and callers Staples;
Minturn Primary, Edna
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders. J on other relatives.
Moulton.
Miss Marion Flanders, who has been I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens of
Mrs. Lester (Stanley arrived home
spending the summer with her grand N< wton Center, Mass., and Miss from Bangor Saturday much im
parents, returned to Portland with Carolyn Bovey f f New York were proved in health.
| recent guests of Mr. «and Mrs. II. B.
her fa titer.
Seth Sprague went to Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Ilonier Rines of Wat Bovey.
Tuesday tv buy a horse.
erville were weekend guests of Mr. I Mr. and Mrs. Elden V. Mank of
Ralph Grant left for school at
land Mrs. J. A. Rines.
Newburgh, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Al Bucksport Monday.
I Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tarr, Mr. and fred Sherman and children of Port
Anne Grant spent a few days in
* Mrs. Brackett of New Harbor, Mr. land were guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. Rockland recently.
and Mrs. Sturtevant of Thomaston •L. Mank last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley spent
and Alvin Bessey of Boothbay were
Mr. and AVis. .himes (Barnes of the weekend touring on the mainland
at H. F. Wilson’s recently.
Newburgh. N. Y.. were recent guests with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockbridge.
Mrs. D. M. Jones of Unity has been of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowers.
Edward Thompson has a new Crosvisiting her daughter, Mrs. Gardiner
Miss Una Clark of Augusta spent ley radio.
Mank.
last week with .Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Mrs. Ella Davis arrived home from
Mrs. Nellie Reever, Reginald Mona
Rockland Saturday night.
han and Master Charles Bowers mo
The average Vice President feels
tored to Augusta Tuesday and were like a spare tire strapped on behind.—
The most painful wound in the
accompanied home by Miss Myrtle Boston Shoe ami Leather Reporter
world is a salary cut.—Birmingham
Reever.
Mrs. Ernest Burns of South Wal
doboro Saturday visited her daugh
ter, Mrs. Percy Miller.
Mr .and Mrs. Henry Wilson have
been on a motor visit to New Harbor.
Mrs. Addle Lawry and friend of
Rockland visited her mother Mrs.
Lucretia Kaler Sunday.
Recent guests at Thomas Frleswky’s, Bring refreshing sleep, relieve aches and pains; dizziness
Mr. and Mrs. S. Chester Frieswyk and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Fries and nervousness. Taken like a confection. No Opiates,
wyk and son. Miss Elsie Frieswyk, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after-effects. All druggists. Free
Andrew Stewart. Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wood of Whitinsville, Mr. sample sent by Ballard Golden Oil Co., Old Town, Me.

EAST WALDOBORO

Andrew plantinga of Whitinsville,
Mass., has. been a guest at Thomas
Frieswyk’s.
Miss Florence Creamer of West
Waldoboro visited {last week with
her sister Mrs. Leslie Borneman.
Daniel McLoud of Rockland was a
weekend guest of his daughter Mrs.
Harry McIntire.
Mr. and Mis. Judson Benner of
Warren were at George Benner’s re

A Popular Demand Everywhere

Ballard’s

Tablets

Every Other-Day
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FROM WASHINGTON

THOMASTON

Blazer Coat Over Smart Dress
Suitable For Fall Sport Wear

In Everybody's Column

Wanted

WANTED—I want a man 23-30. Rig pay,
Special to The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan and daughter iff
year around work, no lay offs. no leases. Must
he
worker, have car. and call on farmers in
Lost
and
Found
Ruth of New York and Mrs. Alden of M
Washington. D. C., Sept. 12.—Vi - ;
Knox County. References needed. Pay every
1'nlon spent Thursday with Mrs. F. j|
day.
Write'at once. FI RST AND THOMAS.
ible and invisible audiences inclu :
LOST Black and tan dog. Reward. MRS.
E. Watts. Knox street.
Desk GO. Freeport. 111. •_______________ lll*lt
MERY NILES, 30 JRolme.s St. Ttl. 757-Y.
ing
a
very
substantial
proportion
Mrs. Scott Young, Mrs. Hollis ||
111-113
WANTED Work to take home. All kinds
the qualified voters in every Sta
Young and Herbert Young are leavLOST—Black, wldte and tan beacle hound. or repairing, refining overcoats, etc., both
men's and women’s clothes. MINA LARSEN,
ing today for St. Albans to visit Mrs. jg
will be reached by a disting uis’.b 1 j
Name, Jack. Last seen at South Hope.
111*113
JOSEPH F. MOODY, Appleton. Tel West 14 Frederick St.
Emma Thorne.
roster
of
Republican
campaign |
Appleton 4-22.
111*113
Robert C. Jackson and Miss Helen J
WANTED—A young woman desires work for
speakers, headed by Herbert Hoov»
Foster of Everett, Mass., visited Rev.
LOST—Between Kockiand and Warren hoard ami room. For further particulars ad
’and Charles Curtis, before the cur-'
111*113
stationery box containing watch and toilet dress BOX 143. Rockland.
and Mrs. Kilborn Thursday. They M
articles. Finder please send to CARROLL
j tain is rung down on the preside a- '
WANTED—Waitress at All State Cafe.-Camwere members of Mr. Kilborn’s parish Jj
COLE,
30
Warren
St.
Tel.
1032
Kockiand
| tial campaign Nov. 5.
Me. References required. TEL. 277 or
109-111 den.
when he preached in Massachusetts, j
1864.
111-113
Opening his own d: ive Sept. 17.
The World Wide Guild will meet O
LOST—•Saturday, pure white male cat. part
Mr. Hoover will discuss labor qu* WANTED—Boarders and roomeis. rates rea
ly shaggy. Generous reward. Return to owner.
with Miss Edna Hilt, Wadsworth g|
tions before a large audience at NewMRS. A. W. DEMITH. South Warren. 109*111 sonable. COLONIAL CHAMBERS. 230 Main
street, Wednesday evening at 7 • lH
St.
__ 1111-113
' ark. N. J., and present in detail not i
LOST—A brass key 3% inches long with a
o’clock, This is a girls’ organization =|
WANTED—P«»sitl-» i as dance pianist, male.
>4 Inch hole drilled in Its shank. Leave at
1 only his own ideas of the relationship
and an invitation is extended to all Jl
THIS OFFICE.
109-111 Would like to hear fr< n» orchestra or will play
between labor apd government bit
alone, lust finished -uccessful season with
girls to join.
FOUND Hound dog, coloi brown, no collar. orchestra. TKL. 993-W.
also the interest which labor has in
111-113
13 TRINITY ST.
110*112
At the Baptist parsonage last =
the continuance of Republican a 1- 1
WANTED Capable person for general house
Wednesday Merrill Payson and Eve- =5
work in family of two. Apply BOX 143, Cam
I ministration. About Oct. 1 the R
lyn Moody both of Warren were
den._______________________________ 109-111
‘publican nominee will go South.
For Sale
united in marriage by Rev. H. S., KilKil ■
WANTED—At once woman or girl to do gen
1
speaking
in
some
city
near
the
Ter
'
FOR SALE—House lots with garden space eral housework : niav go home nights if pre
born. An interesting fact in con- g
1 nessee-North Carolina border.
ferred.
MRS. HAROLD CONNON, 73 Summer
on North Main St. and some on Maverick St.
nection with the wedding is that Mr.
L. A. THl’RSTON, Rockland. Tel 1139.
St.
110-112
While no hint cf the contents nf
Kilborn. IS years ago married the
111-tf
J this address has been given, it v El
WANTED By girls attending Commercial
father and mother of the bridegroom.
FOR SALE Forty-five acres land in South College chance to work board and room.
contain a very straightforward state
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout left
Thomaston: good land for blueberries. a»s»» LENA K. SARGENT. Tel. 197-R or 994-M.
ment of Mr. Hoover’s attitude <>n
109-114
good monumental quarry. MRS. FRANK
Friday night for Milton. Mass., to
questions affecting the interests of
KEKSWELL, St. George. Me.
111*113
WANTED Competent maid to do general
attend the Ranlett-Merrifield wed
the
South.
housework
Apply
to
MRS.
W.
O.
FULLER.
43
FOR SALE—Land and buildings at south
This famous Range Burner h£6 been proven by time the best the
ding which will take place Saturday
* * • •
109*111
western corner of Park St. and Broadway. In Beech St. Tel 303.
market affords. The price is right—ask us.
evening.
quire evenings at 14 BROAD ST. Tel. 907-M.
WANTED—Kitchen girl ut WINDSOR HO-.
H| The Republican nominee's otb
Also Agents for
111*113
Gluyas Williams and family who
94-tf»
TEL.
j speeches will be at Carnegie Hall in
FOR
SALE
—
Choice
cut
flowers,
sprays,
have been at Knox Hotel, left for
WANTED—Your summer collage adver
“SWORD FURNACE BURNER”
H
New
York
City
Oct.
17
and
in
N
wreaths
and
bulbs
at
usual
low
rates.
MRS.
H
their home in West Newton, Mass.,
tised in this column, if for rent or sale. Try
L. STE\ EN'iS, 192 Limerock St.
111*113 It and notice the many replies you get.
BT England at a city and date yet
Friday noon.
A. S. SIMMONS
FOR SALE Show cases, counters, scales,
62-tf
ft'be
announced,
but
which
will
pro
Louis Jlodges is ill with a severe
WARREN, MAINE
Victor and Edison Phonographs, writing desk
ft | ably he between those of the South
cold.
and bookcase. C. M. COOK, 71 Tillson Ave.
Drop Me a Card and I Will Call
s'ern and New Y’ork speeches.
Sen
110*113
James Fales and Miss Mary Carter
To Let
108»SUV
ator Curtis has announced an ext« nFOR SALE Farm on car line between Rock
will leave Monday to resume their
TO LET Five room apartment, modern : fire
port and Camden. Early land, borders on
sive
itinerary
for
the
remainder
cf
studies at University of Maine.
[hiihI. Orchard, heat and lights. MRS. INEZ place and garage : also small rent of 6 rooms.
September, which will carry him
Joel Miller leaves Monday for Bos
111-tf
M. CARLETON. Rockport.
110*112 MRS A. H. PILLSBURY. Thomaston.
front
tlie
east
into
Kentucky.
Indiana.
on to enter the Wentworth Institute
TO LET Three room furnished apartment.
FOR SALE Seven piece chamber set. hall
Illinois.
Iowa.
South
Dakota,
Colora

stand, parlor stoves, ring stoves, 13 foot boat, Adults only. Inquire LILLIAN BICKNELL. 47
of Civil Engineering.
WARREN
111*113
do, and Oklahoma.
all in good condition. GEO. A. CROCKETT. Pleasant St.
Praises Hoover
Mrs. John Sinex went Friday to
High St.. Thomaston. .Me.
110-112
The
Hoover
speeches
and
several
TO LET Two furnished rooms for fight
her home in Edgewater. X. J.
Warren will have two new Finnish
FOR SALE—Farm. 23 acres, wood lot. housekeeping with bath and electric lights.
ot those of Senator Curtis will have
Hector McInnis and family are oc residents, one having bought the Wil
orchard, modern buiuuilqw, spring water: two 192 L1MERD( ’ K ST._________________ 111*113
extensive radio broadcasts, while
miles Thomaston or Warren. MRS. ELLA P.
cupying the Charles McGinnis cot liam Fuller farm at North Warren,
TO LET—Furnished apartment ou Grove
other Republicans to face tin* micro
LHWIS, Thomaston. Me., K. D., Oyster River.
tage at Willis Corner.
St . modern conveniences: apartment with
the other the Joshua Starrett farm.
109*112 arage. 7 Granite St. NELSON B. I'OBB at
phone include Vice President Daw
Mrs. Daniel Lakeman and children
Donald Young has bought a new
•
110-tf
FOR SALE ThoroUChbred German police Fuller-Cobb-Davla.
Charles Evans Hughes, Andrew \Y.
arrived Friday to cisit her parents. Essex sedan.
*
male pupa, $10. ROLAND .1. GUSHEE. AppleMellon. Senator Borah. Mrs. Corinne
TO LET—In Thomaston, furnished house, all
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern.
ton.
Me.
1
’
.
0.
address
Union.
109*111
Miss Ciy tie Spear of New York has
modern at 18 Wadsworth St. TEL. THOMRoosevelt Robinson. Col. William .1
Mrs. Alice Young Crawford of been visiting Mrs. C. A. French this
110-tf
REBUILT Hamilton. Elgin and Waltham ASTOX 41-11.
Donovan and cabinet officers, sena
watches at LEON J. WHITE’S jewelry store.
Pittsfield came Friday to attend the week.
TO LET—Tenement on High St., Thomas
tors,
governors,
congressmen
and
Guaranteed
for
«<ie
year.
$6
and
up.
3'US-tf
ton : 10 minutes walk from Cement Plant.
John Edgerton birthday party at the
Mrs. Norman Gray of Hallowell,
prominent men front almost every
$3500 STROUT FARM PAYS $3150—I’g GEO. A. CROCKETT, Thomaston, Me. .
farm in Cushing.
has been visiting her parents Mr. and
110-112
DI
St
rout's
Rig
Ulus.
Catalog
of
100
pages
walk of life.
Maynard Wentworth who was oper Mrs. Ernest Achorn.
shows Allan Clark’s Income $3130 on farm
TO LET—Apartment of five rooms, all mod
pric'd
at
$35oo.
Strout
’
a
Catalog
covering
20
ated upon at Knox Hospital for ap
Charlotte Owens of Tenant’s Har
ern conveniences. Inquire at THE ELMS.
states offer- many such opportunities. On pg.
The last of the acceptance ad
pendicitis has returned to his home bor. who is 89 years, visited her
109-tf
23 the full price for 3 acres fertile land with
dresses.
that
of
Senator
Joe
T.
B
hete.
sister Elizabeteh Mank. aged 96 years
TO LET—Two light' housekeeping rooms,
homelike 3-room bungalow and barn is only
inson. Democratic nominee for vice$.5<ui; has fruit, near school, bus line, town : furnished. Inquire 34 FUUTON ST. Tel.
Miss Gladys Doherty who has been at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
100-111
poultry, berries and truck should support you 733-M.
president, contained more surprises
having a vacation from the Georges Oliver over the weekend.
here. Many other splendid bargains. Write
TO LET—Furnished room In private family.
than anjrof the previous three. Plac
Miss Beulah Starrett went Tuesday
National Bank returns today.
today for your Free Catalog. 813-DG OLD 106 Union St. TEL 84-J.
109-111,
ing an interpretation of his own up n
SOUTH RLIXG . Boston. -Mass.
11-lt
The discontinuance of the street to Orono where she will enter Uni
TO LET—Furnished rooms for fight house
Mr.
Hoover's
ideas
about
farm
re

FOR SALE—A. B. gas range in good con keeping. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
railway track from the waiting sta versity of Maine.
109*111
lief. the Arkansas senator drew
dition: price reasonable. DONALD G. CUM
Mrs. Fred G. Campbell and daugh
TO LET Five room furnished apartment
tion to the State Prison is regretted
MINGS, 355 Broadway. Tel. 795-W
109-111 with garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.
Are
of
Republican
leaders
through

by those who live in the Westend and ter Jean who have been summering
108-tf
FOR SALE Slightly used 1 yard steel fined
out the country, who pointed out that
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. George '
Dolores Costello
beyond.
dump truck body with spreading arrangement.
TO LET—Five room flat with modern im
he not only had misrepresented tiie
Mrs. A. F. Rice is with her niece Walker at Martin's Point have re- J
Other bodies both new and second hand, also provements, also garage. 10 PLEASANT ST.
Hoover program, hut had also appro
hoists. B. M. CLARK. Union, Me. Tel. Union
Agnes Davis at Battle Creek. Mich. turned home.
107-tf
OLORFS COSTFI-LO, star of
7 J1
I0M111
T IS a simple one piece model with
priated the Ideas set forth by the Re
Arlene Davis is employed at the ‘
She will be leaving soon for Roches
TO LET—Small, convenient lurnished rent
I
FOR
SALE
Dry
fitted
hard
wood.
$14
cord:
publican
nominee
in
his
acceptar
e
I
1
7
the
Warner
piclure,
“
Noah
’
s
a
kick
pleat
in
the
front
The,
with garage. Good location, price reasonable.
ter, N. Y„ for a short visit before home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Over
’5 cord. $7 delivered. MIKKO LOFMAN. Rock Apply E. R. VERltlLL, 354 Broadway or R. U.
speech almost in their entirety w....- Ark.” is here seen ill an unusual sport coat is a blue and white blazer which
look.
coming home.
ville. Me. Tel. 263-11.
108*113 Collins. 375 Main St.
106-tf
being
out
of
harmony
witii
the
ideaI
ou
.f
lt
that
is
suitable
lor
fall
as
well
makes
a
smart
appearance
on
the
golf
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley ac-1
The sub-primary grade is in need
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Modern 6 room
Assailing pro-Tammany propagan
TO LET Five room tenement at 41 Lime
course as well as on the tennis court.
as spring wear. The coat is worn for
house on Broadway. First class condition rock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
of a small table. If any citizen has companied by Harriet and Susie Hahn ( dists, Senator Smith W. Brook- of the Democratic nominee.
Robinson's assertion that Horta .'. the cooler days, and the outfit is
Shoes of beige suede cwuplcte the
Available Sept. 15. No garage. MRS. F. W.
one he or she will donate please ad recently motored to Belfast where j
103-tf
POWERS. Phone 74.
108-tf
hart, cf Iowa, declares that Her
outfit
Hoover “champions the doctrine teat equally smart without it
they visited Charles H. Hahn and
vise Mrs. Ruby Peabody.
TO LET—Three room rent, also four room,
FOR
SALE
—
Sorrel
hprse.
12
yrs
old,
1100
agricultural
production
should
he
|
___________________________________
bert
Hoover
prevented
European
rent, light and toilet on Tillson avenue.
The first meeting of the Christian family. Mrs. Eugley remained for
pounds, good all round, single or double. .1 MAURICE GORDON, Glencove. Tel. 987-RK.
limited to the demands of our domes
rations from forcing down the
Endeavor will be held Monday eve a four days stay with hex’ brother,
j dinner the meeting was called to order BOUTAR, Wiley's Corner, St. George. Me.
103-tf
VINALHAVEN
tic markets" was flayed by G.O.P.
price of wheat during the war and
107*112
ning at 7 o’clock. Rev. H. S. Kilborn returning later.
| with Worthy Master Clarence Pen
TO LET Five room unfurnished apartment;
leaders in many states as a wilful
Beatrice Watts. R. X.. is caring for
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S., will dleton in the chair. Degree work was
saved the American farmers from
FOR SALE Mill slabs. 4 foot long. $6.30; 3 room furnished apartment, and a garage. 12
will be the leader.
distortion of fact. At the same time hold regular meeting Monday night. conferred upon a class of nine candi stove length. $8 : also apple barrels and lum KNOX ST. Tel 578-W.
103-tf
A happy company gathered at the Mrs. Stetson in Thomaston.
ruin.
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D , Thomaston.
they sited the remarkable similarity
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and
home of Mrs. Sanford Hyler, Water
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Calderwood are ! dates with Past Master C. Meservey
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment at 11 Sum
92-tf
between the Hoover program and
mer St. With or without garage. Apply on
street Wednesday evening in honor daughter left Saturday for Connecti
uests of their daughter Mrs. Wil j !■’. Ames presiding. A fine literary
FOR SALE
THE PREMISES.
99*101 -tf
that advocated by Senator Robinson, liam Whitney of Rockport.
NEW HARBOR
Nice new house in the South End,
of her birthday. The time was spent cut where Mr. Smith has employment
program was greatly enjoyed. A perwhich appeared the more unusual be
TO LET—Eight-room furnished house at
in singing and other diversions. fo rthe winter.
feet (lav made the trip very pleasant I an<).aI1 m1<’dtrn1,, .
.
Ellen
W
’
areham
and
Harold
Arey
129
Rankin
St.
Inquire
of
MRS.
J.
A. JAME
.
.
.
,
Six
rooms,
all
modern.Broadway,
south.
Mrs. Grace Spear is able to be out j R. L. Brackett was in Portland on cause the Democratic nominee for
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Virgil
SON. Tel. 456-R.
97-tf
students of University of Maine wilt for the visiting patrons. About 12o
Six room.*, all modem. Broadway, north.
president,
in
his
acceptance,
did
not
again
after
being
confined
to
the
'
business
Monday,
New
house,
5
rooms,
all
modern,
off
BroadBeckett, Robert Davis and Henry
leave Monday to resume their I were in attendance at the meeting
TO LET—Modern apartmouts. Best location.
house by illness.
I
^jrs Leah Gilbert with Mrs. Frank sanction such a plan.
,
W
,i
APPLY CUTLER-COOK CO.
103-tf
studies.
’ which was one of the most successful
Vose. Ice cream, cake and baskets
Also a number of good lots in all parts of
• * • •
Pro!. Albert \\ hit more who has Bovnton ancj children Fred and Edna
of candy were served. Mrs. Hyler re
Edith Nickerson is in Rockland *n a long time.
TO LET Tenement, 4 rooms; i«uit very rea
the city. $300 and up.
been
summering
here
IeH
|
motored
Kock
i
and
Tuesday
from
sonable.
572
OLD
COUNTY
ROAD.
107*112
Eastern Republican leaders have
I am also in the market for good cottage
ceived several useful and handsome
for Orono accompanied by Hillard R.' whence ilrs. Boynton and children brought to Hoover headquarters en the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Job CunNew Fall Styles in Wirthmore at Crescent Beach, camp on the outskirts of End, 5 rooms and bath, all modern...............
gifts.
ningham.
city : also small farm near town.
Spear who will enter University of returned to Connecticut by boat.
TO LET—Five room apartment with bath,*
Come
couraging reports from New Y ork.
Willis Thompson went* to Boothbay
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Baum were dresses have just arrived.
T. J. FOLEY
fireplace, garage, large^asement. Apply 81
Maine.
early for yours. Price only one dol
Real Estate and Insurance
New Jersey, Connecticut and Massa in Rockland Wednesday.
Saturday on business.
Stevens
and
Natalie
SUMMER
ST.
107-tf
Mrs. Harold C. Boggs and daugh
Tel 772 M
Rockland. Ma.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis and son ter Helene who have been spending Osier art attending High School at chusetts, indicating that those States
H. H. Vinal is substituting at E. lar. < >n sale at the Vesper A. L^ich
107-tf
will remain in the Republican column G. Carver and Son’s during the va Store.—Adv.
Douglas of Rockport spent Sunday in the past six weeks in town have re- 1 Pemaquid ha.Is.
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Fine building lot on Franklin
town.
St. I \V. SMALL. Glencove.
106*111
turned to their home in Brooklyn, j Lenighn Olsier returned to New York where they have been in the last cation.
NOTICE I will pay no bills contracted by
three
Presidential
elections.
The
Re

At the Methodist Episcopal Church N. Y.
Mrs.
Eva
Smith
of
Hyde
Park.
ROCKPORT
i Saturday after spending hi« vaeaFOR SALE Some of the finest bouse lots In anybody else In my name. E. U. PRICE, Rock
morning worship will be at 10.30 with
Raymond Borneman was called to ! lion with his parents Mr. and Mrs. publicans will leave no proper steps Mass,, and Mrs. Louise Cooper of
Mr. and Mrs. Zadoc Knight and different parts of the city. High, dry and land.
111*113
healthy: price $250 and up. cash or easy terms
undone to roll up big votes in these Portland arrived Thurs’ sermon by Rev. H. M. Purinton of North Waldoboro by the sudden Frank Osier.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Simmons are New modern.homes and rents, furnished and
NOTICE To Whom it May • oncern:—D
Warren.
The Sunday school will death of his father Otis Borneman.
states.
uests
at
Mr.
and
M
s.
Reuben
enjoying a motor trip to Canada and i nfurnlslied. EASTERN REAL ESTATE UD hereby certify that I have given my minor son}
.
Walter McFarland took 1000 pounds
The announcement that Demo Carver’s.
meet at 12 m., F. L. S. Morse super
Tel. 819.
103-110 Fernald Ev< rett Rhodes the balance of his
Northern Maine.
Edwin Boggs of Portland visited ,,f lobsters to Boothbay Harbor Wedminority and shall collect none of his wages
cratic campaign directors plan to
intendent.
Evening service at 7* Monday and Tuesday with his father nesday.
Mrs. E. M. Hall * spent Thursday
FOR SALE—Threshing machine at a big or claim none of his earnings, shall not ex
Mrs. Nellie Everett has returned to
spend $1,000,000 in an effort to carry in Rockland.
trade if sold at once : for cash or on time, at ercise any < are, custody or dominion over him,
o’clock. The Epworth League will Levi Boggs.
Waltham.
Mass.,
after
spending
sev

SIMONTON
FARM.
West
Itockpoit,
Me.
Jeanette Bailey is teaching school the agricultural West brought an
neither will I be responsible for any bills
serve a baked bean supper at the
Miss Lou|se Talbot of Kittery is eral months at her summer home on
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Wilson and
105-tf contracted by him after this date. ELDEN E.
observation from former Representa the guest of friends in town.
vestry Sept. 25. Prayer meeting next daughter Virginia of Worcester, ac- , . . Bethel, N. H
,
Spear
street.
RHODES. Liberty, Maine, Sept. 8. 1928.
SPECIAL
FOR
SALE
Sam Morton and family have moved tive James W. Good, western man
week will be held Wednesday eve companied by Mrs. Andrew Wilson
The sec.»nd annual picnic of the
House well arranged for a doctor: 7 rooms _______________________________ 110 and 112
Mrs. Albert Holmes, Frank Kim
ning in order not to conflict with the and granddaughter Patricia Watts to the Harhor. He recently bought a ager of the Hoover-Curtis campaign, Eastern district pupils was held re ball and O. H. Richards of Ashland. with bath, also 2 rooms extra for office and
NOTICE To Whom it May Concern :—4.
house of Edward Foster and moved it that “the vote of the corn belt can't cently at Pool’s Hill on the old
waiting room. Heat in every room. KeflnCounty Sunday School Convention recently motored to Augusta.
N. H., and Mr. and Mrs. Charles ished Inside and out; fine cement cellar. hereby certify that I have given my minor
there.
daughter
Carrie Fitzgerald Teel the balance of
be
bought
for
a
million
dollars
or
which meets in Rockland Thursday.
schoolhouse grounds.
Mrs. Jennie 1
< ash or easy *erms, $5,SOU. Must be sold at her minority and shall collect none of her
Mrs. Myrtle Broadman has hurt
George fiilhert, captain of the YVil- any other sum," and that the large Hopkins Patterson a former teach I Prince were guests of Miss Annie once.
The annual business meeting of the one of her knees quite badly.
Richards
Wednesday.
wages or claim none of her earnings, shall not
lard-Daggett is at the Harbor for a proportion of women who will vote er called the school to order and the
Due farm, fine house and large barn with exercise any care, custody or dominion over
Congregational Ladies Circle will be
The Public Library is greatly inWilliam M. Watts, who was emacres land, field cutting 40 tons hay. bal her. neither wifi I be responsible for any bills
in this election will make the Middle youngsters” answered to roll call. I debted to Mrs. E. B. Putnam for a CO
held in the church parlor at 3 o’clock pi«: •ed in the shoe factory for more few days.
ance land in pasture and wood, buildings only contracted by her after this date. HENRY
Schools opened here Monday with States safe for the Republican ticket. Quite an interesting feature was the
25
years old: line water, lights, and cellar TEEL. Port Clyde. Me. Sept. 14. 1928. 111*113
Tuesday.
thati 30 years, died Thursday, aged
' generous gift of books.
house and barn. Must he sold at once,
recitation and singing of old pieces | Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman and under
The Girl Scouts will hold their next 71. He had been in ill health four Mrs. Iona Brackett and Miss Ava
AMBITIOUS MEN—BOYS—If you want to
at
very
low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
CHAMPION COFFEE DRINKER
and songs, also a spelling bee, the grandson Sheffield Kenyon of Mar fine road.
meeting Monday at 4 o’clock in the years. The funeral services at 2 Little as teachers of the grammar
earn good wages and be Independent learn our
,
___
school.
complete
barber course from A to Z, tools In
House
and
new
garaee.
C
rooms
and
bath.
Congregational vestry.
prize book to be he’d by Mis. Lottie cellus, N. Y., who have been guests
o'clock Sunday afternoon will lie
Movies Tuesday night at Surf
a
.
... .
, , large lot land; furnace, bath. Must be sold cluded. Fall class now forming, room for 10
The King of the Belgians is said Pool Johnson until next year anJ
The next meeting of the Garden private and friends are asked to omit
f
Miss
Marion
Weidman
reurned
,
at
(H
„.
e
.Frederick
street.
more.
Call
or write Maine's largest, best
Casino—“Get the Man.’
to be the champion coffee drinker Carrie Burns was consoled with the 1 Monday,
Club will be held Thursday at 3 flowers.
school.
VAUGHN’S
BARBER
Rooming house partly furnished, 15 large equipped
They were accompanied
Geyer and grand among European monarchs.
His
SCHOOL,
74
Middle St., Portland.
105*116
rooms.
It
has
two
fight
housekeeping
apart

dunce cap. Nearly all of the
o’clock at the home of Mrs. Levi
son Beverly were visitors Sunday at majesty, so it's reported, takes a cup bers residing in town were present aa far as Skowhegan by Miss \yeid- ments, paying $75 month. Price complete, VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sale by manufac
Seavey with program in charge of
man
and
Miss
Della
Larson.
$5,500.
HOLIDAY BEACH
M. F. McFarland’s.
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
of coffee before breakfast, one after and letters were read from several
Miss
Christine
Moore,
subject,
House—'Five rooms, all latest improvements LETT’. Harmony. Maine.
Russell Thurston has gone to
102-117
Mrs. C. N. Cisler, Miss Helen Cisler breakfast, another cup with his noon
“shrubs.”
from out of town. At the close of Manchester, N. IL, where he is with hue cellar and garage. To be sold at
BUY NOW AND SAVE $25 on new uotboard
and Robert Search left Friday for day meal, one in the afternoon, still
once. $3,600.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Morris
B.
Perry
and
William O. Collamore has just
the school these officers were elected teaching in the High School.
Fine house on Camden street, known as motor. May be seen at Yeazle's Hardware
another after dinner, and the last for' the ensuing year: President, Ada
taken up his studies at Bay Path In son Earle who have been spending their home in Springfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tu ker and Oxton Tea Room. Large house and barn : three Store. L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159. 105-tf
Mrs. olive Hanna who has been ill cup during the evening.
the
summer
at
their
cottage
returned
acres
land, suitable for over night camps.
stitute, School of Business Training
Smith Rogers; vice president, Car ; daughter Virginia of Reading, Mass.,
PAINTING, ' PAPER HANGING. MASON
is now much improved.
Small house. Two rooms with open chamber work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
Knowing how scornful a man rie Hopkins Burns; secretary. Lottie 1 and Mrs. Seaman Wilbur of Roslinin Springfield. Mass. He is planning to their liome in Kockiand Tuesday.
and
garage
with lot of land for $450.00. Can 3 Adams St. Tel. 194-.1.
Dr. and Mrs. Thair, Mrs. A. W. without a single claim to royalty can
105-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Cole
of
Wa

to prepare himself for business and
Pool Johnson. A picnic dinner was dale, Mass., were recent guests at pay for it in rent.
Baxter and little daughter Betty who
ROCK ANO CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
Two family house, Creek, Thomaston. Can
will take the clerical course at the terville are at their cottage for a have been spending the summer at be of a cup of poor coffee, one enjoyed and the afternoon spent in Mrs. Mabel Withee’s.
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
pay for in rent.
shudders to think of a king's wrath reminiscing. All look forward to
Institute. Mr. Collamore graduated few weeks.
bv the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
Mrs. Beulah Richardson enter
V. F. STUDLEY
Mrs. F. E. Follett entertained a their cottage here returned Monday to at being offered an inferior brew. another meeting next year.
105-tf
from the general course at the Thom
69 Park Street
103-tf TON, 51 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
tained
at
a
bridge
party
Friday
eve

their home in Everett Mass.
few
friends
at
supper
and
bridge
What responsibility rests upon the
aston High School with the class of
Arthur Thomas returned Wednes ning at the home of her mother Mrs.
FARMS. C0UN1RY HOMES. COTTAGES
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
Mr. Roberts, publisher of the Lin royal coffee maker! But it is to be
Tuesday
evening
at
their
cottage
hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere and estates: up-to-date property, In the gar
day from Bath.
7928. He is the son of Frank I. Col
Minnie Crozier, two tables playing. chunk
coln County News was in town Sat hoped that he is as canny in his se
Knox (ounty. In amounts of one cord or den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. "Arlte
Crest.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Smith and Those present were Mrs. Louise Cro in
lamore of 10 Main street.
urday and called upon old friends lection of a brand of coffee to serve
more If ordered Immediately. Now is the us wliat you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Dow
expect
♦ * • »
daughter Shirley returned Wednes zier. Mrs. Marjorie Stone, Mrs. Ethel proper time to lav In your winter supply. fast, Me.
103-tf
to leave this week for Seal Harbor here.
the king as hundreds of American
Rockland 67-M or write R. I’. CONANT
•
A Gallant Rescue
LcFurgy, Qamden. Mrs. Grace Kldy Call
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods ai
Frankie Fillmore has sold his wives are of the one they serve their day to Woodfords.
At
SON.
South
Hope.
103-tf
wliere they will spend a few days
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pierce and Miss Gudrun Heistad. Miss Carrie
Another Thomaston young man,
power boat to Rupert Riley.
with relatives.
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Cobbler orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 105-tf
husbands.
little daughter Loraine left this week Baker and Miss Marjorie Dunstan.
William Hall, has come into the lime
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn, Mrs. Bessie
potatoes.
Best
for
immediate
use
or
winter.
Miss Freda Herrick and brother
Millions of these women know that for their home in Bedford, Mass.
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
light through the rescue of four men
Luncheon was served and the eve Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with color;
storage. J. A. STEVENS
SON. Mc
Lawrence and Miss Edna Ross are Reid and Howard and Allen Reid, re the making of a tempting beverage
out notice.
Call Rockland 67-M
K. I*. Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 12-M.
Parker Williams was in Rockland ning much enjoyed.
who had been thrown into the water attending High School in Rockland.
105-tf
turn d to their home in Connecticut is not altogether a matter of boiling
CONANT & SON, South Hope. Me.
103-tf
Wednesday.
off Squantum Head by a gust of wind
Mrs. Huse Richards has returned
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Flood leav.' Friday after passing the summer at and brewing. Coffee must have fla
I
FOR
SALE
—
Two
cows,
1
Jersey
5
years
Mrs.
Ralph
O.
Thompson
daugh

small
and
large,
summer
homes
and
resi
which overturned their racing yacht.
from a few days’ visit in Serasport. , old ; 1 Jersey and Ayreshire, 6 years old. Good
Mrs. .1. .1. Gaffney's cottage.
Friday for Brooklin wliere they
vor and aroma to be sure, but if the ters Jeannette and Hazel left Thurs
mountain, river or lake. Copy free.
Young Hall was a member of the
Mrs. Della Annis of Simonton is family cows: also 7000 feet pine boards, 2x4 dences.
Donald
Cummings
of
Rocltjpnd
was
ORRIN
J.
DICKEY,
Belfast.
Me.
103-tf
spend a few days.
roasted bean does not possess these day and will motor to Xew London. spending a few days at the home of and 6x« timber. FRED A. STARRETT. Warcrew of the Burgess yacht Nurmah
Mr. and Mrs. Decker left last week in town on business last week.
qualities, then no magic of the house Conn., after spending six weeks with | Zadoc Knight,
| ren. Me.
103*11
nearby and manned the rowboat for their heme in Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Erndale Cushing are
wife can extract them.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
her parents. Air. and Airs. Llewellyn I The Baptist circle will he enterwhich was summoned by a plane from
receiving congratulations on the birth
But there is a certain fine old Smith. Enroute thejj will visit for a ' tained Wednesday of next week at nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
the airport at Squantum. He made
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Oil men are working on a new code of a daughter.
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber
his boat fast to the plane and rode on of ethics, according to a report. This
Mrs. Frank Fillmore is having a brand of coffee, White House, in few days with Air. and Airs. Neil i the home of Airs. Aiinetta Paul, pre
all
the
precious
natural
aro

which
JOEL
P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel! 177-14 105-tf
Smith
at
Woodfords.
ident of the circle. A picnic dinner
the wings in approaching the over will replace the old one, “Don't Oet large fireplace built in her house.
TENEMENT
matic
oils
have
been
preserved
in
the
Virginia
Black
expects
to
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove. No. 12
leave
(
will
be served at 12 o’clock. All
turned boat and successfully trans Caught." which several of the boys Will Rogers is doing the work.
as new, at half price 64 Summer St
members are invited to be present. good
ferred the man, who was a non violated recently.—New Y’ork Even
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duplisey and roasting. The Dwinall-Wrigrft Com Monday for Providence. R T.
First
Class Condition
TEL
186R
tt*tf
Mrs. Abbie Creed and daughter Should Wednesday be stormy they
swimmer, from the bottom of the ing Post.
daughter Marie. Mrs. Inez Gifford and pany, producers of this coffee, ex
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. length
perimented
for
over
80
years
before
Bernice
Vinal
left
Saturday
for
Bos

will meet on Thursday.
capsized craft to the rowboat. The
children Carl. Geraldine and Marilyn
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a speslalty. I
23 Maple Street
they developed their present method ton where they will spend the win
At the Methodist Church Sunday HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
Nurmah crew has served in four
Any campaign prediction will be motored to Rockland Saturday.
of
capturing
the
true
fragrance
and
ter.
94*
105-tf
morning the pastor, Rev. F. F. Fowle
M. F. McFarland. Riley McFarland
rescues this season. Private advices premature until the country learns
a • • •
flavor of tlie bean. Even the pack
There was a large attendance will take for his subject “Carry Your
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
state that the naval aviators took how the carpet-sweeping industry anti Edward Gifford brought in 940
LAND COAL COMPANY.
105-tf
aging
and
sealing
of
YVhite
Hous
Thursday
night
at
Union
Church
Corner.” The evening service will
William on a flying trip giving him stands on Hoover and what the pounds of mackerel Saturday night.
HARRY BERMAN
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
The ' housekeepers be changed from 7 to 7.30 o’clock,
Mi. and Mrs. Rudolph Shm and Mr. Coffee is done in such a way tha Circle supper.
an experience in looping the loop cough-drop industry thinks of Smitli.
for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE. War
not
a
bit
of
the
aroma
is
lost.
—
adv
TEL.
426-M
ROCKLAND
were
Mrs.
Augusta
Boman.
Mrs.
|
M
r
.
an
d
Mrs.
Charles
Uiekett
of
and Mrs. Louis Teague of Waterville
and in other maneuvers. He is a —New Y’ork Sun.
ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
89*112
Laura Carney. Mrs. Nellie Nickerson. | Etna ami Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
are spending the week at Dr. Carl
son of Albert and Louise Hall of
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
108-tf
Mrs. Nellie Wilson.
Hutchinson's cottage.
Fickett" and family of Bangor were per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
•Beechwoods street. He graduated in
Mrs. Charles Schofield and son Ar guests at Leon Fickett’s recently.
ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per M. L. C.
iWhilo coming home from church
the class of 1925 Thomaston High
PACKARD, Warren, Me.
105-tf
thur Frederick who have been guests
Sunday night Mrs. Olive Hanna was
Mrs. Jessie Huntley who has been
School and was one of the renowned
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
of her parents returned Saturday to at E. A. Dean’s in Rockland for two
An Ad. In These
hit and knocked down by an automo
baseball nine who captured three of
square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
Rockland.
bile. No bones were broken, although
weeks has returned to her home here. tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
the cups.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons of
sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
Mrs. Hanna was very badly shaken up
Columns Will
Sell

LYNN RANGE OIL BURNER

g

tiie

D

Misses Dorothy

und are

Mr. and Mrs. B. S.

will

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE

New Fail Styles in YY'irthmorc
dresses have just arrived.
Come
early for yours. Price only ore dol
lar. On sale at the Vesper A. Leach
Store.—Adv.
The Boss—I can only say. Miss
Potter, that 1 finil your punctuation
and spelling appalling
Miss Potter—iVes. but don't you
feel—-wliat I mean to say—a* long as
the gist is there, don't you know?—
London Opinion.

Farms, City Homes,

Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf

and is confined to the lied.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Townsend
gave a bridge and tea party at the
Gosnald Arms last week for tlie bene
fit of the American I.egion Hospital
Fund. Over $100 was netted. The
proceeds will go towards a free bed
in the new Damariscotta Hospital.
Schooner Blackhawk went ashore
while taking herring near Bailey's
Island. The Blackhawk was owned
and run by ('apt. Elden Morton, and
is a total loss.

Anything

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

What Do You Want
to

Sell?

Brockton, Mass., are guests of M .
The skin you love to touch doesn’t
and Mrs. William Benner at their want to he touched after a session
summer home at Roberts’ Harbor.
with old Sol at the beach.
Jerome C. Fisher of Cleveland, Ohio,
is a guest at Silver Birch Camp, the
Now is the timp to eliminate your
Ames Farm. Calderwood’s Neck.
The monthly meeting of Limerock
Rheumatism
Valley Pomona was held at tlie hall
Take Buxton’s Rheumatic Specific
Be free from suffering before cold
of Pleasant River Grange, Sept. 8.
weather. For sale at all leading Drug
About 65 of the mainland patrons
Stores. Ix‘t us .send you a booklet.
crossed the hay on steamer Castine
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
Abbot Village, Maine
and were transported to the hall by

il

the host Grangers. Aftei’ a generous

*

105- S - tf

105-tf

FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood : fitted soft
wood slabs $8: also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 262-21 Rockland.
______________________________
105-tf
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line
C. S. GARDNER. Rockport. Me.
105-tf
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
fresh after receipt of order. A two-bushel
bag sent parcel postage prepaid to any part
of U. S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILBROOK, Pbilbrook Farm, Shelburne, N. H.

91*tf

Stewart-Warner
RADIO ,
THE NEW

601 and 801-A Receivers
New,

Amazing,

Complete

The Ultimate in Radio

CARROLL’S GARAGE
PHONE 151

THOMASTON

97T&S109
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Every-Other-Day

IN SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording de ]
Miss Esther Stevenson has repirtuMs and arrivals, this deparunent eape- turned from a motor trip through
dally deslre3 Information of social happen.
mgs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes nent by I Canada, and has resumed her duties
as supervisor of music in the Cam
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
rtLEPHONE ......... . ............................... 770 den and Thomaston schools.

Miss Margaret Johnson went Tues
Mr. and Mrs. John O. -Stevens and
day to Farmington to enter Normal Dwight Virgin were in Portland
j Thursday on business.
School.
Miss I-illlan Berliawsky of New
York is the guest of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. I. Berliawsky, Broadway.
Mlss Berliawsky will be glad to greet
home folks at her "Treasure Nook"
Antique (lift Shop, 125 MacDougall
............
street, Greenwich Village.

!
j
>
•
t
!
Ij

Mrs. Adriel U. Bird who has heen
with her mother in Clifton Station,
Va„ for several months is now’ vlsIting in New York.
——
Mrs. Charles Whitmore of Granite
...
__
*
................
-J
street has returned
from r.a kelnf
brief visit+
in Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Lucius York motored
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene who have
recently to Lakewood where they oc
been spending several weeks as
cupied one of the bungalows and at
guests of relatives and friends in
tended Lakewood theatre.
Rockland and vicinity are leaving for
their home in Fremont, Neb.,• today.
Harold W. Greene and bride have
returned from their honeymoon trip
Mrs. George M. Simmons enter
in the White Mountains. Mr. Greene tained the Charity Club Thursday at
Resumed his position Sunday at the her Crescent iBeach cottage.
Congregational Church as soloist.
The couple are now at home to their
Mrs. Eugene O'Neil and daughter.
friends at 33 James street.
Miss Rose O'Neil leave tomorrow for
Boston where Miss O'Neil will enter
Mrs. L. IL Hamilton of Bioomfield, Lasell Seminary.
N. J., is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Alice Sprague, Camden street.
I pr, James Kent returned yester----day from Boston. His mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney of Norah Kent, is remaining for a time
New Bedford are visiting In tlie city.
the guest of relatives.
Miss Nettie B. Crane of Orange, 1
N I Mrs Helen Snltz of Astoria,
Long Island, and Edward Nenning of
Pennsylvania who have been guests
fol- a few days of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. I
Hall Warrenton Park, returned home j
Wednesday.
'
___
[
Rev. Walter S. Rounds Wt Thurs- j
day evening for Boston. He will be
away two weeks on his vacation, and
during his absence there will be no
services
at
the Congregational
Church.

Mrs. Oliver Hills entertained at
dinner Tuesday evening at her home
on Summer street for Mrs. C. A.
Keene of Fremont. Neb.
....................
Miss Nellie Snow leaves Monday
for Boston where she will enter upon
her second year at the New England
Conservatory of Mua'c-

Mrs. P. F. Pemberton of Dorches
ter, Mass., Is in the city, called here
by the death of Mrs. Aehsa B.
Sweetland.

Horace Maxey leaves Monday to
David Rounds of Elizabeth, N. J.. resume his studies at Colby College.
Is in the city for a visit, the guest of
iiis' cousin and classmate, Philip
Miss Edna Gregory leaves Monday
Rounds. Beech street.
for Boston to enter upon her second
year at the Faelton Pianoforte School
Mrs. A. I. Babb of Bangor Is in
fthe City for a few days, guest of
Dr. R. J. Wasgatt has returned
from Hanover. N. H.. where he ac
Mrs. Janies Derby.
companied his son, Wesley, who has
Mrs. Evie Perry who is having her entered Dartmouth College.
annual vacation from the V. A. Leach
University of Maine students leav
store is in Somerville, Mass., the
ing Monday include Miss Martha
guest of her son.
Wasgatt. Miss Mary Sylvester und
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rrown have Carl Herrick.
»
___
returned from Portland, accompan
L. E. Frost of The Highlands went
ied by their sons Richard and Roy
who have been having throat treat Thursday to Waterville on business.

ment at the Children's Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Dana D. Wright and
Mr. and Mrs. William Sansom left
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson and yesterday for a motor trip through
sons Cobb and Clarence and Mrs. the White Mountains over the week
rClarencc Shaw have returned from end.
a motor trip through Maine, New
Hampshire and Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Frazer MacWilliaips
who have been at the MacWilliams
Miss Ruth Lawrence has entered homestead at The Highlanls for 10
the Eastman School of Music at days have returned to their home
Rochester, N. Y. She was accompan in Cresson, Pa.
ied there by her mother. Mrs. G. A.
Lawrence, who returned home yes
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Veazie have
terday.
*
opened their house on Orange street
after spending the summer season
Carleton Horn, Kenneth Havenor with Mrs. Veazie's mother Mrs. Julia
Cassens, Dwight Mosher ami Paul Smith at Ash Point.
Jameson, left this morning by auto
mobile for Boston.
Mr. Jameson
Mrs. L. F. Young of Portland who
stops in Boston where lie will re was called here by the illness of her
sume his studies at the New England father Thomas H. Benner, returned
ijonservatory of Music, while the home today.
Uthers continue to Philadelphia, to
enter the Eastern Baptist Theological
Mrs. Louise M. Clark of 14 Ocean
Seminary. This is Mr. Cassens first street was 76 years old Thursday and
year at that institution.
a surprise party in her honor was
given by Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Tucker Gibson who has been doing Clark. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
religious work in Waterville was in E. J. Southard, Mr. and Mrs. W. U.
this city Tuesday and left Wednes Clark. Mrs. Care'ine Look, Mrs. S.
day for Philadelphia where he will J. Jenkins of Rockland and Mrs.
continue his studies nt the Eastern John Stackpoie of Thomaston. Re
Baptist Theological Seminary.
freshments were served, and Mrs.
Clark was the recipient of numerous
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith or Rock gifts.
land are visiting Mrs. Annie Smith
in Northport.
Mrs. Thomas Anastasio. who has
been confined to Knox Hospital the
Prof, and Mrs. Harry Deforrest past 11 weeks, during which she un
‘ Smith, accompanied by their daugh derwent a severe operation, has re
ter Miss Barbara Smith, are here turned to her home, much improved.
from Amherst. Mass„ for a few days.
on a visit to Mrs. Cel-s; •> Wood
Gordon Wilson. Lawrence Wilson
Professor Smith is on a half-year and Raymond Palmer of New Lon
vacation leave from Amherst College, don. Conn., are weekend guests of
the chief part of which will be spent Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith.
in the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. James Sullivan re
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley en turned to Boston yesterday, accom
tertained at dinner Thursday night panied by Maurice Sullivan and
the following guests: Mrs. Carrie John H. McGrath, who will return to
Arey and son Fred of Malden. Mass.. Rockland after witnessing the baseMrs. Annie Harvey of Augusta and hall series between the Braves and
Mrs. Jennie Crowley and son Albert the Cubs.
of Ash Point.
Miss Nellie Murch of Vinalhaven
> Mrs. Jennie Winslow and Mrs. is in the city and will spend the
btlta Mclnnes of Portland, have been weekend with Miss Caroline Little
the guests of Mrs. Winslow's sister, field.
Mrs. A. L. Vose the past few days.
■
J
Miss Alice P. Starrett who has heen
Mrs. Roy Taylor, and children have
In the city through the summer re
returned from Union, where they turns to Malden, Mass., today.
have been visiting .Mrs. Taylor's par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carleton,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pellett of New
and grandmother Mrs. Brown.
Y’ork and Mr. and Mrs. Everett

For the Thursday evening address
at the Maine Federation sessions at
Belgrade Lakes. Sept. 20. the main
speaker will he Harry N. Holmes of
New York, who is cosmopolitan in
his experience, and who will bring a
‘ message of vast import in the matter
of
international
relations.
MTHolmes has lived all over the world.
He spent a long time in Oriental eoun‘ tries and was a delegate in 1926 to
the First Institute of Pacific Rela
tions at Honolulu. He has lived in
Australia and Nejr Zealand. He was
in South Africa at the outbreak of the
war and was .given charge of "Y”
work with the troops of Gen. Botha
and Gen. Smuts while they served in
German South Africa. Later he had
charge of similar work in war areas in
France for three years and a half. His
experiences include escape from a tor
pedoed boat. As field iecretary for
the World Alliance of International
Friendship. Mr. Holmes keeps in
touch with the latest trend of events
over the world and will bring to Maine
' clubwomen an inspiring vision.

Dr. Rich, Eye Specialist, will be in
town next Monday, Sept. 17 remainine one Week.

Appointments made

110-112

CAMDEN

15he

NEW
HATS
$1.98
to

$5.00
All the lovely new shades of autumn are here in beautiful hats of velvet, felt and velour

The regular bi-monthly Masonic
Assembly was held at the Camden
Yacht Club Thursday.
I Mrs. Peter Wall and daughter Mar
garet have returned to Boston after
a short stay in town.
The regular meeting of the Megun- 1
ticook Encampment was held on
Thursday evening.
i
Megunticook Grange will observe
its 25th birthday on Wednesday
evening when charter members will l
occupy the chairs. There Will be a
roll call, music and refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus II. K. Curtis
have closed Lyndonwood for the sum- '
mer and have returned to their home
in Philadelphia.
Miss Sylvia Langman is in Boston
where she is taking a post graduate 1
course at the New England Conser
vatory of Music.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok and Cary
Bok are leaving Sunday lor their
home in Philadelphia after spending
the summer at Beauchamp Point.
<
There will be a special town meet
ing in the opera house on Tuesday
evening. Oct. 16. at 7.30 o’clock. This
meeting is called to take action in
regard to zoning certain paits of the
village and it is expected the meeting
will be largely attended. The loca
tion of a new sardine industry in town
has caused the action on the part of
the voters.
Mrs. Evie Heal has gone to Roslindale, Mass., where she will spend the
winter with Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Phin

We buy direct from the manufacturer and are able to
sell better hats at lower prices

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET

COMMUNITY
SWEET
SHOP

ROCKLAND

GREENE-BOYM AN

Among the recent important wed
dings in Portland was that of Miss
Edith Mabel Boyman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyman of 58
Alba street, and Harold Wooster
LOBSTER DINNERS
$1.50
Greene of Rockland, son of Mr. and
STEAK DINNERS
$1.25
Mrs. Ralph Green, which took place
FRIED or ROAST CHICKEN
Aug. 25 at the home of the bride’s
DINNERS
$1.25
parents.
Cut flowers and potted
plants were used throughout the
OPEN UNTIL DEC. 1
house and the bridal party stood
Telephone Union 11-42
beneath an arch of evergreen and
Queen Anne’s lace for the ceremony
110-111
which was performed by Rev. John
M. Arters of the Clark Memorial
TO FIGHT SMITH
Church. The double ring service was
used and the bride given in mar
“Dry Democrats” of 17 riage by her father.
Miss Gertrude 'Buxton nlayed the
States Organize To Defeat Lohengrin
wedding march and the
attendants were Mrs. Mildred Merri
Aspirant.
field Spaulding of Worcester, Mass.,
A group of “Dry Democrats.” rep and Raymond Kendall Greene, a
resenting 17 States, met in Memphis, brother of the gridegroom.
The bride’s gown was unusually
Tenn., Wednesday and organized the
National CoiV’itutional Democratic attiactive, being of white georgette
Committee to work against the Presi in period style, and her long bridal
dential candidacy of Governor Smith, veil was arranged with orange blos
who was termed a “bolter.” A state soms. She carried a shower bou
quet of bride roses and white sweet
ment issued after the meeting said:
“It is th eutmost importance to the peas. Her matron of honor wore
life itself of our party that It be Demo- peach taffeta and tulle In period
cratized by repudiating the brazen I style and carried butterfly roses,
attmpt of its present leaders to com- | Her hat was in harmony with her
mit the party to a policy of nullifying t gown.
After the ceremony a reception was
the Constitution by destroying the
present law and the further attempt held. Mrs. Harold Libby of Scarhoro
to put the sovereign states into the being in charge of the house decora
tions. Mr. Green and his bride left
business cf selling liquor.
“YVte believe that Gov. Smith’s de on a motor trip through the White
feat by an outstanding majority will Mountains, the bride wearing an
serve to rebuke the unauthorized at ensemble of tan Kasha and Bengallne
tempt he had made to make oours a with stitched georgette and felt
Wet party and will contribute sig hat to 'match. They will reside in
nificantly to the rededication of the Rockland.
party of Andrew Jackson to battle
The bride is a graduate of Deering
fo rthe preservation of the Constitu High School, a member of the Pi
tion and themaintenance of the integ Sigma Sorority and Farmington Nor
rity of Federal laws.”
mal School and taught in Camden
“Gov. Smith.” the committee’s High School before going to Barre.
statement said, “has conspicuously Mass., to teach. She is a talented
bolted the Houston Democratic plat vocalist, having studied with Mrs.
form on Prohibition and on immigra Jennie King Bragdon. Mr. Greene is
tion restriction, and by hi sown act a graduate of Rockland High School
has released Democrats as such from and was a prominent athlete, starobligation to accord him support.
; ring in baseball, football and basket
“For the sake of Democratic prin- ball. He is a member of the Philciples, which Governor Smith has harmonic Quartet and Pilgrim Choir
abandoned and tangressed. we appeal of Rockland and has studied with
to the millions of Democrats of the well known masters of New York.
Union, who revere the Constitution He served overseas with the Yankee
and respect the law. to co-operate Division.
with us i nwrestling Democracy from
Among the out-of-town guests in
the unclean hands of Tammany Hall attendance at the wedding were J.
by defeating the candidacy for Presi P. Grosvenor of Watertown. N. Y.,
dent of Prohibition’s most dangerous Mr. and Mrs. Willard Harding
foe.”
Mosher of Watertown. Mass., Mr. and
John J. Raskob was termed a “wet Mrs. Fred Seavey of South Bristol.
Republican,” who became a “tem Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry of Rockland.
porary Democrat to help Gov. Smith Miss Hope Greenhalgh of Rockland.
rid the Nation of ‘the damnable af Mr. and Mrs. Harry Libby of Scarfliction of Prohibition.’” and his se boro, Mr. and Mrs. Orrington L.
lection as chairman of the Democratic Merry and daughter Muriel, and son.
National Committee was pointed to George Fuller of Scarboro, Mr. and
as “indicative of Gov. Smith’s con Mrs. Lawrence Merry of Scarboro,,
tempt for the party as a whole.”
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Averill of Rock
land and Mrs. Raymond, Greene. Mrs.
Miss Fay Coburn who has heen the Emily Greene, Elizabeth Greene,
guest of Mrs. George Davis, Mrs. Kendall Greene, Rockland.
Chris Roberts and Mrs. Tbrook Cross,
has returned to her home in Vinal
MEETS AT PORT CLYDE
haven.
Lincoln Baptists Hold Their Quar

Several Rockland ladies enjoyed
terly Meeting Next Wednesday.
luncheon and cards at Camperdown
Elms. Camden, yesterday afternoon,
The quarterly meeting of the Lin
honors falling to Mrs. J. A. Burpee coln Baptist Association is to he held
and, Mrs. Fred Overlook.
Sept. 19 with the Baptist church in
Port Clyde, of which Rev. Sidney E.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Havener of Packard is pastor. The program to
Spaulding of Central Falls. R. I., who North Main street left this morning he present’ed includes:
are at their summer cottage, STen- for Boston.
Morning Session
ant’s Harbor, were in the city yester
W. W. Perry
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton are on a 10.00 Devotional,
day. They are leaving for their home
10.30 Business Hour,
motor trip to 'Boston and vicinity.
next Friday.
11.00 Rural Evangelism, Rev. Harold
Nutter
Mr. and Mrs. A.*S. Atkins have
Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry Jr., is
Morning Offering
spending a few days in Boston, with returned from Lewiston, having been
her brother, Capt. Charles W. Kal- called there by the death of Mr. At 11.30 Evangelistic Sermon, Rev. II.
E. White
kins’ father-in-law who was fatally
loch, who sails soon for Egypt.
12.00 Dinner Hour
injured in an auto accident.
A correspondent writes: Mrs. Me
Afternoon Session
Mrs. Forrest Hatch underwent a
linda Gregory Hall, who is making
1.30 Devotional:
“Value of the
her home with Mr. and Mrs. Frank major surgical operation at Knox
Prayermeeting.” Rev. P. E.
Sherer. Spruce street, enjoyed an Hospital yesterday,
Miller
automobile ride recently in which
2.30 Rural Sunday School
Miss
There will he a well baby clinic
she was taken around the Samoset
Burroughs
hotel, to Glencove where she had the tinder the auspices of the Red Cross
Quarterly Meeting Offering
opportunity of .making several door- Monday at Knox Hospital. Use am
3.00 Sermon,
Rev. E. C. Jenkins
yard calls on relatives: then to Cam bulance door to enter.
3.45 Paul as Soul-Winner, Rev. II.
den. On the return, they came along
S. Kilborn
(Mrs. Fidelia S. Losch pf Boothbay
the Old County roadk by her old home
Evening Session
now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Rich Harhor is visiting friends in this c.ty.
7.00 Devotional, Deacon H. I- Kaland the adjoining house which was j
----lock
the home of her sister the late Mrs. | Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross and
Lucinda (Sylvester. Mrs. Hall who Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson left caily 7.30 Closing Sermon, Rev. J. C. Mac
Donald
is in her 89th year’ enjoys remark- ; this morning for Boston. Mr. and
able health. She occupies her time Mrs. Cross will attend the Wedding 8.00 Adjournment
sewing and reading, and a few years in East Milton this evening of Miss
New Fall Styles in Wirthmore
ago made very fine Mexican work. Rose Merrifield of Thomaston to
Miw. Hall was greatly pleased witli Fred Ranlett of Dorchester, Mas%, dresses have Just arrived.
Come
he-, Tide. She is the last of a large and will lie guests while in Roston early for yours. Price only one dol-

ney.

IallSilk Dresses
Decidedly Low
Priced at

$9.75
At the very beginning of the
season—we are offering a mar
velous group of new fall frocks
at $9.75. Frocks for the office,
'for shopping, for luncheons,
teas, and informal dinner par
ties are here. Satins, crepes,
chiffons and printed crepe de
chines.

For the Miss
and the Matron

»

Mr. and, Mrs. Lon Lord of New Y’ork
are visiting her mother, Mrs. A. A.
Norton.
The fall meeting of the Knox Coun
ty Teachers’ Association will be held
In Rockland on Thursday, Oct. 11.
Rev. William A. Marzlof, D.D., of
Boston will occupy the pulpit of the
Congregational Church Sunday morn
ing. In the evening he will speak at
the union service in the Methodist
Church. Henry Pendleton will he
the soloist. At the morning service,
the pastor, Rev. F. Ernest Smith, will
speak on the subject, ‘The Church
Family.” Mrs. Alaric Stone of Bos
ton will he the soloist at the morn
ing service.
“Paul’s Love Letter to the First
Christian Church of Europe,” will be
the subject of Rev. Ernest M. Hol
man’s address at the Baptist Church
The quarterly meeting of the Lin
coln Baptist Association will he held
at the Baptist Church at Port Clyde
Sept. 19. Many from Camden will
attend.
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., will
hold a school of instruction at Temple
hall, Rockland, Wednesday morning
at 10 o’clock. Dinner will he served
at 35 cents a plate, followed by an
afternoon session.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manager
of the Western t’nion Telegraph of
fice, leaves on Tuesday for a vacation
to be spent in Belfast and Bangor.
Albert Pease of Rockland who has
heen assisting in Camden during the
summer, will be in charge of the office.
Dr. Harry J. Pettapiece will move
into his newly purchased home on
Chestnut street Oct. 1. He will con
tinue his office at 1 High street.
The installation of Camden Commandery, Knights Templar, will he
held on Sept. 21. At the regular meet
ing to be held on next Tuesday even
ing, there will he work in the Red
Croes and Malta degrees. On Sept. 25
there will be a Past Commanders’
night. A school of instruction will be
conducted on Oct. 2. Sir Knights
from Rockland, Belfast, Camden and
Vinalhaven will attend this school.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.,
are running a fall excursion to Bos
ton, commencing Sent. 24 and con
tinuing for 15 days, including date of
sale. Fare for the round trip from
Camden is $7.05.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Boynton are
spending a few days in Boston.

New Fall Styles in YY’irthmorc
dresses have just arrived.
Come
early for yours. Price only one dol
lar. On sale at the Y’esper A. Leach
Store.—Adv.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Friends will he interested to know
that the work on the roof of the
church is nearly completed. It was
none on contract by Mr. Benner of
Thomaston who used asphalt shingles
guaranteed for ten years. The cost
is $375.
C. L. Sleeper, Charles
YVatts and S. O. Hurd are the com
mittee in charge of the improve
ments. It is proposed now to paint
the church on the outside and re
decorate in some way the* inside
wails and ceiling. This work is very
greatly- needed and it is generally
hoped it may be completed before
cild v. eather comes.
Through the generosity of Mrs.
Y’ictoria Clements and Harold Coombs
a large weather porch is being built
on the front of the Grange hall which
will be another great improvement.
Another much needed repair which
has recently been completed is the
new planking of the bridge.
A family by the name of Childs
from Rockland has moved onto the
Charles Crouch place.
Monday Mrs. Bertha Hanley and
daughter Ethel left here by auto for
Kents Hill where Mrs. Hanley has
employment as housekeeper in a pri
vate family and Miss Ethel will enter
the Seminary there instead of a high
school.
Monday the following from this
village entered Rockland High School
as freshmen: Annie Anderson, Al
lard Pierce, Mary Sleeper, Edward
Allen, Jonathan Graves, Arline Makinen and Mildred <5 raves; as Sopho
mores, Stanton Sleeper. Frank Ma
loney and John Munroe; Juniors,
Randall Hopkins, and as Senior, Fred
Anderson.
Saturday, Master Gordon Crowley
celebrated his 9th birthday anni
versary by giving a party to his hoy
friends. Those present were Parker
Jackson, Richard Knowlton, Edward
Tyler. -Charles Watts. Jr., Floyd
| llackliff and George Robishaw.
| Mrs. Emily Watts was the guest of
capt. Frank YVatts in Thomaston for
'several days last week.
Mrs. YVillard Bunker of Mainstream, Me., was the weekend guest
of Mrs. Arthur Pierce. Her many
friends here will remember her hest
as Lou Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
children motored to Augusta Sunday
to visit Mr. Crowley’s sister.

Mrs. Kollo Gardner Tuesday re
turned to the home of her mother
Mrs. L. YV. Brown after spending a
month in Knox Hospital for treatmem for appendicitis.
Miss (Trace M. Bates of Berkley,

.
.
. .
«
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I family, being a sister of the late of their daughter, Mrs. I’ercy Merri- lar. On sale at the Y’esper A. Leach Calif.. Is making a visit with .Mrs.
field.
Store.—Adv.
* Harry L. YVaterman.
Caft. George Gregory.
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at Mary Arey’s—Adv.
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New

Fall

Shades

Styles

Marron

Bowkrots

Brown

Snug Hips

Ind. Blue

V Necklines

Black

Godets

Tan

Flares

CUTLER=COOK CO.
347 Main Street
A FLYING BIRD
This One Was Adriel Who Enter
tained
Friends From
Stockton
Springs.

REGULAR SATURDAY NIGHT DANCES

The conservative spirit ef Andrew
R. Holmes suffered a severe jolt re
cently, when as a victim of circum
stances be found no way to escape
with preservation of dignity from the
importunity of his friend Adriel Bird
of Rockland, head of the John Bird
Co., who indulges in the sport of
eagles and is willing to accommodate
his friends, says a Stockton Springs
correspondent.
Mr. Holmes, returning to Rockland
from a trip to Boston and Gloucester,
found the airplane waiting to take
him to Matinieus Island, where he
conducts a fish stand. Always elusive
when the possibility of flying ap
peared, this was the time when con
venience provided no chance for ex
cuses.
The trip which ordinarily consumes
two hours in the regular boat was
made in 14 minutes by plane, and it
is assumed that his blood pressure
has resumed normal. His brother,
Angus M Holmes, on a recent visit
down to the hay city was also in
duced by Mr. Bird to take a brief
flight.
Although possessed of a waist
measure and avoirdupois rather in
excess of any aviator who has yet had
his picture in the papers, Mr Holmes
was successfully taken into the air
and adds his testimony to tne asser
tion that once in the air the sensa
tion is delightful

at Community Hall, Spruce Head

OPEN SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
Music—KIRK’5 DANCE BAND
199*111

L. W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Telephone 1005-M
142-evcrv Rat-tf

One of the Publix Theatres

“ALBANY NIGHT BOAT”
OLIVE BORDEN
And
“THE COWBOY KID”
REX BELL

MONDAY-TUESDAY

TODAY

“None But The Brave”
With

An All Star Cast

PRICE IS HIGH

And

But Scallops Are Scarce—This the
Word From Narragansett Bay

Despite predictions of a shortage of
scallops this year, nearly 150 boats
were dredging Narragansett Bay this
week. This, however, was only about
one-fourth the number in the Bay or.
the opening day last year.
Fishermen i^ong the waterfront
declare that there are fewer scallops
in the hay than there has been in
many yearR. They predict a sharp
increase in prices this year over
last, especially for early scallops.
Much of the traditional excitement
along the waterfront on the open
ing day of the scallop season was
missing. Instead of the nearly 500
boats dredging the hay in the vicin
ity of East Greenwich last year, there
were but about 150.
This year, even though there were
not so many boats, those dredging
found it a hard task to fill their al
lotment.
Dealers quote $4 a gallon as the
price this year to the catcher. This
is 50 cents more than last year.
BIG ENTERING CLASS

Wednesday was registration day
for the members of the class of 1932
at the University of Maine. About
380 men and women were registered
and enough more will probably reg
ister later to swell the numbers to
over 400. The freshmen have the
entire run of the University until
next Tuesday. Upper classmen wer '
requested not to return to the Uni
versity until the 17th as the fresh
men cannot he rushed during fresh
man week hut spend the time in at
tending lectures, placement exams
and in getting generally acclimated
before the return of the main body
of students.
President Boardman
gave a welcoming talk to the Fresh
men in the chapel on Wednesday
night.

K Publix Theatre

BUZZ BARTON

Columbia Pictures

In

00

“The Bantam Cowboy”
MONDAY-TUESDAY

RAMON
NOVARRJ
I HELENE CHAOWICK
lOOOGlAS MlftfiANKV
Every mother will want to see this
picture. Every daughter will find
it entertaining and every youth
will learn something about the art
of making love.

—ALSO—

“VISITORS WELCOME”
EDUCATIONAL COMEDY
WED.

“STRANGE CASE OF
CAPT. RAMPER”

THURS.
VAUDEVILLE—PICTURES

He Loved
the Ladies!
lip could fall In—and outj-of

?X‘Urfip.\RJS

STaTIONEHY‘

MflMMJIG
-Sfr^ENGl^gviNG'

JHE COOTIEB-BAZFT.E
ROCKLAND
MAINE

love before you could say "I)nn

Cupid !’’ Then along came a miss
who playdd the game of hearts

even better than lie !
WED.-THUr.o.-FRI.

“Four Sons”
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Among those from Rockland who
attended the 21st annual convention
of the National Association of Or
ganists in Portland August 28-31 was
Miss Margaret Stahl, organist at
the Universalist church, who has
told me of the interesting sessions
and the splendid solcdsts.
One of the outstanding soloists
was Mrs. Charlotte Mathewson Lockwood of the Crescent Avenue Pres
byterian church of 'Plainfield. N. J.,
who had the distinction of hein ? the
first woman to play Portland’s muni
cipal organ and the only woman or
ganist on the programs. This was
not a new experience for (the young
woman, however, as she was chosen
as guest soloist at the convention
held last year in Cleveland, being the
only woman to play the civic organ
in that city.
Mrs. Lockwood is 22. small, attrac
tive in person and manner, and is
wonderfully equipped in her profes
sion. Her early training was re
ceived from her father, and at 11 she
was given her first position as church
organist in Reidsville. N. C. At 15
she entered Salem College, study
ing piano and organ and holding positions as church organist. Graduating in three years she went to
New York city where she became
pupil of Dr. Clarence Dickinson.
Within two seasons she had won the
degrees of associate member and fel
low member of the American Guild
of Organists. Since then she has
filled numerous recital engagements.
She is organist and choir director in
Plainfield. N. J., in a New York
church, and a member of the execu
tive committee of the National As
sociation.
Mrs. Lockwood’s program embraced
the overture "Comes Autumn Time’’
by Leo Sowerby, "Intermezzo" from,
‘'Storm King Symphony" by Clar
ence Dickinson, ‘•Scherzo" from So
nata in E-fiat by Horatio Parker.
"The Bells of Saint Anne de Beaupre"
by Alexander Russell. “Divertisse
ment" by Hope Leroy Baumgartner,
and "Toccata' by Harry Benjamin
Jepson.
• * * *
Miss Stahl said that Dr. Melchiorre
Mauro-Cottone was the most bril
liant artist presented, and the critics
conceded that he was a high light in
Portland’s concert history. He Js a
Sicilian by birth and represents the
fourth generation of organists and
composers in his family. He is now
chief organist at Roxy’s Theatre.
New York, and is a noted concert
artist. He gave a superb perform
ance playing with dignity, authority,
understanding and inspirational feel
ing. He was received with prolonged
applause.
His program contained
numbers by Bach, Bossi, Widor,
Franck. Zipoli. and one of his own
compositions “Christmas Eve in Si
cily."
♦ • • •

At one of the evening concerts the
Women's Choral Society, Hubert
Neily, conductor, and May Korb, lyric
soprano, assisted. The work by the
Society was marvelously done. They
gave a group embracing "Suscepit
Israel" from "Magnificat" by Bach,
“Les Roses dTspahan’’ by Faure,
‘‘Magic Song” by Meyer-Helmund.
"Traumerei” by Schumann-Neily,
"Seraphic Song" by Rubinstein, and
"King’s Highway" by Rischer. The
numbers of Faure and Rubinstein
were their outstanding features.
Miss Korb,* who in private life is the
wife of Charles Raymond Cronham.
Portland’s municipal organist, sang
beautifully, her work displaying
marked development in art and voice.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Emphasis was given to the young
American organist throughout the
convention, there
being
several
among the 300. With the exception
of Dr. Mauro-Cottone and Dr. T.
Tertius Noble, practically all of the
soloists were chosen from this
younger group. Mr. Cronham. in the
early thirties, is one of the youngest
municipal organists in the country.
Conspicuous among the young vis
iting organists was Adolph Steuter
man, fellow of the American Guild
of Organists, of Memphis. Tenn. Mr.
Steuterman studied with Charles
Galloway, St. (Louis, Mo., and with
Dr. William C. Carl and Dr. T. Ter
tius Noble of New York City. He is
dean of the Tennessee Chapter,
American, Guild of Organists, and is
an exceptionally fine artist.
Audiences were small both after
noon and evening, despite the admis
sion fee of 30 cents, a difficult thing
to understand as the convention
brought to Portland a group of art
ists nationally known and who might
never be heard in that city unless
under such conditions as the conven
tion.
» » ♦ ♦

The Boston October concerts open
on Hie 5th and 6th with the first pair
of Boston Symphony concerts. All
season tickets for the 24 Friday aft
ernoon and 24 Saturday evening con
certs of the 48th season of the or
chestra have been sold. The only
p’aces to be had for the regular se
ries in this, the fifth year of Serge
Koussevitzky’s conductorship there,
are the rush seats, unreserved, on
Fridays, and such single tickets as
may be turned in by subscribers to
be sold, at the box office for the ben
efit of the orchestra’s endowment
fund.
The Boston Symphony will offer
the usual extra series of five Mon
day evening and five Tuesday after
noon concerts, nine concerts at San
ders Theatre. Cambridge, and several
pension fund concerts at Symphony
hall on Sunday afternoon.

The People Are Promoting Motor Travel Instead of Seek
ing To Pluck the Motor Tourist.

♦ ♦ * •

Stephen Townsend, well known in
Boston as a chorus master and teach
er. is in the coming season to train
a chorus for the Philharmonic- Sym
phony Orchestra in New York, which
plans to include a number of works
for chorus and orchestra in its pro
grams. The Intention Is to assemble
a permanent choir of competent sing
ers. The new orchestra, a consol
idation of the New York Philhar
monic and New Y'ork Symphony So
ciety Orchestra, promises under the
conductorship of Mengelberg and
Toscanini to take rank with the Bos
ton Symphony and the Philadelphia
Orchestra among the foremost or
chestras of the world. It is curious
that New York has not hitherto
managed to support an orchestra of
unquestioned
preeminence.
Mr.
Townsend, who resigned last spring
as chorus master of the Friends of
Music in New York, has been suc
ceeded by Walter Wohliehe. a dis
tinguished German musician, who
comes from the Berlin State Opera.

Baxters
FINEST

And Why?
They are Fresh from the Garden
—the FINEST Quality—are eco

nomical

to

buy—and

in

buying

BAXTER’S FINEST you are loyal

to Maine farmers.

Reasons Enough !

Yes!

Special to The Courier-Gazette
Augusta. Sept. 14—Toll receipts
from the Carlton bridge for the Labor
Day weekend. Saturday. Sunday and
Monday, amounted to $4,936.90, ac
cording to figures reported to the
State highway department by E. R.
Briggs, superintendent of the bridge.
During the three days a total of
8,815 vehicles with 17.914 cash passeners paid toll on the bridge.
With the Labor Day period marking
the peak of the heavy summer travel.
Mr. Briggs submitted some interest
ing data on conditions at the bridge
during the summer. The heaviest
travel was noted on Patriot’s Day,
Memorial Day, July 4. July 30 and
31 and the Labor Day weekend. From
June 20 to Aug. 15 the bulk of the
traffic was moving eastward, but after
Aug. 15 the general trend was toward
the west.
The draw on the bridge was raised
120 times during June, 200 times in
July and 215 times in August.
It is hinted that the matter of tolls
is not a settled question; that there
is considerable opposition in Bath and
Woolwich against them; and that it
is quite possible a hill will be brought
to the legislature to make the bridge
toll-free immediately.
• * • •
At the beginning of the scjiool year,
which in nearly all sections of the
tate was this week. Dr. Augustus O.
Thomas, head of the State department
of education, predicted that Maine
schools this year will have a higher
rating‘than in previous years.
“The schools generally are in good
physical condition.’ he said, and they
are equipped with a larger number
of well prepared teachers. The at
tendance throughout the State is
larger this fall than last.
"We are keeping a better pupil ac
counting and are making some head
way on the more tangible problems
of school such as educational guid
ance. iWbrk in health and physical
education is especially fine.
The
children are keeping posted on what
is taking place throughout the coun
try and are not neglecting the essen
tials."

* * * ♦

An hour of each Wednesday night
performance of the Chicago Civic
Opera Company is again to be broad
cast next season.
FLAG PLEDGE CEREMONY

The National Flag Conference and
the American Flag Association rec
ommend the following ceremony in
connection with pledging allegiance
to the flag.
If it is customary to have a flag
hanging in the front of tiie school
room it is left in its regular position
for the salute. Otherwise a pupil is
appointed to hold a flag before the
school. For this purpose a medium
sized flag on a short staff is prefer
able.
At a signal from the teacher all the
pupils arise in their places and stand
erect. Then they ail bring the open
right hand, palm downwards, to a
line on a level with the forehead,
the thumb just touching the right
eyebrow. Standing tlius they repeat
in concert the pledge slowly and
distinctly. At the words " to tile flag
of the United States," everyone ex
tends the right hand gracefully,
palm upwards, toward the flag, and
remains in this position until the
pledge is completed, when the hand
drop to the side. This ceremony
generally followed by a patriotic
song.—The Pathfinder.
"OLD IRONSIDES” NOT SAVED

Renewed efforts are to be made to
raise the money for the rebuilding
of the old United States frigate Con
stitution. This fund is being accu
mulated to save the Government of
the United States from the disgrace
that would attend the destruction
of a naval relic of great historic
value and interest. Congress has
persistently failed to make an appro
priation for the purpose, .and it was
left to a popular patriotic movement
to do that which the Navy itself
ought to have done. About $240,000
is still needed and the collections lag.
More than three-quarters of a mil
lion of the lithographs of the ancient
warship have been sold and there are
nearly as many more awaiting pur
chasers. It ought not to be difficult
to raise the remaining sum needed
to save Old Ironsides and incidentally to protect the Navy and Nation
from reproach.—'Philadelphia Public
Ledger.

is whore lhe garage i.-. - Dallas

AND

THE WORLD HAS A NEW

"At the Wheel in Hospitable ‘
Maine” is the title of an article
which appeared in a recent issue of
the New York Times over the sig
nature of James O. Spearing. The
story follows;
They’ve got hold of the psycholo
gical idea in Maine. It’s something
to add to the physical properties of a
place. It builds on good roads, in
vigorating climate, impressive scen
ery. adequate accommodations and
such. It has to do with the things
that affect the mental state of the
touring motorist as well as those that
appeal to his eyes, ears and stomach.
For instance: Not so long ago the
highwayfarer away from home was
commonly considered a bird of pas
sage to be plucked by the natives of
any locality through which he passed.
Repairs cost him whatever local
mechanics thought they could get.
Hotel rates were fixed to suit an op
timistic estimate of his purse. Vil
lage constables were expected to
fatten themselves and their town
treasuries by fines for violations of
deliberately hostile speed and traffic
laws. Boggy places in bad roads
were kept that way so that neighbor
ing farmers with ready teams might
make a few dollars pulling stalled
automobiles out of the mud. And so
on—throughout the land.
According to resentful report, this
condition still obtains in many places
where the natives do not yet realize
that it is motor travel, rather than
a limited number of motorists, that
brings general prosperity to a region.
Every motorist who leaves a State
dissatisfied with the treatment he
has received spends a good part of
his time thereafter keeping cars out
of the State’s domain. A small fine
unjustly imposed, or an overcharge
in hotel or garage, will remove the
grandest mountain or the most gen
erous fishing stream entirely from
his mind. He’ll warn his friends to
stay away from the place where they
pick the pocket of the visitor for
what they can get while he’s there.
Even though he does this more to
relieve his feelings than with any
conscious thought of retaliation, the
far-and-wide spreading result of
such complaints is to advertise the
locality complained against as a nest
of predatory provincials. The region
becomes unpopular. Motorists stay
away from it. motor travel turns
aside from it. For every dollar that
the natives have picked from the
pockets of passing strangers they
lose hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
dollars tourists might have been glad
to spend among them. The damage
to the permanent population is also
great. 'Home-seekers are not at
tracted to a place by a bad nairi'1.
• • ♦ •

This petty predacity has disap
peared from those sections of the
country where far-seeing leaders
have educated people to profhdte
motor travel rather than pluck mo
torists. It is notably and enjovably
absent from Maine. That is one of
the reasons why more and more
tourists are present there every year.
The nuisance of the village con
stable, for instance, has been re
moved.
As one approaches the
smaller towns on the coast route be
tween the Canadian border and New
Hampshire he sees signs command
ing him to reduce his speed to fif
teen. twelve and even ten miles an
hour.
Such signs appear several
miles before the first outlying house
of a town is in sight. They are ab
surd. of course. But they are no longer
menacing.
The village constable
who used to hide in a speed-trap to
catch the car hurtling along at
twenty miles an hour now grumbles
to the groceryman about the loss of
his graft, unless he has caught up
with the times himself and is en
joying immunity from legalized pock
et-picking on a tour of California.
The Maine roads are patrolled by
motorcycle
officers
in
uniform.
Speed-traps have been abolished and
any driver who proceeds at a reason
able speed has nothing to fear. He
can’t tear through a town at fifty
miles an hour, nor does he have to
slow’ down to ten on a country road
that calls itself a city street because

the township line is fifteen miles
from the postoffice.
They've carried the psychological
idea further than this. Hotel and
garage prices were' found exceeding
ly reasonable in a recent trip down
the coast of the 'State, and route
markings, both on highways and in
cities, proved to he clear and cor
rect. Highways are designated by
numbers on telephone poles, and, in
addition, black figures on low, white
posts are picked up by headlights as
one’s car passes them at night.
They’ve also extended California’s
“Boulevard Stop’’f system to outlying
roads. It is a measure of protection
against accidents and it also permits
the through traveler to proceed with
adequate speed and easy mind. Nor
does it work undue hardship on the
local driver using the side roads. He
merely has to stop and assure him
self of a clear passage before cross
ing or entering a main highway.
Every one who has ever sat at the
wheel on a tour appreciates the sav
ing of time and temper accomplished
by
well-marked routes
through
towns. Maine, apparently, appreci
ates the motorist’s appreciation.
One does not easily get lost in its
streets.
Passage through Bangor
and Portland can be achieved with
out greater effort than is required
to watch for signs and read them,
while in Bath one is advised of every
turn a block before he reaches it.
This practice of applied hospitality
includes courtesy and consideration
on the part of every official encoun
tered. from the Federal customs in
spector at Calais who expeditiously
examined the car from Canada so
that the driver might reach a nearby
garage before a sinking tire went
flat, to the traffic policeman in Port
land who graciously pardoned an un
intentional violation of the thirtyminute parking rule.

MOTOR CAR

• # ♦ *

Despite the importance of All such
and sundry things, the first requi
site for a region desiring motor
travel is good roads, and Maine has
devoted much money, time and
thought to this department of hos
pitality. too.
Well-surfaced high
ways are expensive and cannot he
constructed overnight, so one should
not expect to roll on concrete every
where in the State. He will roll on
a wide, smooth, highway for many
of the fifty miles between Portland
and the New Hampshire line, how
ever, and this entire stretch should
he completed within a short time.
There is also a modern Roman road
from Portland to Lewiston, on the
way to Augusta, and the 143 miles
between Bangor and Portland is. for
the most part, comfortably paved.
This pavement runs for twentyseven miles beyond Bangor to Ells
worth, where the really had road be
gins. The 125 miles between Ells
worth and Calais are gravel in an
unhappy condition of “washboard"
and holes. There are signs and as
surances. however, that this rough
course into the eastern extremity of
the State will be smoothed out soon.
When nature’s donations to Maine
are added to the contributions that
men have made, therefore, the State’s
announcement of itself as "a tourist
Paradise” does not seem empty
ballyhoo. For scenic impressiveness
there are few drives that equal the
run down Penobscot Bay from Bel
fast to Rockland, while merely to
ride through such seasoned old
towns
as
Winterport,
Camden.
Bangor and Bath is to get the feel of
the background and backbone of
these gradually uniting States. The
drive down from Portland, through
Kennebunk. Kennebunkport. York
Harbor and York Beach, continues
the scenic and historic effect. There’s
Mount Desert Island, too, and,
throughout the State, abundant
hunting and fishing for those who
stop for the sport.
But these things are all well and
widely known. The purpose of the
present report is to publish what
has been done, and is being done, by
such agencies of advancement as the
Maine Development Commission, the
Maine Automobile Association and
the State of Maine Publicity Bureau.
Working in cooperation with com
munities and Government, these or
ganizations, and others of their kinds,
are making a delight to the modern
motorist the fine old way down East.

$1477
Buys this Twin-Ignition-M.otored, Salon Body
"400” Sedan, fully equipped
More Nash cars were sold in August
than in any month during the entire
12 years oj Nash success!
The new Nash "400” is the car of
the year—everybody says so—com
parison with the other new cars
offered convinces everyone who
compares.
Study the big Nash "400” Special
Six Sedan illustrated here. You’ll
never find so satisfactory a car at
anything like its completely
equipped, delivered price.
It has the new Twin Ignition, high
compression motor, the new Salon

Body. It is the easiest steering car
the motor car industry ever has pro
duced. And one of the easiest
riding, with a full 116-inch wheel
base and Lovejoy hydraulic shock
absorbers, front and rear.

Don’t think of deciding on your
new car until you have seen this
new Nash "400,” and tried its re
markable new Twin Ignition per
formance.
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motor
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Short turning radius
High compression
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New double drop frame One-piece Salon
ing set, leather
fenders
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mounted
T-bearinVcrank'shaft Body,rubber.nsulated Nash Special Design
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that had been suggested by the
Maine election two months before.]
This sort of incident has been repeat
ed rather often. In the Maine elect
ion this week, if the Democrats had
made a fair showing, we might rea
sonably have argued that the Maine
result does not necessarily point to- '
ward Democratic defeat in the nation, i
It is a fact that the present cam- 1
paign has unprecedented aspects, and 1
thj,it in other parts of the country
there are conditions favoring the
Democrats which do not exist in
Maine. Nevertheless, a two to one de
feat in Maine is difficult to argue
against. In 1916 the Maine Democrats
had 46 per cent of the total vote in the
September election and yet won the
national election for Wilson. In this
week’s election, however, apparently

MAINE A BAROMETER I ratio
Lessons Drawn By Political
Writer From Monday’s
Landslide.

jug's victory in the nation was in the

the Maine Democrats cast only about
33 per cent of the total vote.
Possibly the most pertinent qualification to accepting the Maine result
as a barometer is the fact that the na
tional campaign, from the Democratic
standpoint has hardly begun. Gov.
Smith's friends earnestly believe that
in his speech-making tour, commenc
ing next week, he will be able to
change the color of the whole cam
paign. They say that in past cam
paigns in New York State he has
been able during the last two weeks,
to raise new issues and win the
election.—Mark Sullivan in Hjerald
Tribune.

The country hasn’t any surplus
religion to waste on politics.—Ashe-ville Times.

HOUSEWIVES STRONG FOR HOOVER

t*.

This placard is being displayed conspicuously by housewives
throughout the nation. Women caught the habit of working for
Mr. Hoover during the war and still retain their enthusiasm for his
leadership.

Farmers for Hoover

Hooverism

The farmers are going to vote for
The best teaching is not done out
themselves by voting for Hoover of -a. hook, but one of a life.—Her
and Curtis.—Scranton ltcputilican. bert Hoover.

The Most Economical
in the Long Run
Clarion Ranges because
of their long life and free
dom from repairs are the
most economical in the
long run.
One range
should last a lifetime. If
it is a Clarion it will.

Women Know

Vermont State prison,
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Lead* the World in Motor Car Value

We// Groomed

foijH- ythyr go?d stores,

> '

And every single accessory, even to
bumpers front and rear, and a spare
tire is included in the price, deliv
ered to you, right here.

NASH 400

The Maine election is a barometer.
If it is so accepted it would indicate
the defeat of the Democrats in the
national election in November. The
question is whether there were con
ditions affecting the Maine election
this week which prevent its being
accepted as a sign of what will hap
pen in the nation at large in Novem
ber.
The Democrats acknowledge the
decisive character of their defeat in
Maine, but make several reservations
to a too sweeping interpretation of it.
They say the weather favored the
Republicans and that is true. The
weather was fine in every section of
the State. As a result the rural vote,
•*♦•
which is prevailingly Republican,
The fesent condition of grange
came to the polls in greater numbers
stores i 4 farmers’ unions in Maine
than usual.
is good, :1s said by Charles M. White,
Democratic national leaders say,
chief of uie bureau of markets in the
further, that they made no particular
State department of agriculture, al
pfFort to win this Maine election.
though failures are noted here and
That also is true. The Democratic
there.
National Committee is believed to
"In 1919 and 1920 several of the
.have sent less than $5,000 into the
unions were confronted with stagger
State and only one speaker. The
ing deficits due to the sudden fall in
Democratic national management, for
whatever reason, seems virtually to
prices." said Mr. White. “At that
time several gave up the struggle
have ignored the Maine election.
entirely and distributed the losses
The Democrats say also, that their
among their members. Others took
candidate for Governor was a dry and
therefore did not get the votes of
up the burden and now have the sat
isfaction of having wiped out their
Democratic wets.
deficits, through good management
It seems clear that 10.000 to 15,000
and loyalty on the part of the mem
Democrats did not vote. The Demo
hers. One of the most frequent causes
crats pointed out that Maine has
MAINE'S STATE SEAL
of failure is the extension of too lib ers and business men in planning
practically no discontented fprm Re
eral credits and the development of their operations from year to year.
publicans such as in other parts of
The original sketch of the seal of the country will increase the Demo
factions in the membership which too
An annual crop review is issued
often result in frequent changes of early in February which gives a com the State of Maine, says the Boston cratic vote. Finally, the Democrats
management.”
plete summary of the principal crops (qrlobe, was made by Miss Bertha asserted that Maine has no cities of
♦•••
of the State by counties. Much of this
any great size, and that therefore
The number of motor vehicles in statistical matter is rendered more Smouse. a step daughter of Colonel their party did not have the benefit of
Isaac
G.
Reed
of
Waldoboro,
a
mem

Maine has considerably more than readily useful by the aid el graphs
the city vote which in other states will
doubled in the past eight years, fig and charts and the comparison of ber of the legislative committee on swell Gov. Smith's total in November.
* • • •
ures reveal. In the year 1920 a total values from year to year may be seen seal. The emblems were proposed by
of 62,907 motor vehicles were regis at a glance.
Benjamin Vaughn of Hallowell. In
These considerations weigh against
* * * *
tered in this State; in 1926 registra
presenting the report of the com accepting the obvious inference from
tion had increased to 151,486, and in
Dates for the annual meetings of mittee, Col. Reed said: “The stately the Maine result. Nevertheless, per
1927 the number was 163.623.
county teachers’ associations which pine, with its straight and erect sons familiar with this sort of politi
Maine had last year 175 motor cars precede the general State teachers’ body and evergreen foliage, whose cal index for years past will say that
per 1000 population or one car for convention, have been announced beauty is exceeded only by its use the Maine result points very strongly
every 5.7 persons, ranking third from the State department of educa fulness. while it represents the toward Republican victory in the na
among the New England states. Ver tion. The first meeting will be held State, will excite the constant prayer tion in November. Every four years
after the Maine election the result is
mont came first in New England with by the Saco Valley Association at of its citizens. The moose deer,
226 cars per 1000 residents. New Brownfield Sept. 20, and the others native animal of the State, which discussed in the same terms as now.
Hampshire second with 211. Maine include:
retires before the approaching steps Always the familiar claim is made
third. Connecticut fourth with 172
Oct. 4, Waldo County. Belfast; Oct. of human habitancy, in his recum that Maine is a barometer. Always it
Rhode Island fifth with 168 and 5. Knox County. Rockland, Oct. 11, bent position and undisturbed situa is opposed by persons who point out
Massachusetts larft with 164.
tion. denotes the extent of unsettled special and unusual conditions. In
Hancock County. Franklin.
In the nation as a whole there were
Among the out-of-state educational lands, which future years may see 1920, for example, the Maine Septem
195 cars per IODO inhabitants, with 22 experts who have been secured to take [ the abode of successive generations ber election resulted in Republican
state.* under-ranking Maine in the part in these meetings are H. 'V. i of men. whose liberty shall be as victory, though less pronounced than
number per 1000.
Holloway, commissioner of education ' unrestricted as the range of the the present. As usual the familiar
•*♦*
inference was made that Harding
in Delaware; E. C. Hartwe’l. superin- I moose deer.”
and the Republicans would win the
Automobile fees turned into the tendent of schools in Buffalo, N. Y.;
Presidential election two months*
the State treasury keep pac? with the Dr. George M. 'Wiley, assistant com
HE HELPED HOPPE
j later. Thereupon, one of the leading
statistics on car ownership. Since missioner of education in New York;
the first of the present year the State Dr. Iz*e Driver, rural education speAs a result of his part in an at- ; statisticians of the country. Dr. Irving
has received the sum of $2,634,841 cialist in Pennsylvania; Miss Florence tempt which Stephen Hoppe, notor- Fisher of Yale, made a most elaborate
from thias source as against the sum of | pjper Tuttle, specialist in English and , ,
,
|,rMk(.r madc to escane | study of the Maine figures. He,
$2,439,090 for the corresponding period re‘d|ng Lynn. Mass. Th„ state *°US
, "a showed the proportion of the vote of
last year This shows an increase of tP!)cherF; convention will take place from \h,e NorfoIk county jail in Ded- each party that came to the polls,
$195,851 for the eight months period.
thlg
in
Oct. 24.26.
. ham. Mass several weeks ago. At- the proportion of the mal? vote and
....
• year’s........
i
.........
*
e
I l.nrt
A1 rlriH co
a nnt nnr nrlannor
bert Aldridge,
another
prisoner wag
was of the woman vote, and the ratio to
Tliis
registrations
up. .to. Aug.
sentenced to serve from eight to ten the vote in preceding years.
31 include 131.744 passenger cars,
years in State prison. Hoppe made
The conclusion of Dr. Fishers an
1991 passenger cars for hire, 25,797
a second attempt last Sunday dur alysis was that “I am convinced that
trucks, 189,754 operators and 5802
ing
which
two
trusties
were
killed.
the Maine election does not represent
chauffeurs.
* • * *
Aldridge was tried before a jury in any swing of Democratic or independ
the
local
court.
It
was
brought
out
ent votes toward the Republican
Co-operation between the New
England states and the United States a face powder like this new wonderful that when Hoppe planned his first i party. . . . The Maine election does
French
Process
Powder
called
MEL!
attempt Aldridge assisted by cutting not indicate the sentiment in Maine,
1 department of agriculture in as' sembling and distributing informa- IXJ-GLO—stays on longer—keeps that a hole from his cell into Hoppe’s much less in the country, on the
( tion relative to crops and live stock ugly shine away—gives the skin a and aided in hiding the mortar and League of Nations, though Mr. Hard
has proven to be a very worth-while soft, peachy look—prevents large debris. The attempt was frustrated ing is proclaiming it to be so indica
I project and will be continued, it is pores. You Will be amazed at the when prison guards found the bars tive."
Nevertheless, when the 1920 Nonounced from the Maine depart beautifying qualities and purity of of Hoppe’s cell loosened. Hoppe
MEL.EO-GIX). You w'ill be glnd you' previously escaped from State Prison 5 vember election came, Maine as a
ment of agriculture.
The work grows in popularity each tried it. Comer Drug Store and all at Thomaston and twice front the barometer was again justified. Hard-

on its njerit as an <w4
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Special Six “400” Sedan

Will Thoroughly Enjoy

which had considerably astonished
musicians in his audiences. The new
device is not entirely perfected, nor
is Theremin himself primarily a mu
sician. Put its possibilities are great.
The regular Sunday afternoon se
ries at Symphony Hall begins Sun
day. Oct. 14. with the first of Fritz
Kreisler’s annual visits to a city
where his popularity seems bound
less.
Geraldine Farrar whose return to
the concert hall last season showed
her artistry more refined and her
musicianship more subtle than of old,
will give the Sunday concert of Oct.
21. Her voice last season had a fine
ness and beauty of quality that con
futed those who believed her retire
ment due to loss of voice.
The English singers, a 'group of six
whose ensemble singing of old Eng
lish music has been greatly admired,
will return Oct. 28.
Vladimir Horowitz, the sensation of
the last musical season in Boston
and in other American cities, will
give his second Boston recital Sun
day, evening, Oct. 21. This young
pianist seems on the way to repeat
ing the triumphs of Rubinstein. Liszt
and Paderewski. At 24 years he has
the musical public at his feet.
Pompeo’s Band, with Maria Montovani. soprano assisting, will give
a concert Sunday evening Oct. 28.
This list embraces but a few of the
October concerts scheduled for Bos
ton. Jordan Hall wjfl doubtless wit
ness numerous debuts.
• • • *
Following a statement made in the
New York Herald-Tribune that the
late Daniel Mayer introduced Pader
ewski to America in 18#2, Huso Gorlitz. a resident o fBoston who is still
at 74 years a concert manager, comes
forward with the correction that he
brought Paderewski to this country
first and managed his first five tours
of the United States and Canada. A
well-known firm of piano manufac
turers furnished the financial hack
ing for these early Paderewski tours.
Paderewski's Boston debut took
place at a Symphony concert in the
old Music Hall, conducted by Miklsch„ Dec. 5. 1891. He played his
own first concerto and three en
cores. This debut was followed by
no less than eight ^Boston recitals
within the next three months, a rec
ord not even yet surpassed. Pad
erewski is the only Boston Symphony
soloist whom the younger generation
can remember as being permitted to
violate the rule against encores.. This
fall the 5<lth anniversary of Padere
wski’s dehut as a pianist is to he cel
ebrated in his native Poland. He
finished his studies at the Warsaw
Conservatory in 1878. He was born
Nov. fi, I860.

Mr. Koussevitzky’s double bass re
cital. the second he has given here,
will be Oct. 15. He is also to make
his New York debut as a double bass
player at Carnegie Hall. Oct. 23
Henri Casadesua, the distinguished
French viola player, will be the as
sisting artist.
Leon Theremin, tlx- young Russian
inventor, whose new instrument, the
“theremin-vox," has roused great
interest the world over, will demon
strate his electrical device at Sym
phony Hall Sunday afternoon Oct.
7. By passing his hand through the
air, Theremin is able to play well
known tunes, such as Saint-Saens’
Homo
"Swan.” and Handel’s Largo.” with
A V»rJst£i Intensity ant} rantje o£ (one ^ew4,

MAINE HAS THE IDEA

Ask a Clarion user.
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